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preFaCe



book “Fragments of armenia’s soviet past: tracing the armenian-azerbaijani
Coexistence” is the end result of a project that started back in 2017. In may of that
year, we were contacted by a group of azerbaijani civic activists and researchers
who suggested creating a joint research project. as a result of those discussions,
we decided to conduct research on the topic of “shared space,” which involved
investigating how armenians and azerbaijanis used to live together in armenian
and azerbaijani ssrs respectively, and  have formed respective social and cultural
environments until the start of the Karabakh conflict at the end of the 1980s. 

ngo “hazarashen” armenian Center for ethnological studies, along with its
azerbaijani partners, therefore developed a project proposal corresponding to this
framework. the proposal was submitted to the eurasia partnership Foundation’s
peacebuilding Funds opportunity initiative, implemented under the “peacebuilding
through Capacity enhancement and Civic engagement” (peaCe) programme, and
funded by the european union. however, at the end of 2017, we were informed
that the grant selection Committee had decided to finance only the armenian part
of the project, as implementation of a similiar research in azerbaijan was impossible
given the current situtaion, hoping that it could later become a basis for
implementng a similar project in azerbaijan. our research team held long
discussions on the appropriateness of unilateral implementation of such a project
and in the end, we decided to move forward with the work. 

the current state of armenian-azerbaijani relations is complicated due to the
Karabakh conflict, but these relations also proved to have been complex, problem-
atic and controversial in the past. the past carries interethnic clashes seen at the
beginning of the 20th century (1905-1907, 1918-1920). It also carries the imposed
ideological and political realities of the soviet period, based on the propagandist
slogans of “peoples’ friendship,” that established some frameworks for these rela-
tions, including their controversial and problematic pages. In fact, the century-long
history of armenian-azerbaijani relations includes examples of the conflict
processes, experienced at the beginning and at the end of the 20th century, and
over 70 years of coexistence under the soviets. as this book will show, neither the
soviet model, nor local coexistence models and mechanisms formed around
worship and religious sites on the frontiers, could prevent new conflict. In essence,
the political conflict associated with the Karabakh issue and its rapid involvement
of mass populations was bigger than the coexistence models and mechanisms,
which were “overcome” by the conflict. 

however, our research is not about the current and past conflicts. It is about specific
models and mechanisms of peaceful coexistence at a local level that exist “outside”
these conflicts, and discusses specific cases related to soviet realities as well as
the popular practices in the areas of contact. Based on the traces of social and
cultural coexistence environments of the past, as well as fragments of human
memories, our work focuses on specific topics, refraining from generalizations. It
is based on archival material, relevant literature and other sources, as well as press
and fieldwork. the interviews were mostly conducted using oral history
methodology, and the field material is based primarily on the memories of local
armenians. as the azerbaijani part of the project was not approved and the
research was carried out only in armenia, it does not provide the possibility for
comparative analysis. Finally, it should be mentioned, that different parts of the book
have different authors and therefore there are stylistic differences. 
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 LUSINE KHARATYAN

INTRODUCTION: BORN TO BE

COSMONAUTS1



THE WORLD IN THE YEAR 2000
excerpts from “Araks” newspaper published by Meghri District Executive

Committee of the Communist Party, May 23, 1968, Meghri, Soviet Armenia.

An influential popular scientific English monthly newspaper devoted one of its

recent issues to predictions of future. The published material is very

interesting, though the author does not touch upon social aspects of the problems

forecast. Below are some short pieces from the publication, presented to readers

by “NEDELYA.”2

THE VICTORY OF SCIENCE

Rough calculations show that the number of scientists and engineer investigators

in the world will reach 25 million in 2000. With the added use of electronic

machines, the productivity of scientists and engineers will increase tenfold by

the end of the century. This will greatly increase the intellectual power of the

human mind. 

AUTOMATED MANAGEMENT

Automation is one of the major scientific and technical phenomena of our time

that should reach out to all spheres of life. It is expected that during 1970 to 1978

there will be automatic control of passenger planes, by 1988 collection of legal

data will be automated and an automatic translator will be created, from 1980 to

1995 robots will be widely used, and between 1985 to 2000 an electronic com-

puting machine will be created with an intellect of an “average person.” Increased

use of machines increases anxiety about mass unemployment. According to ex-

perts, there is no such threat. 

NEW TIMES, NEW TRANSPORTATION

By the end of the century, urban populations are expected to grow fourfold. City-

giants will be born, like Boston-Washington with 400 kilometers of length and a

population of 80 million, as well as Tokaido, with a population of 85 million, etc.

People will have more free time and will move from place to place more fre-

quently. Starting from 1980, buses with internal combustion engines will be out

of use as they are a source for air pollution. Electric cars, mostly taxis with no

drivers, will form the basis of public transportation. They will travel at a speed of

up to 50 kilometers an hour, but that would be a real 50 and not the current 15

kilometers on average. Traffic lights will disappear. Production of “family planes”

will largely increase in 2000. The roofs of the buildings will be used as airports.

Airplane control will be fully automatic. The railway will be unrecognizable. If the

passenger trains continue to operate at a speed of 800 kilometers per hour, air
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cushions will be used to transport cargo in special containers. A new airplane in-

troduced in 2000 will carry 2000 passengers at ten times the speed of sound.

POPULATION

The world’s population grew very slowly, reaching 600 million from the dawn of

humanity until the 17th Century. Then the number started to increase rapidly.

There were 3.281 billion people on our planet in 1965. This number will be 6.130

billion in 2000. Many specialists have a more optimistic view. They believe that

as a result of decreasing fertility, the world’s population will be between 4.2 and

4.5 billion in 2000. 

***

this 50-year-old article with a reference to British scientists, widely used in current

armenian media3 is from “araks” newspaper published by meghri district execu-

tive Committee of the Communist party. It came to light while searching for articles

on the shared life of armenians and azerbaijanis in meghri, and became a starting

point for our travel in space and time. how did the residents of meghri villages

and towns in 1968 picture the world in 2000? Were there any visible signs to sup-

port these predictions in their surroundings? Imagine a kolkhoz4 worker

from lehvaz village, hiding from the sun under the shadow of a tree and reading

this article with a glass of cold tan,5 while having a short work break. Could the

worker imagine that only 20 years later he would not be enjoying his tan in the

place where he probably dreamed of automated work promised by British scien-

tists, visualizing how he would sit on a pillow and observe the work of robots cul-

tivating and harvesting the land?  hadn’t that very farmer seen some predictions

during his life come true? part of the farming was already done by machines, just

a few years before the country of soviets had stepped into space, meghri railroad

station was built and there was increasing railroad traffic transporting people and

cargo to Baku, Yerevan and other destinations. only 30 years later, in 1988, an

airport was opened in meghri. the country of soviets spoke about space and

schoolchildren dreamed of becoming cosmonauts. In 1968, one could hardly

imagine that in just 30 years the generation dreaming to discover vast depths of

the infinite universe would re-establish the old borders and draw new ones within

itself. opened in 1988, the airport would operate for less than two years, while

the lively and active railway station would turn into a ghost of unrealized potential;

abandoned, crumbling and empty. 

What were the lives of armenians and azerbaijanis in the shared settlements like

during the soviet period? What were their everyday activities and relations? What

was the role and significance of space as constructed before and during the so-

viets, with its economic, social, domestic, commemorative, and other character-

istics? What written information and oral memories are kept today about the lives

12



and relations with azerbaijani neighbors of those years?  are there any sites of
material culture preserved, and are there any memories about the role and sig-
nificance of those sites? What do people remember about intangible culture?  

to answer these questions we open several windows to the recent past. the first
window traces the practical experiences of armenian-azerbaijani co-existence
during the soviet period, exemplifying the case of meghri district of the armenian
ssr. the second looks at co-existence through the memory of shared usage of
sacred space. the third window presents the formation of azerbaijani theatre in
soviet armenia.

 Meghri railway station, photos by Raffi Kortoshyan, 2018

these are different windows. the first two are largely windows of oral history
and memory, woven together with pieces from newspapers and other written
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sources, as well as visuals of monuments and structures that have been pre-

served to a certain extent. small fragments of the puzzle are visible through these

windows, where the memory of shared life and usage of sacred space is chiefly

presented from the armenian perspective. such perspective obviously cannot

provide a full picture. the current memory in armenia is primarily social memory,

even though most bearers of those memories also have personal experience of

co-existence. our interviewees lived with azerbaijanis during the soviet period,

when the relations were regulated according to soviet requirements, and the

memory of narrators stems from the patterns of those relations, as well as the

peculiarities of the subsequent Karabakh movement, armenia’s independence

and the war. at the same time, nearly 30 years have passed since those days

when they lived together. even the memories stemming from personal experi-

ence are partly “refined” under the influence of stormy and hostile events of the

last 30 years, or the narrators themselves present their memories with some

reservations and revisions. 

the third window opens the curtain of the azerbaijani theatre in armenia. In con-

trast to the first two windows, this one is primarily based on written sources; such

as articles, books, archive documents, and written memoirs. as a result, it is

more historical and does not include oral history related to azerbaijani theatre.    

In a variety of ways, we try to open some windows of information and memory

about the azerbaijani population of armenia. We avoid generalizations and con-

clusions. one can even say we end with suspension points. First, we believe the

presented material is insufficient for making conclusions regarding the complex

relations. secondly, we are keen to remind readers that the topic is not closed;

its study is delayed, oral memory changes, and there is an increasing deficiency

of sources for the history.  

three chapters of the book allow sneaking through the windows. the first chapter

is titled “Ideological landscape: the person and the monument in the ussr,”

and provides a general overview of the azerbaijani population in armenia and

its geographical distribution. the region of meghri, which the chapter focuses

on, encompasses various forms and manifestations of complex relations and

multilayered, sprouted memories regarding coexistence of armenians and azer-

baijanis. this chapter discusses life during the soviet period, current memories

of that life, soviet monuments and other public construction, as well as some

episodes of local azerbaijani rituals and celebrations.   

the second chapter on “religious landscape: sacred spaces and pilgrimage

sites” is about two such places; Bughakar and Babahaj. the complicated coex-

istence of azerbaijanis and armenians in meghri has its interesting manifesta-

tions in the local landscape, such as monuments, sacred places, and their shared

- as well as conflicting - narratives. these narratives allow looking at various lay-

ers and cultural expressions of not only those equivocal relationships, but also

their transformations, current perceptions and rethinking of the memory. the two

monuments are discussed in this context.

14
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Chapter 3 on “Cultural landscape: Inventing tradition - azerbaijani theatre in
armenia,” presents theatre’s history, playlist, famous people, as well as the is-
sues related to the theatre. 

In the end, books like this tend to become monuments; monuments of often ig-
nored and mostly unheard voices of 20th-century armenia. as nothing is forgotten,
as long as there are people who remember, our generation of cosmonauts wishes
a good journey to its readers. try to enter inside from the window of meghri rail-
road station, sealed by this well-known soviet poster released on the occasion of
the great patriotic War6 victory, where no-one and nothing is forgotten. 



USSR poster for May 9 Victory Day on the window of Meghri Railroad Station 

“No one is forgotten, Nothing is forgotten” 

Photo by Raffi Kortoshyan, 2018



1 For the expression “born to be cosmonauts” the authors are thankful to Yekaterina gileva

from novosibirsk state technical university. during a Baikal international school on mem-

ory, Yekaterina told lusine Kharatyan, how her generation of soviet schoolchildren -

raised on the dream of space exploration - had lost that dream on the day when they saw

the scenes of devastation following the earthquake in leninakan, armenia, in 1988.

2 a soviet and subsequently russian weekly published from 1960 to 1995.

3 articles referring to “British scientists” talking about recent scientific and technological dis-

coveries are frequently found in the armenian media in the 2000s. this resulted in a

meme, whereby if the author does not find sufficient sources about a phenomenon and

there is no sufficient knowledge available, British scientists should be contacted, who

would definitely have an explanation.     

4 a form of collective farm in the soviet union. 
5 a cold drink, made from a mix of plain yogurt with water.
6 In soviet union great patriotic War was the name of the war that ussr fought against

the nazi germany in 1941-45. 
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USSR, A BIG FAMILY OF PEOPLES’ FRIENDSHIP 

data from the last two censuses conducted under the soviet union provide

evidence that some short time before the collapse of the ussr, the non-

armenian population of the armenian ssr was comprised mostly of azerbaijanis,

(5.3 percent in 1979 and 2.6 percent in 1989 respectively).7 however, due to

the Karabakh conflict, no azerbaijani residents are registered according to the

last two censuses conducted by the republic of armenia.8

azerbaijanis residing in armenia were predominantly rural inhabitants and lived

mainly in shirak, ararat, gegharkunik, vayots dzor, tavush, lori and syunik

marzes (provinces) of the present day republic of armenia as well as in the cap-

ital city Yerevan.  Back at the time when the azerbaijanis lived in armenia, there

were azerbaijani schools, newspapers and radio programs, an azerbaijani the-

atre, an azerbaijani department operated at the pedagogical Institute named

after Khachatur abovyan. today there is almost no trace of their former significant

presence in public space9 and public memory.   

at the beginning of the 1990s-due to the escalation of the conflict- the areas in

both republics that were predominantly of armenian and azerbaijani or mixed

ethnicity were emptied of armenians in azerbaijan and of azerbaijanis in armenia

respectively. the conflict-intense nature of the relations and war itself left their

mark on the memory and memory politics of the two countries that were being

formed in parallel to the events. this happened also due to the fact that despite

continuous efforts of soviet authorities directed toward building friendship be-

tween soviet nations, people still vividly remembered the clashes and misunder-

standings of the past. thus, in armenia, the presence of azerbaijanis gradually

faded from collective memory or became confined to local circles and individual

recollections. 

today, the only witnesses to the culture of the absent people that once lived here

are the traces they left in their former settlements and in the memories of their

friends and neighbors with whom they once shared those places. Following that

trail, our research brought us to meghri district of armenia’s syunik province.

two considerations guided our choice. Firstly, we discovered during desk re-

search that there are some preserved monuments10 related to lehvaz and nyu-

vadi  (nrnadzor) villages. the second factor was connected to the knowledge

that in the past both azerbaijanis and armenians lived at levaz village of meghri;

it used to be a shared space and thus it was possible to record the memories of

the community’s armenian residents about their azerbaijani neighbors.

Interesting data about features of soviet era life is contained in the official news-

paper of meghri district executive Committee,11 which was published with some

intervals since 1935, first under the name “Kolkhoz village,” later renamed to

“Koltntesayin12 village,” and becoming “araks” in 1965. according to the data

published in “araks” newspaper in 1968, the 1959 census reported 3,351 azer-



baijanis living in meghri. the same newspaper published another article in its

january 16, 1990 issue. entitled “accelerate the socio-economic development

of resettled villages,” the article reported on the joint session of the Ideology

and socio-economic committees of the armenian Communist party’s (aCp) dis-

trict executive committee. We learn from this article that “the events of last year

at nagorny Karabakh and around it created tensions in our district as well. as a

result, 2,500 azerbaijanis left meghri. the villages of aldara, vardanidzor, mar-

alzmi - and partially lehvaz - became fully vacated. as of december, 1989,

around 388 armenian families relocated to meghri, mainly residing in the villages

aldara, vardanidzor, lehvaz, as well as in the town of meghri.” the article does

not include a mention of nyuvadi, which was the largest village of the district al-

most exclusively inhabited by azerbaijanis. aldara (present day alvanq) and

lehvaz (a mixed armenian-azerbaijani populated village, the name of which is

unchanged) also stood out by the number of their inhabitants. 

since meghri had a significant number of azerbaijani inhabitants, some articles

in the district newspaper were published in azerbaijani until the beginning of the

1950s. one can assume that once the newspaper was solely published in the

armenian language, it lost a segment of its azerbaijani readership. evidence to

this effect is contained in a. aliev’s speech published in the april 6, 1958 issue

of the newspaper. aliev, the principal of the vardanidzor’s seven-year school,

said this, “For years our district newspaper dedicated a page to articles in azer-

baijani. the significance of this fact is clear to many of you since azerbaijanis

live here and they want to read the newspaper in their native language. never-

theless, for the last eight years the newspaper is published only in armenian.  as

a result, many workers of several azerbaijani villages do not receive the district

newspaper “Koltntesayin village” and have no opportunity to read it.”

however, even when published only in armenian, up until the late 1980s, the

newspaper dedicated a considerable portion of materials to topics of interest on

or about azerbaijanis with consideration of the fact that most azerbaijanis living

in armenia read in armenian. more specifically, it included coverage of the daily

life of azerbaijani villages, articles about prominent azerbaijani writers, poets,

and artists as well as announcements about trips to Baku organized for school-

children. 

as a reflection of soviet ideology and propaganda, the newspaper provided spe-

cial coverage on the ussr policy of peoples’ friendship, with a particular focus

on publications about the “ages-long” armenian-azerbaijani friendship. It should

be noted that such publications referred not only to armenians and azerbaijanis

of the meghri district, but also to the peoples of armenia and azerbaijan generally,

as well as friendship with azerbaijanis that lived in the districts of azerbaijan ad-

jacent to meghri. thus, we learn from the newspaper that since the 1950s meghri

district has entered a socialist competition13 with the neighboring ordubad district

of azerbaijan ssr. In the 1970s, minjevan and meghri became partners in such

competitions. annually, the two districts competed in their volume of harvest, pro-

duction, sports, education and other areas, while the newspaper dedicated an

22



entire issue to this topic. there were exchange trips of workers and school stu-

dents. the newspaper also included special features on significant events that

happened in the neighboring republic, including success in industrial, construc-

tion and other sectors.   

every year the newspaper dedicated an entire issue to the anniversary of estab-

lishment of soviet rule in azerbaijan or wrote about the number of students ac-

cepted in Baku universities. the may 4, 1967 issue is fully dedicated to the 50th

anniversary of soviet rule in azerbaijan and as such features Baku under the

title “my City, my City, my City Baku: so many Fairy tales in this City of light.”

It is worth mentioning that the materials of this issue were prepared by the edi-

torial group of Baku’s armenian “Communist” newspaper. one of the articles on

the last page is about the Yerevan avenue in Baku, noting that the street resem-

bles Yerevan’s streets and going on to mention that the employees of the shoe

salon located in that street are often hosted by Yerevan’s model salons, while

the “children are also in contact with Yerevan’s pioneers.”  the article ends by

this contemplation: “Yerevan… here too a beautiful street is named after Baku.

It’s heartwarming when one is walking across Yerevan avenue in Baku and Baku

street in Yerevan… the spring breeze is spreading around the rustle of trees as

if carrying along the song of peoples’ friendship filled with deep meaning. If not

for the great october, there would never be a Baku street in Yerevan and the

spacious Yerevan avenue in Baku.”  It is remarkable that back in 1967 the author

of the article links the existence of a street named Baku in Yerevan and an av-

enue named Yerevan in Baku to the events of the october revolution, as if im-

plying the impossibility of such occurrence in other circumstances, a reality that

would be proven in fact only two decades later.14

We learn from the newspaper publications and from our interviews in lehvaz

that the local azerbaijanis were well connected with azerbaijan ssr generally

and Baku specifically. our interviewees reported that, while after school gradu-

ation armenians went to different higher educational institutions in armenia, many

azerbaijanis moved to Baku to continue their education.15

“I was close to one of them, his father was a shepherd, but he entered

the medical school in Baku. he was a very smart guy. he failed the exams

the first year, but went again the next year. his name was Faraj. I do not

remember the last name. he was a great guy. they moved to Baku. as

far as I remember he was later assigned to a post in Kubatlu. …some of

them went to Yerevan to study, to Yerevan pedagogical, named after

Khachatur abovyan. For example, the son and the daughter of our neigh-

bor, they were at Khachatur abovyan pedagogical…there was a depart-

ment there, an azerbaijani one. they studied there and came back to work

as teachers. at school. the girl was in meghri, but the boy worked right

here, at school. sometimes they went to Yerevan to study, but mostly they

went to Baku,” - a 60 year old male resident of lehvaz told us. 

the stories that we documented in 2018 in meghri provide evidence that aside
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from the so-called socialist competition and soviet propaganda, the residents of

the district had good neighborly relations, not only with the azerbaijanis living

there but also the azerbaijanis of the bordering settlements of azerbaijan ssr.

For example, an 80-year-old female resident of lehvaz recalls contacts between

ordubad and meghri, as well as an azerbaijani acquaintance: 

“once my husband said that we should go shopping, to buy things for the

kids that we ordered. there was not much stuff here. he said let’s go

today. I said the weather is bad today, it is going to rain, but he said he

could only go that day. so, I said oK, let’s go. and we went. the kids were

at school. We went to ordubad,16 to nakhijevan, we entered the store.

heavy rain started. We hardly managed to pull off to the side of the road,

we thought water will wash over the car. I saw a car riding up, a turk’s17

car. I said razmik [the husband’s name], who do you think that is?  I put

out my hand to stop him, he said, ‘leave it, the man is coming this way’.

he came to us. the water was almost at the car level. he helped, he

pulled the car, tied it to his car and pulled us down. up until recently we

kept in touch. he took us to the straight road, where there was no water.

he came to say ‘thank you’, said ‘let’s go to my place’. I said ‘no, thank

you’. even up until recently, when pear harvest was there, whatever har-

vest we had, I put aside their share. he was from nakhijevan. We kept in

touch. then, when he heard my husband died, he sent stuff. Back then

we had no contacts, no news. he sent stuff earlier. he did not come him-

self, but sent stuff. they brought it.”

an elderly man recalls that they went to ordubad for different reasons, “they

[people] went to buy stuff, to buy wool for making blankets and mattresses.

sometimes they took sick people to ordubad.” his son adds, “they had connec-

tions to turkey long ago.18 We bought clothing there, we often went to ordubad

and places, to buy cloths and stuff. they came here for butter, beer, sausages

and stuff, they came here for those types of things.” 

generally, the newspaper of the meghri district executive committee was actively

promoting the notion of peoples’ friendship up until 1989, keeping the district’s

armenian and azerbaijani population in focus. propaganda in support of friend-

ship between nations was typical to the soviet press and depending on context

it could be targeting a specific nation. We see regular publications and articles

in different issues of the newspaper, references to Cpsu19 programs, decrees

of the Communist party on friendship of peoples, quotations on this topic by dif-

ferent prominent figures. In addition, from time to time, the newspaper published

creative work of individual authors dedicated to the topic of armenian-azerbaijani

friendship.  

Following up on the topic, we can also see how depending on its specific prop-

aganda objective the editorial group used the same text in different ways. to il-

lustrate, the april 29, 1966 issue of “araks”, which was dedicated to the 46th

anniversary of establishing soviet rule in azerbaijan, published Charents’20 poem

“soviet azerbaijan,” which ended in the following line, “to our brother nation [in
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singular], salute, salute.” however, in the same newspaper’s september 19, 1968

issue dedicated to friendship and solidarity between different nations and people,

the same poem ends differently, “to our brother nations [in plural], salute, salute.”

In the first case Charents is quoted to encourage armenian-azerbaijani friend-

ship, while in the second case generally the concept is of friendship between

peoples. 

In general, in the 1960s Charents often appears on the pages of the newspaper

as an advocate for the friendship of nations. the 1967, september 13 issue ded-

icated to the 70th anniversary of Charents’ birthday includes an article by the

deputy-principal of aldara village school entitled “the poet of peoples’ Friend-

ship.” It has no references to Charents’ life or work, but focuses on armenian-

azerbaijani friendship once again: “the azerbaijani literature lovers are also

preparing to have a worthy celebration of the anniversary, which is not surprising.

Charents himself is a great poet praising peoples’ friendship. just remember how

skillfully he had depicted the turkish sailor’s pure feelings toward lenin in his

work “lenin and ali.” In his satirical poem “Kabkaz tamasha,” the great patriot

has bitterly criticized the poisonous enemies of his beloved people, the armenian

dashnaks, the azerbaijani musafats, and the georgian mensheviks, who had

driven their people close to ruination under the guise of saviors of the nations.

they ruthlessly robbed and plundered their people, while enjoying luxurious lives

for themselves. […] on the 15th anniversary of establishing soviet rule in azer-

baijan, which he attended as a delegate from armenia, Charents noted: “too bad

that it is my first visit to azerbaijan. If I had been here before and after the revo-

lution, I would undoubtedly observe the magnitude of changes that happened.

this is my first acquaintance with azerbaijan. I can see that you are all interna-

tional people…” this article along with the abundance of articles on peoples’

friendship published continuously in different issues of the newspaper throughout

the 1950-60s indicate to what extent the propaganda and party ideology of soviet

official politics was focused on formation of “friendship” and “internationalism”

especially in an area that was culturally diverse and had a legacy of not-so-

smooth inter-ethnic relations.  

Interestingly, in the aftermath of the 1988 sumgait events21 newspaper “araks”

launched a series of friendship letters under the title “We are Internationalists,”22

under which it published the letters of armenian and azerbaijani residents of

meghri villages that told about their friendship and included calls for amicability.

two sample letters that were published under this heading are presented below. 

our poWer Is In FrIendshIp

The indestructible friendship between the Armenian and Azerbaijani people has

ages long history. 

This friendship becomes more than solid here, in Meghri district. This is why the

Meghri people, be they Armenians or Azerbaijanis say, “if you want to learn
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friendship, come to Meghri.”  And that is the truth: There is no Armenian family

in Meghri that does not have its “dost”23Azerbaijani family and vice-versa.    

Let me use my family’s example. My father, Hovhannes, had two “dost” families

in neighboring Aldara village- the families of Allahverdi amu and Aghaqishi amu.

I remember that when these families needed anything, they turned to my father

for help. When my father needed anything, he asked Allahverdi and Aghaqishi

“dosts.”  They are not with us any longer, but even now their children and I con-

tinue our “dostship.” 

During the Great Patriotic War, I worked in Azerbaijani village of Aldara as the

secretary of the Communist organization. I befriended Rzagul Guliev, resident

of Aldara and we became as close as brothers. Rzagyul is not with us anymore,

but his son Abdun Abdunov is and he still considers me his uncle.  

I have good friends in Nyuvadi- Akhmedali Aliev, Jalal Aliev, Hamdi and Shamil

Zafarofs  (passed away), Hasanguli Zafarov and many others. 

This friendship that was built and strengthened during years will never be ruined.  

The events happening recently in Nagorny Karabakh are, no doubt, exciting.

However, addressing such sensitive issues in a short period is impossible, time

is needed. 

I believe that no matter what is the resolution of this issue, it should not affect

the ages-long friendship of Armenian and Azerbaijani people. The Lenin nation-

ality policy is built on such foundations that no force can shake them.

We are excited about comrade M.S. Gorbachov’s address to Armenian and Azer-

baijani people, which once again demonstrated the care and concern of our party.  

We need to be reasonable and approach all issues with a cool head. 

gr. grigoryan 
veteran of patriotic War and of labor 

unaFFeCted FrIendshIp 

Recently a lot is said about the friendship between Armenian and Azerbaijani

people. I want to add my few words as well. 

In 1929-30 I was ten years old. I did not understand much about life. I remember

we had a good friend from Mazra village of Kapan district. He was a blacksmith;

his name was Poghos. He often visited us. He was a strong man, tall, with broad

shoulders.  In 1931 he visited us again with a big bag of goods. He had not for-

gotten any of our family members, each of us got a present. 

Water ditches were running along the streets that gradually became flooded. The

flood that descended from the mountains brought with it a gigantic rock that got

stuck between our house and that of our neighbor’s. The water was rising and
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threatening our house. I remember well how confused my Dad and uncle were,

and only Poghos, the blacksmith did not lose his spirit. He picked up a thick and

long log that was laying around the yard and started pushing the rock that was

blocking the water. The rock rolled over and thus our houses were saved from

the mortal threat. 

Years have passed, decades, but I still vividly remember this incident. Now black-

smith Poghos’s children live in Aza village of Ordubad district. Our friendship car-

ries on. 

The Ohanyan family lives in Shvanidzor. We never consider Ivan Grandfather,

his children Ishkhan, Artem, Arakel, Arshaluys and others anything but keen.

This friendship that started with our ancestors lives on, we are there for each

other in good and bad days, we cheer each other’s success, we share the grief,

help relief the sorrow. 

When we go to Shvanidzor, we feel at home there. 

We have many Armenian friends.  Mamikon Harutyunyan, a well-respected

teacher is one of them. His grandfather, Aghasi, his father Rustam became

friends with our elders before the October revolution. They shared their bread,

they supported each other in any way they could.

As for me, I and M. Harutyunyan are friends for 47 years, since 1941.

Today a strong friendship ties me with Grisha Grigoryan from Meghri, Grishs

Hakobyan who lives in Yerevan and with tens of other Armenian families. If I go

to Yerevan, I always stay in G. Hakobyan’s place. His sons and daughters call

me uncle, since Grisha always called me brother. 

Well yes, that is how things stand. The ages-long friendship that ties our two

peoples has solid foundations. It is well visible in our district. At factories and

plants, collective and state farms the representatives of the two nations work

next to each other creating goods.

It is true that some outcasts may want to disparage this genuine and pure friend-

ship, but they will have to answer to us, to working people, who have nothing to

divide and who share one noble goal, i.e. to honor what the party requires from

us, to cherish this friendship as a treasure.   

ahmedali aliev 

veteran of War and labor

village nyuvadi  

We also learn from the newspaper that in 1989 the schools were conducting the

so-called “lessons of friendship.” 

however, despite many articles dedicated to friendship between nations pub-

lished by soviet newspapers, despite continuous efforts of the Communist party
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in this direction, despite the memories of our interviewees about peaceful coex-

istence, certain tensions were observed between the two people even during the

most uneventful times under soviet rule. an 80-year old woman from lehvaz re-

calls remarkable episodes from their trip to agulis (azerbaijan ssr, nakhichevan

autonomous republic):

“there were 12 churches in agulis,24 I have been there. the newlyweds

from here rented a bus and everyone who wanted to joined, be it a

woman, a man, not married, with kids. We went. everyone had taken food,

as much as they could. We were a full bus from our village, but I do not

remember which year it was, we went to agulis. there are 12 churches

there. We entered one. a big church it was and the date and even the

year written in red blood, by finger. later, when we were having rounds

around the church, a red pen was used to write who came there, what

they did. We wrote too. 12 churches. When we came down to go to or-

dubad, there is this so–called chiman, a place with no large trees, where

we could eat.  one of the women says open this door, seems to be an ar-

menian’s house, there is the garden, the gate. sorry, we put all shame

aside, we said we want to use the toilet. I put my nose everywhere. so

we went. some five women. We knocked, an old lady opened the door,

we said hello, she answered in turk [azerbaijani], and I say may we, we

are here because… the woman who made me go is pushing me to say.

she says no, the armenians have no right to be here. Well. We went back.

I said see that it was all for nothing. now I became a bad person for that

turk [azerbajjani]. so we went. We were eating there. the turk [azerba-

jjani] inspector came and spotted the bus. this chiman I mentioned, was

all pliant as a reed. We had the fire going, making barbeque. everyone

had brought what they could. the militiaman came and said what right

you have to be here. We tried this way and that way and then my hus-

band, cast any shame aside. he was a tough man, tougher than my father

in law. Yes. When they kept on fighting, he got up and said. listen here,

you come to meghri every day, slaughter the ewes to celebrate that ar-

menia and azerbaijan became brothers, so why have you caught us here

and ask what are we doing here? Women were huddled together as Kaj

nazar,25 not knowing what to do. then, we had our meal, got on the bus

and this officer brought the bus and our men to ordubad police station.

parked it there. my husband, the driver, two other men, one is a militia,

he has passed away, he and his wife were our neighbors, they all went to

ordubad police station. there too, my husband said-you come every day,

we are like brothers, you slaughter ewes, what is your problem, why is all

this?  now the secretary of nakhijevan district Committee, of ordubad,

they all come along, together with militia. We are on the bus; some have

their kids with them. When they came, the secretary of the district com-

mittee knew my husband, they were close. When we did not get a car

here, that turk secretary said he would arrange the car for us. But from

this country to that country you should spend millions to be able to do that.
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this is how close they were. he says hi, what’s up. my husband tells him

what’s up, how we came over, how the militia caught us, our wives, our

girls. there were no girls there, all were married women, one or two young

boys, all inside the car. this is all wrong, you come and slaughter your

cattle, you say that armenia and azerbaijan have become brothers, and

then you detain us. the secretary told that  militia to let us go.”

In this small story by our interviewee there are three references to her husband’s

following words, “you slaughter the cattle, to show that armenians and azerbaijan

have become brothers.”  such importance attached to this sentence opens up

interesting layers of soviet nationality policy. In particular, it shows how declara-

tions about brotherhood between peoples sought to silence the more profound

and unresolved issues. this quotation from the interview is noteworthy in show-

ing how - whenever the smallest problem arose - people immediately referred to

official doctrines, as if warning their opponents that their behavior deviates from

the “main course.” In fact, it is difficult to understand from this incident what the

real reason for militia intervention was. perhaps the people involved in this trip

had broken some laws, for example, were in a border zone without a required

permit.26 perhaps it was not allowed to start a fire and make a barbeque in their

chosen place. however, it is apparent that even when the armenian group was

the offender, the intervention of azerbaijani militia was perceived as having na-

tionalistic motives and the soviet ideology of friendship between nations was

used to resolve the issue. the other interesting aspect of this story is the memory

about the blood stains in agulis churches. the grandmother of our interviewee

came from agulis, she was the priest’s daughter and several times during our

conversation her grandmother’s story was retold - her escape to meghri through

forests following the armenian-turk  clashes at the beginning of the 20th century.

then, when we talk about her only trip to agulis, every two minutes she mentions

the number of churches - 12. she also says that “there was one large church,”

the date and even the year written in blood, the fingerprints there. In reality, it is

difficult to say without special scrutiny whether it was blood or red paint. perhaps

the colour of the church walls is linked to the granny’s story and the image ma-

terializes in the colour of blood.  the third noteworthy incident is the refusal of

the azerbaijani woman to let them use the toilet by saying that “armenians have

no right being here” although as our interviewee believed the door they knocked

at “seemed to be an armenian’s door.” In this case our interviewee and her

friends assume that the door looks like one of an armenian, but they also seem

to want to check who lives there. When they knock at the door they are refused

entry on national prejudice. this incident exposes a number of layers; such as

family and collective memory, the soviet routine and soviet politics. In between

this two are the individual people, who are trying to use the officially declared

“friendship of peoples” as a weapon to address the specific issue they face.

moreover, since our interview happened 50 years after the retold events, as well

as some 30 years after the Karbakh war and the collapse of the ussr, our in-

terviewees’ memory bears the imprint of those events and the story is recounted

with interpretations adapted to those later events. 
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to summarize, despite the policies that the soviet state used to promote friend-

ship of peoples and internationalism, the unresolved issues between armenians

and azerbaijanis, the history and memory of complex relations between the two

nations continued playing an important role in people’s daily life.  this is evident

both in the stories of our interviewees and in the local media, where articles on

the topic of friendship feature so many references to “ages-long friendship” that

one starts doubting its existence. however, our field material in conjunction with

the series of articles entitled “We are internationalists” indicate that while there

could have been perception issues on the group level, during the soviet times

people had a relatively positive  relationship with their azerbaijani acquaintances,

neighbors, colleagues and friends at the individual level. 

PEOPLE AND SPACE
despite the availability of useful information, the soviet newspapers generally pro-

vided one-sided representation of reality; they acted as supplements to the Com-

munist party, were strictly censored and endorsed the ideology of the indestructibility

of the one party rule. they never seriously covered the existing issues and did not

ensure even minimal diversity of opinions.  It is not simply by chance that one of

the key items of gorbachov’s perestroika (reconstruction) was the concept of glas-

nost, which implied moderate censorship and diversity of opinion. 

the newspapers that we studied contain some information about people’s lives

during that era. But the interviews with people who lived in the places of armen-

ian and azerbaijani cohabitation provide more interesting, lively and realistic ma-

terial. lehvaz village of meghri district is one such cohabitation settlement. It is

located in the syunik marz (province) of the republic of armenia, six km north-

west from the town of meghri. since the end of the 19th century the village has

been mentioned27 as one that had an armenian and turk28 (later azerbaijani )

population.  

during the last years of the soviet rule, the village had a secondary (ten years)

azerbaijani school, while the armenian school provided eight years of schooling.

armenians continued their education in meghri after they finished the eight-year

school. due to the reduction of the armenian population of the village, the ar-

menian track of the school did not function during the last soviet years.29

We learn from the issue of “araks” newspaper dedicated to the 50th anniversary

of ussr’s formation that “50 years ago, in 1922, lehvaz had only 18 house-

holds. In the later years, during a short period, the village expanded to stretch

out to the edges of the gorge. Currently, there are 178 families in the village, of

which 200 people are armenians and the rest are azerbaijanis.”30 In the same

year, in 1972, one of the publications of the newspaper’s  may 13 issue docu-

ments: “It will be difficult to find a house in lehvaz that will have history of longer

than 15 years. all buildings are new, spacious, surrounded by trees and shrubs.

the armenian and azerbaijani workers living in the village are working tirelessly
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to improve the public economy of the village, to make it more prosperous and

wealthy.”  

In march, 2018, our interviewees from lehvaz told us that at the beginning of

the last century there was an inflow of residents to lehvaz from the upper moun-

tainous armenian gudemnis and vahravar villages. as an elderly woman from

lehvaz recalls:  

“they had come down from those villages on the top. From gudemnis.

during the armenian-turk clashes, that happened, in [19]15, back then

… after the clashes. once the fighting was over, there were many brothers

in gudemnis, so they sent them here. I guess there were turks there,

whoever… I cannot say much on that, this village was vacant, they were

sent here to live here. here people are from Kuris, from gudemnis, from

vahravar. From all over. this is how it grew. they kept having children.”  

Compelling materials are available about lehvaz from back when the clashes

had happened at the beginning of the 20th century. one is a reference to Qear-

balay mehti from lehvaz, who “never avoided putting the turks at fault publicly.”

at the same time, it is said about those days that “In the mountain of alagyoz,

armenians and turks from lehvaz fought against the turks together.”31

during the soviet years, azerbaijani settlements of Bughakar, tey and pshgag

were merged into lehvaz with their population resettling there and their lands

being added to the lehvaz Collective Farm.32

“I can only speak about what I saw during the kolkhoz. I am a 60 year old

man and I can say what I saw during that time. as to sources, well in

[19]18 several turks came from those villages at the top, but I cannot say

anything more specific. Collectivization was happening back then too,

wasn’t it? they collected people, brought here, those villages were fully

ruined. they came here and this village became almost all turks. the ar-

menians were few and far between. 70 percent were turks…azerbaija-

nis,” one of the lehvaz residents tells us. 

soviet modernization had fully transformed the village. It included a club, a two-

storey building that opened in june 1960.33 In 1948 lehvaz’ electrification was

completed and cinema equipment was provided.34

periodical media also provides evidence about the socioeconomic issues that

lehvaz faced back in the 1950-70s. more specifically, the newspaper of the dis-

trict executive committee raised the issue of absence of a public bathhouse,

which was urgent both in 1956 and 1965.35

as the locals report, during the soviet period the village was divided across a

gorge into “armenian” and “turk” neighborhoods. In 1968 the residents built a

bridge to connect the two, which they named “Friendship.”36

despite living in separate neighborhoods, as villagers report, the azerbaijanis



and the armenians had active neighborly relations, and in some sections they

lived next to each other. an 80-year-old woman tells us:

“those were good times, we visited each other, were friends. look here,

behind my house, my neighbor was a turk, they had a tonir,37 she made

the dough and called me over. Come, I have made the dough today, what

about you? don’t you want to bake your bread? I made my dough and

she baked, she baked herself, she did not let me bake… We were so

close… Back then turks were all over this village, there were many turks.

the village soviet,38 the collective farm –they were controlled by turks.

there were only few armenians. the turks were many.” 

an elderly resident of the village tells us about joint work and neighborly relations: 

“When I worked at the kolkhoz, we went to the mountains together, stayed

there, some ten people, in two different workgroups, those were different

lands, but we stayed together, armenians and turks. two armenians have

moved to this house [points to the neighboring house that belonged to an

azerbaijani], but back then, during the turk’s times, you should leave your

shoes downstairs and only then go upstairs. now, you go in, there are so

many potholes, you are a lost case. they do not keep it clean. that

woman, nubar, was such a good one, her husband’s name was murkha.

her children left for Baku earlier on, they also exchanged their house and

left.”  

another elderly woman tells about her neighbors: 

“downstairs, in this building, our building, a turk used to live. his wife’s

name was maqin, his name was maqarli. Close by. We put up that wall

just recently, over there where the car entered and parked. used to be

open. then he [her husband] put up an iron fence, but left this spot open

so as we could go down to their place, they could come over. their son

fell down from the club wall; my husband took him to hospital in his mo-

torcycle. Back then, there were no armenian-turk divisions. the other

one, the one that had a tonir, where I baked my bread, she started the pit,

she told her children to bring the dough rolls, to bring lavash,39 even

meals, ready bread…told them to lay the bread to dry. not only for me,

but for everyone. Back then there were no armenian-turk divisions.”   

the theme of joint baking of bread and sharing bread is prevalent in memories.

It seems to emphasize the ideas of neighborhood and friendship. In traditional

cultures, sharing food is one of the major acts toward becoming friends. In the

accounts of our interviewees, it is also perceived as the main symbol of being

neighbors. 

It should also be noted that while speaking about azerbaijanis that they knew in

the past, our narrators attach special importance to the fact that they spoke ar-

menian.  
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“We did [work] together. We lived together. our neighbor spoke armenian

much better than some of our villagers who spoke a dialect. our neighbor

spoke pure literary armenian. he was an azerbaijani. look, over there, in

that building. they spoke perfect armenian. the child, I mean, not their

elders. they understood, they spoke. But they had a thing. even if they

knew, they would not speak; they spoke in turkish, the elders. But the

kids, they did. how many did this neighbor had? Four-five kids, they all

spoke perfect armenian… We played chingili together, back then, with

wooden clubs. We played together, we spent time together. We became

more advanced and then started playing badminton. the son of that

neighbor, when he graduated from the pedagogical and returned, he

worked as a teacher. he bought the first badminton. We were still kids at

that time. his name was vasil. he spoke perfect armenian. perfect. nat-

urally, he studied in Yerevan. arpina, she died in a car crash, she also

spoke fluent armenian, their kids too, everyone, they learnt but their elders

did not learn. But they spoke fluent armenian…he bought the first bad-

minton, in this village, to this neighborhood, we played together. I remem-

ber that. In short, we had good human relationship. good ones.”

according to some lehvaz residents, armenians mostly spoke azerbaijani with

azerbaijanis. sometimes, they used armenian to answer questions in azerbai-

jani, just on principle. “For example, my mom used to say that shafiga would ask

her, shushik khala40 why don’t you speak in turk? they spoke in turk, my mom

would not respond. she understood, but she responded in armenian.”  the same

person says that though her mother responded in armenian to azerbaijani, she

herself spoke in azerbaijani: 

“I spoke in turk with shafiga. that turk girl, a bulky girl she was, around

grade 8 or 7. my second daughter was married in Yerevan. I told her I am

going to Yerevan. she says, khala, let me come with you. I said oK. We

went by train. my son-in-law came and took us from there to abovyan. We

went to a store then. there were no armenians-turks back then, all was

mixed. she is asking me in turkish-khala, should I buy this curtain?

seems like it was today. the girls working at the store stood watching us-

this woman is an armenian, that one speaks turk. I told her, if you have

to ask, call me tyota.41 she could speak in armenian, but not clearly.

should I buy that curtain? or the other one? no, I will tell her in turk. that

is how close we were.”  

the village bus stop is another witness about the presence of the azerbaijani

population in not so distant past. on this typically soviet concrete structure one

still can see the names of azerbaijanis.  

as reported by our interviewees, the azerbaijanis left the village in late 1988. In

most cases, they had exchanged their houses in advance and then moved their

household items. armenians from Baku and other armenian populated areas in

azerbaijan settled in the azerbaijanis’ houses that were exchanged with them.  
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The view of Lehvaz from South-East in 1932 and 2018

Photos by Grigor Poghosyan (1932) and Raffi Kortoshian (2018)
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“When they [armenians] started leaving Baku, it started earlier, didn’t it,
then naturally, they made them [azerbaijanis] to leave here too, and they
exchanged houses. the deported armenians from Baku came here; they
made arrangements here, the turks got lucky. Well, they lived well here,
working in the collective farm, elsewhere, but naturally the armenians lived
in Baku or in cities or around cities, in sumgait. so, this is how the arme-
nians came. they mostly came from Baku to this village. they came and
exchanged the houses, nicely, they collected everything and left, there
was no violence against the turks… some of them moved to ordubad di-
rection, they even took their coal with them, hired cars, loaded their things,
whatever they had-be it coal, wood. they mostly took everything with
them. those who left earlier, they did not, but later they returned. some-
times they went to Baku for exchange, with those who should exchange
with them (the house), came back here together to make the exchange.
they did the paper work for that.” 

The bus stop at Lehvaz village, photos by Raffi Kortoshian, 2018



at present though, some of these armenians had left and sold their houses to arme-

nians from meghri’s mountainous villages or just left the houses locked and empty. 

***

lehvaz used to be a mixed armenian-azerbaijani cohabitation village, but the

other villages were more homogeneous-either armenian populated or azerbaijani

populated. the largest village with an azerbaijani population was nyuvadi. nyu-

vadi (present day nrndzor) is one of the remotest villages of the republic of ar-

menia situated some 435 km from Yerevan and 30 km from meghri, at the

armenian-Iranian border. We learn from the different issues of meghri district

committee newspaper that nyuvadi was one of the wealthiest collective farms

during the soviet years. under the soviets, the nyuvadi collective farm started

farming the fallow lands adjacent to the village as well as pioneered the high

mountainous pastures.  the villagers had built the road to mountain pasture and

meadows, as well as barns to better manage cattle breeding in that area. 

alongside with most of the villages of meghri district, nyuvadi was electrified in

the 1940s, most probably right after the war.42 We learn from the issue of “Kolt-

ntesayin village” newspaper dedicated to 35th anniversary of establishing soviet

rule that in 1955 ““Ilyich lamps”43 are burning in all nyuvadi houses, the radio loud-

speakers are broadcasting, many people own a radio, wardrobes, good quality

beds. Illiteracy is dealt with in the villages, a new school was built, and all teachers

are locals. every family is getting newspapers or magazines. the village has a

club and a library where villagers read, play chess and checkers, and listen to

radio programs. at the spacious club auditorium they watch films, and attend con-

certs. the village has a store and several standard-model buildings. the economy

prospers from year-to-year; the collective farm is a millionaire. Back in pre-soviet

times nyuvadi residents did not even have an idea about cars, while now the farm

owns three cars, a silos collector, two water pumping stations with powerful pump-

ing machines.  during the recent years, the collective farm has cultivated around

50 hectares of vacant lands where tropical fruit trees are growing lavishly now.”44

however, the same newspaper features an article in its november 12, 1961 issue

titled “the problems of our village,” from which it becomes clear that similar to

many villages of the armenian ssr, nyuvadi was also facing some development

issues. according to the author, despite the electrification, nyuvadi is powered

only one-two hours during the day and the voltage is so low “that the lamps hardly

start warming up. the electricity grid condition is very bad, especially inside the

village.” the poles were shaky; the wiring went very low over roofs and was dan-

gerous for children. For quite some time, the need for a bathhouse was dis-

cussed in nyvadi, but there wasn’t one in the village. there were issues related

to healthcare. “For how long should this village with a thousand residents remain

without a doctor? how much longer should the sick people wait for the doctor

who comes to the village from the district center via impassable roads? the vil-

lage residents may not be this dismayed should the village health care facility

be in good condition. In other villages, healthcare facility have a dedicated build-
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Nyuvadi village at the end of 19th century, image from “Sisakan” by Gh. Alishan 

Nyvadi (Nrnadzor) village in 2018, photo by Raffi Kortoshian 
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ing, with medicine cabinets, emergency items and possibility of intervention
should there be a need for bandaging or urgent relief. It is not the case in nyu-
vadi.  In a damp and semi-destroyed building, there are a few bottles and ves-
sels, and this place is called health facility.”45

In november 14, 1970 issue of “araks” there is an article about nyuvadi written
by I. mamedov and reporting on the past and the present of the village with sta-
tistics in support of village development:  “In 1850, only 15 azerbaijani students
were enrolled in Yerevan’s provincial school. at present, 18 of nyuvadi secondary
school teachers have higher education. In 1863, altogether only 24 azerbaijani
students were enrolled in all of the province’s schools. at present, 25 teachers
work at nyuvadi school only. one more comparison.  against the 15 students
enrolled in Yerevan provincial school in 1850, at present, of all graduates of nyu-
vadi school, only one of soviet armenia’s azerbaijani villages, 18 are scientists,
80 have higher education, and ten are post-graduate students. soviet nyuvadi
is well maintained, it is a reserve of abundant crops, an anchor for hard working,
morally stable, initiative-taking and patriotic people.”  

these excerpts from the articles published in different years in the district news-
paper have one similarity: they present the achievements of the village in the con-
texts of soviet modernization. In particular, the authors chose the main symbols
of village modernization in the ussr: electrification, the club, the health care fa-
cility, machinery, the school. even the above-mentioned 1961 criticizing article
“problems of our village,” covers these symbols, more specifically- their improper
condition. at the same time the 1970’s article authored by I. mamedov shows the
line of the ussr nationality policy, since the author especially highlights the ed-
ucational achievements of azerbaijanis in armenia under the soviet rule. 

Before leaving for meghri for fieldwork, our research team did a small survey of
internet resources to find information on nyuvadi from azerbaijani sources. We
ended up finding a number of materials and written work by nyuvadi’s former
residents. a music video found in Youtube had mapped the village and those
adjacent sites that mattered in the lives of nyuvadi inhabitants.46 Following that
map and our assumption that the sites mentioned might have some connection
to cultural heritage, our research team decided to visit those and document the
current state of a number of spots noted in the map. 

T ERVAV I T

QERCH I N I K

ERNADZ OR

The map locations included in the video clip
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A general view of Ernadzor former settlement from the West, photo by Raffi Kor-

toshian, 2018 

It turned out that a number of spots noted on the map are currently located in

the area of shikahogh nature conservation. since the day was sunday, the earth

road built for cars was closed and we had to find a guide and walk around 22

kilometers to get to see and photograph the different spots. the first spot that

we visited was Yrnadzor or ernadzor.47 It is located five km northeast from nyu-

vadi, in the area of shikahogh conservation. the ernadzor former settlement

and the muslim cemetery adjacent to it on the south have been included in the

republic of armenia’s registry of historic monuments in 2006 (numbers 8.66.1

and 8.66.1.1) and are maintained by the state. 

A 1949 headstone, Ernidzor, photo credit Raffi Kortoshian, 2018



A 1937 headstone, Ernidzor, photo credit Naira Hayrapetyan, 2016 

A 1872-73 headstone, Ernidzor, photo credit Raffi Kortoshian, 2018 
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the 1956 issue of march 15 of meghri district executive committee’s “Koltnte-
sayin village” newspaper reports that in the 1950s around 50 heifers of nyuvadi
collective farm were kept in former ernadzor rural settlement. the author de-
scribes the appalling state of the barns and the heifers, concluding that it is out
of collective farm authorities’ sight and they might not be aware of the real situ-
ation.48

most tombstones in the former settlement have inscriptions. out of the three tomb-
stones that we photographed, one has an inscription in arabic and bears a 1289
hijri (1872-1873 a.d.). the second has inscriptions in arabic and Cyrillic and is
dated to 1937, while the third has only a Cyrillic inscription and is dated to 1949. 

the next spot that our research group visited is tervnit or tervavit. according to one
of the january 1959 issues of “Koltntesayin village,” tervanit was the summer pas-
ture, “yaylagh”49 of nyuvadi. p. rustamyan, the author of the article, reports that
despite winter conditions, nyuvadi collective farmers had started the construction
of a “car road” leading from the village to “tervan” yaylagh and as of january 1959,
a five km section of the road was leveled and ready.50 In 1970, a new barn was built
in tervavit. “the construction of a sheep barn for 700 heads of sheep was com-
pleted in the “tervavit” pasture, around ten km away from the village. the sheep
spending the winter over there will have access to water, which will be piped from
a nearby spring. a separate room for shepherds is installed next to the barn.” 51 In
april 2018, nothing was left of this large barn in tervavit. there was a spring for cat-
tle and a few wooden huts. here, according to our guide, shepherds stay during
summer when they bring the cattle to the mountains.

Tervavit Spring, photo credit Raffi Kortoshian, 2018

the observations and site inspections undertaken by our research team made
during its walking tour of ernidzor and tervavit indicated that the earth road that
the nyuvadi residents built during the second half of last century remains the



only pathway for off-roaders. these sites are currently within the shikahogh con-
servation, a fact that somewhat limits traffic.  

thus, visited communities have undergone serious transformations during the so-
viet era. most specifically, the soviet modernization has affected the villages both
in terms of physical appearance and with respect to population. the villages had
been connected to electric power, construction and development of public spaces
happened, cultural, educational and healthcare institutions appeared. these de-
velopments had affected people’s daily life and routine. their life quality and edu-
cation levels improved. It is remarkable that former nyuvadi residents had
preserved in their mental map the achievements of the soviet time by mapping in
detail their accomplishments from collective farm work, such as barns built in re-
mote yaylaghs, the roads built to get to those and others. at the same time, our in-
terviewees from lehvaz recall their life in soviet era reflecting on neighborly
interactions and their contacts within the context of the soviet village. 

CULTURAL LIFE,  TRADITIONAL HOLIDAYS 

the soviet state planned and organized its people’s cultural life. theatre and,
later on, Cinematography were considered as major tools of the Communist
party’s political-ideological propaganda.  driven by the slogan “art for masses,”
art reached out to large masses. to illustrate, in all soviet villages cultural clubs
were built to organize the population’s cultural life. amateur theatre, as well as
singing and dance groups functioned in the clubs. testimonies found in meghri’s
district newspaper, alongside the interviews we conducted, indicate that theatre
and cinema played an important role in the daily lives of both azerbaijanis and
armenians.  

theatres, song and dance groups of neighboring nakhijevan and ordubad often
had guest performances in the azerbaijani populated villages of the district. From
1966 on, they were joined by the jabarli inter-district azerbaijani theatre of ar-
menian ssr. the meghri residents learnt about the establishment of this theatre
from november 16 issue of “araks” newspaper.  

The announcement about the establishment of Jabarli theatre in “Araks” newspaper, 1966
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our interviewees also speak about touring concerts and theatre groups:

“theatre came over, both turk and armenian. more turk [theatre]. From
ordubad, nakhijevan mainly. mainly from there, nakhijevan. Concerts too.
armenian theatres did not come often. [We went]. they came too. I un-
derstood the turk performances, but I could not speak well, the way they
spoke armenian. of course, I understood, but I did not speak fluent azer-
baijani. But there were armenians among us who spoke azerbaijani flu-
ently. those who mainly worked together in the kolkhoz.” 

In addition to theatre performances and concerts, amateur groups functioned in
azerbaijani villages, and there were wallpapers produced in azerbaijani. the
best examples of such newspapers included the “Bala Qirpi” satiric wallpaper of
nyuvadi52 and lehvaz’s “lenin Yolu” (lenin’s Way). We learn from meghri district
executive committee’s newspaper that, “Bala Qirpi,” for example, used cartoons
and satirical articles to criticize those co-villagers who displayed behavior not
compatible with Communist way of things. as to “lenin Yolu,” it was the news-
paper of lehvaz collective farm’s Communist party and Young Communist or-
ganization, which was published monthly both in armenian and azerbaijani.   

Lehvaz’ “Lenin Yolu” wallpaper, May 1967

newspapers and our interviewees testify that all soviet holidays were celebrated

in the district. an elderly woman from lehvaz recalls how armenians and azer-

baijanis celebrated the holidays: 

“may the 1st, march 8. long live may 1, long live our red day, our red fu-
ture. We said such words, just said them. We put a glass jar on a piece of
wood, inside was a rag soaked in oil, we kept it and then burnt it. some
eight-ten youths went on village rounds at night; this is how we celebrated
may 1. Back at school times. 
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on march 8, gifts were given, meals were cooked, drinks drank, we par-

tied and then called it a day. on may 1 and may 2, in the past, not now,

we went out to picnic when the days were good. each work unit went out

to the orchards, we took meat, other things, and we partied and came

back. nothing like that happens now. If you are doing fine, you are fine

regardless of the day. If you are miserable, then you are miserable. If you

are healthy and well, then do well, if not, then not.”

It is interesting to observe how the memories of our interviewees from lehvaz

retained the azerbaijani’s celebrations of their holidays:  

“there were no celebrations, we celebrated only new Year. easter came

later, it happened later. they celebrated novruz, Bayram. on Charcham-

bay day, we hang purses from garrets. there were a few houses with gar-

rets, we hang those, the purses, they [azerbaijanis] put something inside,

we pulled them up. We dropped it, they put something inside, some

sweets, and we pulled it up. sometimes it was grains, corn, whatever they

made at home; there was nothing else back then. some sweets. they put

things in the bags, and we pulled them up. For Charchamba we armeni-

ans went to collect from them. they came over at new Year, to wish us

happy new Year.”

“on the 19th it was Charchamba, it was called Charchamba, we went out

with purses to wish them happy Charchamba, and they gave us coins, or

treated to sweets. We had such friendship, we were close to each other,

real human interactions,” a 60-year old man from lehvaz remembered.

lehvaz residents remember Bayram and Bayram week as the most memorable

celebration of their azerbaijani neighbors. one elderly woman recalls: 

“For example they said novruz Bayram. Was it the 21st of this month?

the tv also says Bayram, they say their Bayram, Bayram means a holi-

day. Bahar means spring; they say Bayram bahar, spring holiday. We say

that 21st is when spring comes, by old calendar. I heard that on the tv

many times.  now, that is what they celebrate, not the new Year. Bahar

Bayram. spring holiday. that is what they celebrated. that is how it is. It

is easter on the first, isn’t it? they had nothing to do with it, it is armenian

easter, and we should celebrate easter on april 1.

let me tell about Bayram. For example this year both Bayram and Char-

chamba day are on the 21st. do you know what Charchamba is? second

day, second day is akhshami, and 3d day is the real Charchamba, they

dye eggs on that day, what do I know? they cook greens, then they make

fire, jump over, they cook pilaf. they dye eggs, 50 to 60 eggs, Children

bring over bags, throw them around, or you should just put things inside

it without making a show of it, so as no one sees, they grab it and run.

they put eggs, grains inside, they put whatever they had, and then they

grab and leave. during Charchamba, it is their custom, as I remember;
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they should not speak a bad word.  during that day, in the evening, they

always speak well. Why is this? there were people who were barren; they

wanted to see what words go around. If the words are kind, it means the

child will come. or, they made a wish, so they would want to see what is

spoken. or they had a daughter to marry.  something kind, something

good. Without speaking they take a cup of water. so they listen and who-

ever speaks the first word, whose mouth utters those words, they learn

from those words what would happen. they open the door, pour the water,

and run away, so as you do not know who that was. then they say it was

them. like, if you make a wish that your daughter should marry, then her.

so, I should go see whether she is pregnant. 

also, during that Charchamba day, they got up very early in the morning,

during the third day, they went to the river. they should not talk to anyone

on their way, if they were talked to, they should not reply. that was their

custom, what do I know?  they went to the river or the water spring, filled

their buckets, jug or kettles, they also gathered seven stones from the

river and brought all that home. they put one stone with the wheat, an-

other inside the flour sack; another one went to special spot to bring more

income during the next year. not the first day, not the second day, this

was the third day. the third day of the week. after that, on the 21st, it was

Bayram. For example, this year, Charchamba and Bayram were on the

same day.”   

such detailed account of azerbaijani holidays indicates that lehvaz residents

were involved in each other’s holiday celebrations and rites. the fact that arme-

nians were part of their azerbaijani neighbor’s cultural life and that they provide

evidence that azerbaijanis were also involved in armenian holidays and celebra-

tions  (“on Charchamba day we armenians went and collected from them, they

came over at new Year, with good wishes”), demonstrates that beyond official

interactions (collective farms, work relations, officially celebrated soviet holidays),

there were larger contacts and real neighborly relations. moreover, one may as-

sume that soviet authorities would not have encouraged these traditional cele-

brations, but these stories testify that, as  a minimum, they did not prohibit those

or just ignored the presence of these holidays and rites in daily life. 

SOVIET MONUMENTS

monuments were an important part of enhancing soviet ideology and memory

politics. this was particularly true in the case of the founders of the soviet state,

soviet leaders, Bolshevik revolutionaries and alike. the politics of memory also

emphasized monuments erected in tribute of the victims of great patriotic War.

there were several such monuments-in memory of unknown soldier that were

placed in big cities, those dedicated to soviet army generals and heroes as well

as  village monuments that commemorated their co-villagers perished during the
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war. the memorialization of the great patriotic War started in the ussr back in

the second half of the 1940s. It began with local initiatives and commemorations

that were mostly happening in those locations that were immediately in the war

zones or nearby. those monuments had local value, were for internal use and

were placed in rural settlements as simple concrete structures shaped as a pyra-

mid or rectangular steles with a red star and names of dead soldiers engraved.

they were usually placed close to a house of culture or at the cemeteries, at vil-

lage crossroads, close to which bus stops later appeared. In the 1960s the official

memorialization and commemoration of the great patriotic War was launched

in the soviet union.53

Lehvaz, Memorial dedicated to the memory of victims of the Great Patriotic War.

Photo credit Raffi Kortoshian, 2018 

our field material from different villages of armenia provides evidence that such

monuments were usually erected with use of public means or were funded by

the collective farm as well as through donations from villagers. It was considered

that by doing this the public was expressing its gratitude to heroes and thus be-

coming more attached to their memory. this was one of the very few cases when

the rural communities independently chose the style of the monument with soviet

censorship having very little interference in the process. the monument con-

struction started in the 1960s did not end with the collapse of the soviet union.

some settlements did not manage to build such monuments and were left without

a way of commemorating the war victims. however, monument construction con-

tinued after the collapse of the ussr as well. all other considerations aside, the

presence of such monuments was a matter of honor for the villages. 

“araks” newspaper of meghri district executive committee revealed in its Febru-

ary 23, 1968 issue that monuments commemorating the victims of patriotic War

were erected in a number of settlements on the occasion of the soviet army’s

50th anniversary. the newspaper notes the following, “the workers of the district

are paying respect to the immortal memory of their brothers, fathers and other
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Lehvaz, Memorial dedicated to the memory of victims of the Great

Patriotic War. Photo credit Raffi Kortoshian, 2018 
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kin that perished heroically during the War. such monuments were erected in

villages Karchevan, litchq, malev, lehvaz, and Kuris.”

the monument in memory of soviet soldiers from lehvaz is still standing in the

village. It is also included in the list of monuments protected by the state.  In its

architectural form and style, it reminds the local, family commemoration-type

monuments of the second half or 1940s with names of the dead soldiers and a

red star. however, chronologically, it is relevant to the memory policy of the

1960s.

the elder residents of lehvaz recall the opening of the memorial:  

“Well yes, they came and put it up, and then every year on may 9 they

went to the monument, all the students of the school, with parents. I re-

member I went there with a wood stick, with the stick, I went down, close

to the road, sat down somewhere, watched the students, talked.” 

some of our interviewees note that the majority of village residents and conse-

quently those who died during the patriotic War were azerbaijanis: 

“there were few armenians. 70 percent [of village populations] were

tu[rks]… azerbaijani. as far back as I can remember, that monument, I

was ten years old, it was then that the monument of great patriotic War

was there, two armenians and the rest are all turks [azerbayjanis]. Imag-

ine their number, since [19]41 the number of turks was so high, that only

two armenians were killed”, a man aged 60 remembers. 

he also remembers the opening of the monument and the annual may 9 events

at the monument. 

“I remember that they opened the monument, you know how this is done.

the first secretary, the second secretary, the third secretary came, did the

opening together with kolkhoz head.

on may 9, azerbaijanis and armenians together went to the monument,

on the occasion of the victory day. there were events, schoolchildren re-

cited poems, in armenian and in azerbaijani. did I say there are names

of two armenians on that monument? the rest are azerbaijanis. there

were school events, we did together.”

as some testify, following the collapse of the soviet union a group of youth
wanted to erase the names of azerbaijani soldiers from the monument, but the
elderly residents did not let them do that. 

“there was a moment when a few young people said lets wipe them out.

I told them how could you erase history? there is no way history can be

erased.” 

When talking about this, some of the men note that the monument is sacred and

no one would think to touch it. 



“sure, that monument is sacred, what does it have to do with other things,
it used to be one common state back then… didn’t I tell you there are two

armenian names; they were taken from the village. It was a common war.
that was out of the question… We never harmed the turks [azerbaijanis]
themselves, why would we harm the monument.” 

one of the typical soviet visual images are the monumental statues of soviet
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Lehvaz, Memorial dedicated to the memory of victims of the Great Patriotic War.

Photo credit R. Kortoshian, March 2018 



leaders. In armenia, there were lenin statues, busts, sculptures and other trib-

utes up until the collapse of the soviet union. as to stalin statues, those were

dismantled in armenia like in other parts of the ussr, following the criticism of

stalin’s cult in Khrushev’s era. In this regard, it is noteworthy that, as noted by

the witnesses, the only statue of stalin in armenia that was standing up until the

collapse of the soviet union was located in the azerbaijani populated aldara

(currently alvanq) village of meghri district. this statue managed to survive the

era of stalin’s cult criticism and stand still thanks to the residents of this village.

as a lehvazi man aged 60 testifies,  

“there was a stalin statue in alvanq. You know alvanq, don’t you? have

you been to alvanq? Is it still there? only the turks there kept stalin’s

statue. It [village] was called aldara. then it turned into alvanq. It was the

only statue, of stalin.”  

It should be noted that articles criticizing the existence of stalin’s statue started

appearing in “araks” newspaper only following the escalation of the 1988

Karabakh conflict. an illustration of this is a note titled “unpleasant persistence”

published in the 1988 august 16 issue of the newspaper.

unpleasant persIstenCe

CPSU’s 20th Congress was a critical milestone in our country’s history. The Party

boldly exposed the real nature of Stalin’s cult that persevered for decades in ad-

dition to pointing out to its dramatic consequences and outlining a course to up-

root any traces of that cult from our life.  

One of the planned interventions in this regard was the dismantling of Stalin’s

monumental statues that had mushroomed all across the Union. Our small dis-

trict was not an exception. Following the war, when small and large collective

farms were in dire poverty, they were forced to spend funds on transporting the

great leader’s statues from the capital and placing them in all the settlements,

without an exception. All across the country and in our district as well, there had

been full understanding of the Congress’ declared directive to remove Stalin’s

statues. However, with no reason, the then leadership of Aldara that had the pa-

tronage of pro-Stalin leaders in the district center, ignor ed these directives, to

put it mildly, and persisted in keeping the statue in place. 

30 years later, his statue is still standing erect in the most prominent spot of the

village. Stalin is in full military uniform, on his intimidating iron heels, as if standing

ready to destroy mercilessly anything honest and human.  

According to available information, Aldara residents rationalize that the collective

farm’s funds had been once spent for this and they do not want the money to go

to waste.55 Apparently, in all of the country, only the Aldara residents value the

cost of property. 
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Azerbaijanis of Aldara at the Stalin statue54
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While during the stagnation years, the efforts of Aldara residents to regularly

paint and maintain the statue were not encouraged, they were not reprimanded

either with no one asking the question as to how much longer should it dominate

over the village.   

Times are different now. On daily basis, the newspapers publish new materials

about Stailin’s crimes. One is hard pressed to find any excuses for his behavior.

Continued idolization of such a person is no more a matter of disorientation, but

it is a direct disregard of the requirement of today’s Perestroika spirit.  

It appears the present leadership of Aldara is not against removing the statue,

since they are younger and they have their independent views. However, the

people who had some positions of prominence in the village some 30 years ago

do not let them do this and they do not approve of the changes that are happen-

ing in the country. Overcoming this unpleasant persistence has been long over-

due. 

h.hovhanissyan  
member of ussr’s union of journalists 

several people reacted to this article including the history teacher of shvanidzor
village school, who noted the following: “I believe that keeping stalin’s statue in
aldara and attempts to idolize it are an evil for our society. moreover, it is sacri-
lege and a show of disrespect toward the memory of the innocent victims of
[19]30s stalin terror. It means that stalinism is alive and well in certain circles.”  

during gorbochev’s perestroika period the media reflected a lot on stalinism
vices and criticized its autocracy and repressions. It was around this time that
the russian “memorial”56 was initiated. however, a fact that is remarkable with
respect to our field research is that in addition to general publications condemn-
ing stalinism and political repressions, in 1989-90s, there appeared specific ar-
ticles both in meghri district newspaper and in the republican press blaming
stalin directly for the Karabakh issue and generally for the nationality issues. It
should be noted that the demand to remove stalin’s statue from aldara had been
formulated in parallel to those articles.  according to the interviews with armenian
refugees from azerbaijan who lived in alvanq in 2008 (conducted by a.
hakobyan, member of our research team), when they first arrived in alvanq in
1988-1989, stalin’s statue was still there in the village square, next to the soviet
administration building, but it was removed soon after.57

our research team was unable to find out how and under what circumstances
the statue was eventually dismantled. however, we discovered some fragments
of stalin’s statue in the village of nrnadzor (nyuvadi).  the typical hand inside
the overcoat betrays the identity of the statue and is a part of the puzzle that is
our not so distant past. 
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A preserved fragment of Stalin’s statue, Nrnadzor (Nyu-

vadi), photo credit R. Kortoshian, 2018
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UNKNOWN MONUMENTS58

It is known to many in armenia that the Yugoslavian airplane carrying supplies

for the victims of the devastating spitak earthquake of 1988 crashed during land-

ing killing all seven members of the crew. In armavir region, on the spot where

the plane crashed, stands a monument made of the fragments of the plane.  By

contrast, very few people in armenia know that a day before that crash, on de-

cember 11, 1988, another plane crashed during landing at leninakan [currently

gyumri] airport close to maralik-leninakan section. the plane that belonged to

the soviet armed Forces departed from Baku for leninakan and carried the mil-

itary servicemen from the Baku regiment who were supposed to help the victims

of the earthquake. the Flight safety Foundations’ aviation safety network keeps

the statistics of global aviation related accidents and its database is accessible

online.59 according to this source, the crash of december 11, 1988 of the Baku-

leninakan plane is the worst accident that has ever happened to air transport

on the present territory of the republic of armenia. as a result, all nine member

of the crew and 68 of 69 passengers were killed, a total of 77 people.  

In general, very seldom air crashes that happened in ussr were spoken about.

the media, as a rule, kept quiet or provided very scarce information about such

accidents. In view of the armenian-azerbaijani tensions of 1988, reporting about

this crash could have been much more problematic. It is interesting, that the day

after the crash, on december 12, 1988, the newspaper “pravda,” the official news-

paper of the Central Committee of the Communist party of the ussr, featured

on the bottom right corner of its front page a condolence note for the victims of

the crash, signed jointly by the Central Committee of the Communist party, the

presidium of the supreme soviet and the Council of ministers of the ussr. the

same condolence note in armenian can be found at the bottom right corner of the

front page of “soviet armenia” newspaper (dated to december 12, 1988), which

was the official newspaper of  the Central Committee of the armenia’s Communist

party, the armenian ssr’s supreme soviet and Council of ministers.  

the condolence note published in “pravda,” and then translated and republished

by the “soviet armenia” reads as follows: 

“on december 11, when approaching the city of leninakan of the armen-

ian ssr, the Il-76 military transport aircraft suffered an accident. nine

members of the crew and 69 military servicemen that were headed for

leninakan to take part in earthquake relief, were killed”. 

Below this condolence note from the Center, “soviet armenia” also published a

similar note by the Central Committee of the armenia’s Communist party, the

armenian ssr’s supreme soviet and Council of ministers.  Both notes are silent

on the starting point of the flight, i.e. Baku. however, around the same time, on

december 13, 1988, the newspaper “Bakinski rabochi,”  an organ of the Com-

munist party in Baku, published three such notes, one below the other: the pub-

lication of “pravda” that contained the condolences of ussr’s top officials to the



victims of the accident near leninakan, the telegram of the ussr’s top officials
to Yugoslavia’s leaders on the occasion of the accident of the Yugoslavian air-
plane in the armenian ssr on december 12, and finally, at the end, the condo-
lence message of the Central Committee of the azerbaijan’s Communist party,
azerbaijan ssr’s supreme soviet and Council of ministers for the victims of de-
cember 11 crash near leninakan, which says the following: “on december 11,
while approaching leninakan, the military transportation aircraft of Baku military
regiment, suffered an accident.” It is only through this official publication that we
learn about the fact that the military on the plane were from the Baku base. 

It turns out that there is a monument on the spot where the plane crashed, a fact
known to very few in armenia. It is located between the cities of maralik and
gyumri (leninakan), left of the maralik-gyumri road, on top of a hill.  

the monument comprises of two black granite tiles with epitaphs on them and a
piece of iron that resembles an airplane tail. across from it, at the top of black
granite tiles, a tufa stone is placed with an armenian epitaph on it. the following
text is written on the granite tile in russian, “to the crew of Il 76 and the military
servicemen that died on 11.12.1988, during the flight to leninakan that was des-
tined to provide relief to the victims of the earthquake of 7.12.88.” at the bottom
of the same obelisk, the sign of the soviet military air force is placed. the smaller,
bottom tile of the epitaph is titled “the flight of anguish and duty.” Below this title
there is a picture of a plane and the names of nine persons,  the crew members. 

judging by the monument, it was later on that an orange tufa part was added to
the granite tiles and the metallic section that resembles an aircraft tail. the tufa
obelisk has the following epitaph, “a fraternal cemetery of soldiers representing dif-
ferent nationalities that were headed to disaster-struck gyumri and perished in the
crash of Il76 aircraft.”  use of name gyumri instead of leninakan testifies to the
fact that this epitaph was placed here at least a couple of years after the crash.60

56
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as noted on the monument’s epitaph, the crew and the passengers of the plane
were really multinational: of 69 passengers 50 were azerbaijani, 13 were lezgi,
11 russian, two tatars, an armenian and a jew, all members of ussr military
reserve forces, and the only survivor of the crash was Fahraddin Balayev, who
passed away in 2010.61

Monument in memory of the victims of Baku-Leninakan air crash, photo by Lusine

Kharatyan, 2018 
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In 2008, in commemoration of the 20th anniversary of the earthquake, the ar-
menian national archives published a compilation of documents entitled “the
earthquake: the disaster zone Yesterday and today: a look 20 Years later.” In-
cluded in this publication is a report dated november 23, 1989 from a. alek-
sanyan, head of the architectural and urban Construction Committee under the
state Construction agency to v.margaryan, the Chairman of armenian ssr’s
Council of ministers.  the report informs about the plans to erect a monument in
the memory of the wrecked plane in the town of artik. the document is entitled
“on the results of the Competition/tender for design of monuments to the vic-
tims of air accidents.”  It tells us that there was an open tender for the design of
monuments in the memory of “soviet servicemen and Yugoslavian pilots” that
“died during the air accidents in artik and echmiadzin districts of armenian ssr
while on patriotic and international duty. the tender committee had issued a first
grade diploma to architects sargis nersissyan and hasmik aleksanyan for the
design of artik monument. We learned from the same document that for the im-
plementation of the designs 51.400 roubles was transferred to a special ac-
count, which, however, “is not sufficient” for finalizing working designs and
construction of the monuments. the document also states that in order to con-
struct the monument in artik, a two km road leading to the monument site should
be built. given the fact that the authors of the design are employees of Yerevan
project Institute, it can be assumed that the working design elaboration should
have been done by that institution. the road design and the construction of the
monument were tasked respectively to the road ministry of armenian ssr and
the construction companies under the state Construction agency. the document

The Armenian epitaph on the monument in memory of Baku-Leninakan air

crash victims, photo by L. Kharatyan, 2018 



also sets november 30, 1990 as the deadline for the completion of all construc-
tion works so as an official opening of the monument is held on december 11,
the day of the accident. appended to the document are also the protocol of the
tender committee meeting and the draft resolution of the armenian ssr’s Council
of ministers, which were not included in the publication.  

By all accounts, this tender was the immediate response to the resolution of the
january 17, 1989 meeting of the republic’s political and economic leadership.62

during this meeting suren harutyunyan, the then first secretary of the armenian
ssr’s Communist party’s Central Committee, had referred to the victims of the
Baku-leninakan flight in his speech “on the Issues presented to the party, soviet
and economic entities by the ussr Communist party’s Central Committee and
the Council of ministers with regard to activities directed to elimination of the
Consequences of earthquake in the armenian ssr.”  “It is with pain and anguish
that we remember the tragic deaths of the crew and the servicemen of the soviet
military plane as well as the crew of the Yugoslavian plane who were plane
wrecked while on their way to bring aid and relief to the armenian people,” said
s. harutyuyan going on to mention that “the memory of the earthquake victims
should be immortalized.63 today, when addressing urban construction issues,
there should be plans for monuments, obelisks, memorials that honor the mem-
ory of the national tragedy. Yesterday, in leninakan, we talked once again about
the need to pay tribute to the memory of the crew and the passengers of the so-
viet military plane as well as the crew of the Yugoslavian plane. I believe this
should be done not with the use of state money, but from people’s donations so
as the people have their contribution. I believe collecting the money and con-
structing the monuments is our duty.”64 In the end, the meeting of the armenian
ssr’s party and economic leadership decided “to start an initiative of a number
of enterprises and organizations in the republic in support of constructing the
monuments dedicated to the memory of the crew and the passengers of the so-
viet military plane as well as the crew of the Yugoslavian plane that were on their
way to bring aid to earthquake victims.”65

judging from the general look of the monument “discovered” by us in 2018 and
the absence of architectural solutions, we presume that we are not dealing with
the monument mentioned in the above documents. most probably, due to the
whirlwind of events happening in the ussr and in armenia, the planned monu-
ment had not been erected. however, there is a memorial on the spot of the
plane crash, which honors the memory of the victims and which can be accessed
via a mountainous path. 
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7 the ethnonym “azerbaijani” was first mentioned in the 1939 ussr census. Before that,
the sources and literature, as well as the censuses referred to turkic-speaking muslims of
the south Caucasus with different terms, such as “muslims,” “turks.” according to data
there were 130,896 azerbaijanis residing in armenia in 1939 (Всесоюзная пере пись

населения 1939 года. Национальный состав населения по республикам СССР,
http://www.demoscope.ru/weekly/ssp/sng_nac_39.php?reg=6). however, data from the
1926 ussr census conducted in the transcaucasian Federation (armenia was included
in the Federation) mentioned this muslim turkic-speaking population of transcaucasus
as  “тюрк” (tyurk) [in russian], and “turk” [in armenian] (Всесоюзная перепись

населения 1926 года. Национальный состав населения по регионам республик

СССР http://www.demoscope.ru/weekly/ssp/sng_nac_26.php? reg=2265). the sharp de-
cline of the number of azerbaijanis in 1989 is contingent on the Karabakh movement re-
lated developments; after which azerbaijanis from the armenian ssr moved to
azerbaijani ssr, while armenians from azerbaijani ssr relocated to armenian ssr. this
process had started in 1988, while the census was conducted in the autumn of 1989. 

8 according to the 2001 census there were 29 officially registered azerbaijanis in armenia
(ra national minorities in the current state of formation of civil society 2, Yerevan, 2001,
page 150, [ՀՀ ազգային փոքրամասնությունները քաղաքացիական հասարակության
կայացման արդի պայմաններում 2, երեւան, 2001, էջ 150]). the most recent censuses
were not conducted with the use of the same methodology and the smaller groups were
not included. 

9 the word “space” is not meant as something merely physical here; instead it is used in a
larger meaning to include ideas, discourses and notions.

10 see next chapters, Bughakar, Babahaj and others. 
11 district executive Committee of the Communist party was the main local governance

body in the ussr.
12 “Koltntesayin” is the armenian translation of “Kolkhoz.”
13 a socialist competition or socialist emulation was a work productivity contest conducted in

the ussr between production units, collective farms, state enterprises, brigades, educa-
tional institutions, and even between individual workers. the socialist competitions were
tasked to soviet trade unions. the so-called socialist undertakings were an important
part of these contests, in which the key orientation point was the production plan, while
the worker’s union and individual workers committed to meet and exceed the targets in
the plan. Winners were awarded materially or morally. material awards included money,
goods, tickets to resorts and so on, while the moral awards were certificates of honor, or
in case of a working collective a transferable red banner.

14 during the very first years of armenia’s independence a widespread renaming process
started in armenia. as a result, street names related to the soviet era, as well to azerbai-
janis and their former settlements, disappeared from armenia’s administrative political
map. this process happened in parallel on both sides of the Karabakh conflict. today, the
former Baku street in Yerevan is called artsakh street, while the Yerevan street in Baku is
renamed vagif. 

15 Interviews among the armenian refugees from azerbaijan and the residents of nagorny
Karabakh indicate that similar to these azerbaijanis, the armenians from rural areas of
azerbaijan who graduated from armenian schools, would mostly continue their education
either in armenian ssr or in armenian department at Baku pedagogical, an equivalent
of the azerbaijani department at Yerevan pedagogical.   

16 a city in the current day nakhichevan autonomous republic within the republic of azerbai-
jan.

17 In armenian spoken language it is common to used the term “turk” when referring to
azerbaijanis. as azerbaijanis are turkic-speakers, this was the name used before the in-
troduction of ethnonym “azerbaijani,” and people continue to use it to this day.  

18 In reality there is little likelihood that turkish-made products would be sold in ordubad dur-
ing soviet times. most probably, those are realities of the post-independence time, when
turkish goods appeared in armenia, and these realities are assigned to the soviet era.
since the clothing from turkey is considered of good quality in armenia, the fact of purchas-
ing clothing from ordubad is associated to its good quality and its assumedly turkish origin. 

19 Communist party of soviet union
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20 Yeghishe Charents (1897-1937) was a prominent armenian poet, writer and public activist.
21 organized pogroms of the armenian population of sumgait city in azerbaijan in February

27-29, 1988, in response to the Karabakh movement. according to official soviet data, 32
people had died, of which 26 were armenian. For three days in a row the angry masses
violently attacked armenians on streets and in their houses, and met no interference from
local militia. 

22 during gorbachov’s policy of glasnost, one of the practices in soviet printed press was
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RELIGIOUS LANDSCAPE: 

SACRED SPACES AND

PILGRIMAGE SITES



 LUSINE KHARATYAN / ARSEN HAKOBYAN / RAFFI KORTOSHIAN

BUGHAKAR (BOGHAKAR) PIR



thepilgrimage site Bughakar pir66 is located eight kilometers north-

west from lehvaz village of the syunik province of armenia, on the

southeastern slopes of sheikhud mountain, very close to the state border with

nakhijevan.67 according to the sources we studied, the place was first mentioned

as pughakar in the 18th century.68 Its first mention as a turk-populated village

appears in the armenian newspaper “mshak” in 1888. according to the mshak’s

publications, in 1913 Boghakar-Bughakar had 14 to 20 houses of turk inhabi-

tants, who were expelled by the state from the public forest, because  they were

cutting the trees. In 1919, the wealthy magnate l. mantashyan purchased

Bughakar turk-populated village to serve the nearby mines.69 however, the name

of the settlement appears in official (russian empire then soviet) statistics from

1908. according to its data, the number of residents was 194 in 1908; 96 in 1914;

44 in 1922; and 41 in 1931. no such settlement is mentioned in 1831, 1873, or

1886 russian empire statistical data.70 according to the dictionary of toponyms

of armenia and neighboring Countries, a settlement named Boghakar with a

population of 139 already existed as revealed in the 1897 census. It had 53 res-

idents in 1939. the settlement was abandoned during the 1930s and its popula-

tion mostly resettled to lehvaz village in meghri district.71 the toponym is linked

to a mountain pass of the same name that connects agulis, ordubad and meghri,

mentioned as Baghakar pass. It was also known as Bughakyar, pughakar and

Bughakar.72 Interestingly, the nearby armenian village vahravar is also mentioned

as Bughakar in the 1886 russian Census. 

First mention of the pilgrimage site we found is from 1913, when it is described

as “old turk pilgrimage place Bughakar.”73 according to an azerbaijani legend,

before the construction of a shrine-pilgrimage site, mysterious phenomena were

happening on the site at nights that scared people. as a result, no one would

settle there. the legend tells that those who stayed overnight saw lights and

heard voices. they got scared, left the place and never came back. Finally, a

fearless khan74 decided to construct a building on the site. his servants built one

of the walls of the building, but found it mysteriously destroyed in the morning.

they built the wall again, but it was again destroyed. the Khan was puzzled.

eventually, a white-bearded old man called the Khan and told him a dream he

had. the old man had seen another elderly man in his dream. the man in his

dream complained that his wife was being disturbed: every night they built a wall,

but the wife could hardly pull her hand out of it. hearing the old man’s dream,

the khan decided to build a shrine for religious martyrs. the construction was

completed very soon after. thus, Boghakar pir was founded.75

a letter from meghri dated august 8, 1888 contains interesting information related

to Bughakar. the letter particularly tells: “…20 people got crazy in the village.

the fanatics asked a psychic reader molla76 to heal the crazy. For the past sev-

eral days, the molla has visited the mentioned psychiatric village and promised

to hunt all the “ghosts.” he believes that the ghosts are in the bones of those

sick and comprise of all nationalities. the molla was generously paid by the fam-

ilies of the mad.”77
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perhaps the formation of the pilgrimage site, with a shrine built later, is also re-

lated to this molla. a similar narrative appears in a story from the azerbaijanis of

ordubad who link the origin of the pilgrimage site to an Iranian dervish, imam or

an akhound preaching Islam or a version of it in the area. the site became a sa-

cred place after the death of this saint.78

at the turn of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th, sayyids79 were actively

entering Baku province and muslim areas of the south Caucasus from Iran to

collect religious pledges and donations. they often settled in the villages and

settlements of their choice, and made the local folk sanctuaries “canonic,” linking

them to a shia muslim tradition of a saint, as they were believed to represent a

kinship of a shia saint.80 In the 19th century the sayyids from Iran played an im-

portant role, especially in the establishment of new pirs in the area.81 according

to 19th century author hakhverdov, a sayyid from Iran could announce that he

had a dream of an ancestor being buried in a place and make the villagers be-

lieve it was a pir.82

smirnov, who studied the nakhijevan area in the 1930s and whose respondents

were mostly representatives of acting, or former, muslim clergy, mentions that a

ziyarat83 of sayyids ahmed Ibn musa ghazim, either exiled here or hiding from

their enemies, was located in Boghakar village.84 according to the religious tra-

dition, children of the seventh Imam musi ghazim, run away and spread in the

northern regions of Iran to escape from the persecutions carried out by harun al

rashid and abbasids in the 8 to 9th centuries. some other sacred places in azer-

baijan, such as Bibi heybat near Baku, are also linked to this Imam. at the end

of the 19th, beginning of the 20th century sayyids settled around this pir “discov-

ering” the pir’s burial site, which belonged to the Imam’s sister, though it was

linked to a different tradition previously.85 It should be noted, that on the other

side of the araks river bordering with nakhijevan, there was a village called

alemdar, a religious center and living place for sayyids.86

Based on their origin, there are two types of pirs and ziyarats in azerbaijani cul-

ture. the first type, traditional or archaic pirs, are associated with pre-Islamic

local beliefs, cultures and animistic ideas.  pirs from a later period are influenced

by Islamic narrations, design and style. traditional pirs are usually located within

nature, in isolated areas, near water and forest, and are associated with fertility

and perceptions regarding health.87

the second type is associated with muslim preachers, martyrs or sayyids.88 pirs

in the Caucasus were considered a product of non-official, non-orthodox small

tradition and rural environment, and their sacred space included women.89 to a

certain extent, it was in opposition to official religious muslim institutions and

mosques.90 In this respect, it should be mentioned that at the end of the 19th, be-

ginning of the 20th century various streams and groups “opposing” official and

orthodox shi’ism were quite active in the north of Iran, as well as nakhijevan

and the bordering regions of araks. they were also somewhat encouraged by

the tsarist administration.91
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as to Bughakar, the folk tradition does not link it to a specific name. this is typical

for traditional sacred sites of the region. at the same time, evidence of traditional

rituals on the site point to the folk beliefs’ nature of the place.   

according to a local armenian folk tale, there is a stone on the way to Bughakar.

the snow never stays on this stone in winter because of thermal underground

streams. therefore, the stone is called “Baghakar,” and the name “Bughakar”

derives from it.92

Bughakar was not missed from the attention of ethnographer stepan lisitsian,

who visited the place and left interesting accounts during his 1932 zangezour93

expedition. lisitsian’s description is not about a single sacred site. through com-

prehensive research, it tried to answer how - and in what circumstances - the

creation of such sacred places was made possible. lisitsian mentioned in his

manuscript that though the site was considered muslim, local armenians believed

that in the past there was a Christian chapel in the place.94 examining the issue

in comparison with other sacred places of the armenian highland and zangezour,

lisitsian links the origin of Bughakar to the ancient worship of sacred spirits,

whereby local people sought the protection of sacred sites from evil spirits who

were said to curse the mountain passes.95 his studies reveal interesting eyewit-

ness accounts. lisitsian particularly wrote that this muslim sanctuary was made

of stone and had been recently renovated, its metallic roof was painted red, and

it had an additional construction for the believers. one of the rooms of the main

building, decorated with Iranian ornaments, included the “pir’s” tomb in the cen-

ter. the tomb had a table-like wooden construction on it covered with a black

tablecloth. there were candleholders, as well as portraits of muhammed and the

“pir” on the table.96 according to lisitsian’s account, covered with a black cloth,

the burial sites of three holy muslim women who lived with the “pir,” were found

in the other room. three triangular stones were put on their head sides. lisitsian

mentioned that the saint either did not have a name, or it was not preserved. ac-

cording to a legend, a mountain bull-deer-“bugha” came down on the “pir,” and

the sanctuary’s name was coined from it.97

Interestingly, nukhota st. hovhannes armenian sanctuary (Karchevan98-nakhi-

jevan area) also has a legend related to a saint, his accompanying women and

a mountain deer. It is believed, that a saint from nukhi99 named hovhannes,

along with his sisters martha and Yeghisabeth, was praying in this place, in the

forest. after he died, a mountain deer came down to his grave, sacrificing itself,

and leaving its horn at the site.100 the Iranian “turks” also knew about the sanc-

tuary, as they had stolen its door, but then returned after the thief’s back was

bent. this tale lives until now, but the “Iranian turk” is replaced with an azerbai-

jani. according to the tale, an azerbaijani man stole the door, put it on his back,

but could not put it down anywhere. When he reached his village, the head of

the village advised him to take the door back to where it belonged, whereupon

the door would come down by itself. the azerbaijani man followed the advice

and promptly returned the stolen door to the armenians.101
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Based on the style of the building of Bughakar and the date (1916-1917) indi-

cated in the only inscription visible from a 1932 photo taken by lisitsian’s expe-

dition member poghos grigorian, the building was most probably constructed in

the beginning of the 20th century. grigorian’s photos show that the inscription

was put on the wooden frame of the tomb, and there are two images, one on

each side, depicting the prophet muhammed and his son-in-law ali. It is dedi-

cated to muhammed Bin hassan al mehdi, the 12th Imam of the shia religion.

translation from arabic by raffi Kortoshian: “oh muhammed, oh ali. … 1335

(1916-1917 թթ.)… the lord of the time. greetings to You, oh the lord of the

time, greetings to You, oh, the successor of the Аll-forgiving, greetings to You,

oh, the equal to Quran, greetings to you, oh undeniable Fact, greetings to you,

oh Imam of people and jinns, greetings, greetings to You and to your good fa-

thers and to your pure and innocent ancestors. With the god’s mercy and gen-

erosity.

History Museum of Armenia, Lisitsian Archive, 1540-103, size 8x10.9 cm

Pilgrimage Site “pir,” Bughakar, Meghri, 1932

Photographer Poghos Grigorian
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throughout the 1960 to 80s, the territory of Bughakar belonged to the lehvaz

collective farm. the collective farm’s apple orchards, as well as the villagers’

summerhouses were located there.102 Currently, the pilgrimage site is on the ter-

ritory of a state protected nature-reserve “Boghakar,” established in 1989. lo-

cated on top of a hill, in a woody gorge and surrounded by high mountains, the

Boghakar pir is an impressive building. nakhijevan republic is on the other side

of the mountains. according to our interviewees, azerbaijani pilgrims would come

from there by foot. our interviews, as well as some publications in the local news-

paper of meghri district executive Committee of the armenian ssr show that

the pir had a special significance and importance in the lives of local azerbaijanis

and armenians. It was a pilgrimage destination for many people from ordubad,

nakhijevan, meghri town and the villages, and even Baku. a 90-year-old woman

from lehvaz recalls the different reasons for pilgrimage as well as the places

where people would come from: 

“…For example, you promise a sacrifice if your son returns from the army

safe and sound, or for a success of an undertaking. so, if your wish was

fulfilled, you would make a sacrifice there [in Bughakar pir]. then they

[azerbaijanis] would always go to that place from nakhijevan, ordubad,

norashen. they would cross the mountains, there is a path there, they

are now there, the army, what do I know… the path is visible from

Bughakar.  they [the azerbaijani soldiers] are visible too. they would

come from there [nakhijevan]. also from here, [they] would come by a

train, get out and go [to Boghakar]. depending on their material means,

there were poor and rich.” 

according to a 60-year-old man, while churches in meghri were not functioning

during the soviet period, both armenians and azerbaijanis of the region would

go on pilgrimages and make sacrifices in Boghakar: 

“Imagine our church under the soviets; the churches were not functioning

in meghri. the churches were closed, but they [the pilgrimage sites] were

functioning. that pir. We, armenians, would also go there, make a sacri-

fice.”  

an old man describes the road to Bughakar and tells: 

“so during the season they would come, even from Baku, with cars up to

aygedzor,103 then a new road was built, I mean in old times, there was

nothing back then, they would go to Boghakar, cultivate the land, 40-50

tones of apple was collected in Boghakar, antonovka, belaflor…104 this

was during the soviet system. and then, in Boghakar people would come

from that [nakhijevan] side, from ordubad… from there to Boghakar they

came easily, from agulis, by foot.” 

an 80-year old man tells that the people were coming to Bughakar mostly during

shahsey-vahsey,105 and that the armenians would go there only for collective

farm works and “had nothing to do” with the pir: 
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History Museum of Armenia, Lisitsian Archive 1540-104, size  7.5 x 10.7 cm

Icon, Bughakar, Meghri, 1932

Photographer Poghos Grigorian



“that was the god of the turks. something like our church. they con-
structed it beautifully… so, they would come from ordubad, often times
from Baku. they, the turks, we were not going there, we had nothing to
do with that pir of turks. But we were always working there in Boghakar.
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History Museum of Armenia, Lisitsian Archive 1540-102, size 8x10,9 cm

Pilgrimage Site “pir,” Bughakar, Meghri, 1932

Photographer Poghos Grigoryan



they would come and go. they were growing potatoes for Kolkhoz, we

would go to bring it. they would exclusively come for the saint. there were

seven small buildings under the saint for staying [overnight or for some

days]. they have built such small structures in two places, so as two to

three people could stay at a time. they would come and stay for three to

four days, pray to the god and leave.”  

not only lehvaz villagers remember how important Bughakar pir was for azer-

baijanis, but also people from ordubad. as soon as we were back from Boghakar

to meghri, one of our field team members put a photo from Bughakar on Face-

book. the first reaction was from an azerbaijani friend living abroad. after making

sure that the photo was actually taken in Boghakar, the friend with ordubad roots

made the following comment:

“You know that they have “pir” called malik Ibrahim and a big old cemetery

in uptown ordubad, and it dates back to the 12th century if I remember

correctly, but this one was more important than that. they wowed with its

name, even until today. If they want to convince someone, instead of by

god, they say by Bokhkar (Boxkar haqqı)). and they would promise all

their major/utmost charities and animal sacrifices to Bokhkar. It was the

most important one for the entire population of ordubad until the start of

the conflict. In old days, people just walked through mountain passes, with

mules and horses. even my mom was taken as a child (late[19] 30’s early

[19]40’s). It is amazing that it is still standing. they call it Bohkar.”

as of march 23, 2018 the Bughakar/Boghakar sanctuary is still standing. the

building is made of uncut white stone and clay. It has a rectangular plan, and an

inner niche on the western wall. the main entrance opens from the east, and

the remaining two entrances from the north and south. there is no mihrab

niche106 in the south and there is an entrance in the traditional place where it

should have been. the dome is well preserved. the wall paintings in 1932 photos

differ from the preserved fragments as of 2018. therefore one can assume that

the place was re-painted in the second half of the 20th century. 

our interviewees remember Bughakar pir at its best times. some older residents

of lehvaz describe the building in detail, both the inside and the outside. accord-

ing to an elderly man, apart from the central building with a dome, the construc-

tion had four rooms. he describes one of these rooms as a reception area. the

“reception” was on the same level with the central domed construction, and there

were several other rooms along the corridor leading to the central room. the

stairs were leading here, while there were three other rooms on the lower level.

according to him, these rooms were for the servants of the sanctuary. there was

a wooden table in the center of the central domed room, covered with carpets.

there was a tombstone under the table, and the front of it looked like an altar,

where the visitors would light candles. the floor was fully covered with carpets

and the visitors were required to remove their shoes when entering. there was

a huge, very old, oak tree next to the building, where most animal sacrifices were
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performed. Completing his description, the old man compared Bughakar pir’s

luxurious appearance with the magnificent german churches he had seen when

serving in the soviet army on the territory of eastern germany.  

“Boghakar pir was a persian mosque, an old one… I grew up there since

the age of around three. my mother was then the secretary of the party

organization, here in lehvaz. they were cultivating the land over there

and people would go there… like our churches are all on the mountains,

to be strong, not to fall,  it was also like that […] there are two gorges, one

from this side, with its waterfall, so you pass the waterfall and there is a

large gorge, you enter the gorge and there it is, Boghakar mosque was

standing there….that pir was persian. a person, don’t know his name,

was buried there, like in georgia, in havlabar,107 our great people, our

writers, were buried next to the church, someone like them was buried

there [in Boghakar]. there was a tomb in the building with the dome,

something like a table with a tombstone underneath, and the table was

covered with carpets, the tombstone was under the table with wooden

legs, and there was something like an altar in front of it, so they could light

a candle. they [the azerbaijanis] also had this candle [tradition]… When

we were visiting, we would also take our shoes off, inside was fully cov-

ered with carpets …  the candle lighting place was right in front of the en-

trance, on the right side, there was something like a window, a passage

from the back, looked like a window, but it was a passage with narrow

stairs for them, and there was another room there, under the stairs.” 

the presence of candles is interesting, as candle lighting is not typical for muslim

sanctuaries. the existence of this custom also indicates cultural interconnection

and exchange. Interestingly, the old man compares the tombstone of the sanc-

tuary with the armenian pantheon of tbilisi, which is also on the territory next to

the church and is yet another characteristic of religious-ritual space.     

the narrators also remember that the pir used to have two servants, a woman

named Fatima Khanum and a man whom they just called “molla”. 

“so, when you went to the pir, there was a corridor, Fatima Khanum’s

place was on one side and molla’s place on the other. they had different

places, and had no right to change it. presumably, the dead man’s corpse

was on one side, and the women corpses were on the other.  For exam-

ple, there were lyalu-myalus… do you know what lyalu is? they would

make knots with the thread, put a child [a doll] in it and swing. they made

small ones and hung those there, if it swung, then they would have a child.

so, that was Fatima’s place. the man’s place was for praying. You would

pray there, and there was a money box, if you wanted you could put

money, was up to you. so many times, I put it. You prayed and walked

out backwards. the same there [at Fatima’s place]. the main building is

on a higher level, and there is a corridor inside, something like a corridor.

a door opens to Fatima’s place, and another one to molla’s. Below the
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Bughakar Pir, photo by Raffi Kortoshian, 2018

Bughakar Pir, March 2018, photo by Raffi Kortoshian



molla’s place is a gorge with a river. and from the other side there are
houses on different levels. those who went there for praying, would stay
in the houses. these were small houses. so, just like that. You should go
there and see how impressive it is, oh…Carpets were everywhere, they
made it like a mausoleum, as if it was a corpse, as if it was buried there,
I don’t know, they covered it with a black cloth, both were covered. You’d
go kissing, kissing and then turning around three times, it was wider than
this table, so you’d turn around, then walk backward towards the door and
get out… the shrine, was also covered with a black cloth, you turn around,
you kiss, and there was a money box, you could put money in it, if you
wanted. I don’t know, those who wanted would put. If you vowed to give
money, you’d do it, and then get out and leave.” 

Interestingly, an azerbaijani legend tells that there were two shrines in Boghakar,
for a woman and for a man. according to the anthology of azerbaijani Folklore,
the sanctified agha,108 his wife and his sons were buried there.109 the stories we
recorded in lehvaz village in 2018, as well as the photos of poghos grigorian
from 1932, also indicate the existence of “female saints.”  

according to another narrative, a boy cuts one of the trees near Bughakar pir.
he sees the blood dripping from the cut. the boy loses his speech from fear. he
is taken to a fortuneteller. the fortuneteller confirms that the boy has committed
a sin, and should make a sacrifice to Bughakar pir. the boy gets back his speech
after making the sacrifice.110

Interestingly, some of the memories of lehvaz residents are also related to is-
sues affecting the power of speech. an elderly man tells the story of his cousin
from shvanidzor village: 

“my aunt’s son was born in [19]47. he was a four-year old boy and could
not speak. one day my aunt, they were from shvanidzor, had a dream.
she was my mom’s younger sister. so, in her dream she was told to go
there [Bughakar], and she comes here. and my mom would always go.
my dad took the linens and they went there on a donkey to stay there. so,
they take valod [the aunt’s son] there. You know, where the oak tree is?
Fatima Khanum hosted them, she knew my mom, and it was a different
level of respect when you knew the person. so, they chained valod, my
aunt’s son, around the oak tree, they left him there and went home [the
small houses/rooms around the pir], and lit the candles. somewhere
around 4 am. they hear a dog bark. they get up to see that valod is bark-
ing like a dog, my aunt’s son is barking like a dog. my mom approached
him first, she looked at the stairs leading to the pir, and he [valod], calls
“auntie, auntie!” so, things like this happen.”
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Bughakar Pir, main building from the inside, photos by Raffi Kortoshian, 2018
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History Museum of Armenia, Lisitsian Archive 1540-102, size 8x10,9 cm

Pilgrimage Site “pir,” Bughakar, Meghri, 1932

Photographer Poghos Grigoryan

Meghri district, village Lehvaz, Bughakar Pir, Plan by

Raffi Kortoshian, March 2018



a Baku woman in her 50s also tells about pir’s power with respect to “speech is-

sues:”111

“my grandma has told me, and also all my relatives know about this. I was

not born yet, but my cousin was three years old when her father died.

after his death, my cousin would not speak for a year. they took her to

many doctors, as well as different saints. then they learned about that

place [Bughakar]. they called it Boghakyar. so, my cousin was brought

there. as they told, she was laid down on the floor and put to sleep.  When

she fall asleep, her face was closed with a kerchief. she woke up in ten-

15 minutes, they took the kerchief, and seeing my grandma she immedi-

ately screamed “nene.”112 she gained her speech on that day. no one

believed that she’d ever talk. It was from the stress. she loved her dad

very much… It happened in 1964, my cousin was born in 1961.”

an elderly woman from lehvaz recalls a fragment, which is not related to the

speech, but illustrates the pir’s “punishment,” that has to do with the mouth:

“martik’s daughter was a schoolgirl, she is dead now, her father was the

village head, he went there [to the pir] and there was a fight… he used

foul language, and threw away something, I don’t know what, from the

pir, and his daughter’s mouth was twisted. so, they even took the child to

Yerevan for months, but it was not corrected.” 

according to a 90-year-old woman from lehvaz, the pir, like the molla mentioned

in the above letter, would also heal from psychiatric conditions:  

“sometimes they would lay down and sleep in the church [the pir] for

days. supposedly, they were mad and slept for healing.  they said it was

cured. how do I know? they brought [people] and made them sleep there.

after the nap they were considered healed.” 

In 1972-73, chief doctor of meghri, surgeon l. poghosyan had authored a series

of articles on traditional healing practices of the region in local newspaper

“araks.” published on september 11, 1973, the article on “religious healing prac-

tices and their usage in ancient medicine of the region,” also reflects on

Bughakar, referring to the stories of locals. the article particularly tells the fol-

lowing: “Boghakar pilgrimage site too has a history dating back to the distant

past. It was considered a muslim sanctuary since the 17th century until our days.

Boghakar sanctuary-pir has adjunct facilities, guesthouse, dining room, stables,

etc. they tell saint Qyazim agha is buried in the center of the church, while his

sister is buried in the adjunct lodge. the site is mostly visited by azerbaijani be-

lievers from zangelan, ordubad, and other regions. For healing purposes, they

take animals for sacrifice to the sanctuary. and when they come home [pir build-

ing], they approach the tombstone, kiss it and offer expensive gifts and money

to allah’s servants.  there were cases of many sick people dying on the road to

the sanctuary or under the walls of its dirty guesthouse. the death of these be-

lievers was considered allah’s will and it was announced that their soul flew to

the heaven, to merge with holy souls of the paradise.” 
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as our 2018 interviews with lehvaz locals indicate, the local population of meghri

and neighboring regions, both azerbaijanis and armenians, continued to actively

visit the pir for healing, sacrifice and other purposes up until the last years of the

ussr. this was despite many articles against superstition being published in

local and republican media, despite the active anti-religion and atheistic work,

and despite the propaganda of scientific approaches. 

like the author of the article, our interviewees also speak about the existing fa-

cilities for overnight stay. speaking about the pilgrims, an elderly woman from

lehvaz tells: 

“they came when they wanted. [they] Would stay for months. there was

even a tonir there. they called me for bread making. they’d tell that my

bread was very good. everything, everything. oh, oh, oh, you cannot

imagine, there was countless linen there, many carpet, samovars, I don’t

know... whatever you want... teapots, dishware, everything, the stores

were full.  perhaps 100-200 teapots, samovars, mattresses, not inside the

pir itself, not where the molla (I don’t know who for them) was, there was

a separate place, and it was arranged there. they’d come for vows,

prayers, and would get it [linen and mattresses] to sleep on. You could

stay for a month or two. the sacrifice would be fully distributed. even if

they wouldn’t sacrifice an animal, everything could be considered a sac-

rifice, say pilaf, their pilaf was very good, so they would distribute it in

plates, and it was a sacrifice and was distributed. everything, everything.” 

History Museum of Armenia, Lisitsian Archive1540-106, size 8x10,8 cm

Shrine of Female Saints, Bughakar, Meghri, 1932

Photographer Poghos Grigoryan
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according to the locals, pilgrims would visit pir for different purposes. Yet, issues

related to health and fertility were the most common reasons. they remember

that people would go to Fatima mainly when asking for a child. and they would

hang the handmade small lulus113 there. an elderly woman from lehvaz tells the

following about her female neighbor: 

“she delivered 12, 13 children. they died in one, two, six months. her

kids wouldn’t stay. their house was in the lower part. they told, if you

change [the house] like a dog, your kid would survive. [It] did not work

out. anyway. she went to the pir and had a boy. Went to the pir when her

baby was only 40 days old. there was a man from ordubad, a molla or

something. that person told her to sell the baby to him. she asked why.

he said ‘just sell the baby,’ and gave her the money. she kept the money

until now, the old one-rubles. so, he [the molla] says, as he passes [one-

ruble banknote] it under his shirt, he tells my friend to give the name vagif

to the child. he said he had seven boys and two girls, and the name of

his youngest son was vagif. he promised that the child would stay, if she’d

name him vagif. so she named him vagif. she vowed not to cut the child’s

hair for seven years. When he became seven, she cut his hair, put it on a

weighting scale, and put money on the other side of the scale, and she

took it to the church [Boghakar pir]. she left the money there and took the

hair. so she did it. she keeps the hair until this minute. this was her prom-

ise for the baby to survive. as a parent you’d do everything… she said if

he survives for seven years, I’d cut his hair and take it there. she vowed,

vowed for the kid. and as her child survived, she’d always go there.” 

another old woman remembers that nothing helped except the sacrifice to the

pir when her son got sick: 

“he got sick. It was hard. We took him to ordubad, did everything possible

and then we vowed. his father took a train to ordubad. there was a per-

son there who’d cut sacrifice animals. so he cut the animal and [the father]

came back. he told to take the sacrifice, he knew the things. When the

boy got better and grew up a bit, we went to Boghakar and stayed there

overnight. In those houses, there were beds there. We went; we stayed,

we cut and distributed the sacrifice, we ate and drank. they would also

come. so we came back and he got well.”

according to an old man, they have never been to a church and the only sacred

place they ever visited was Boghakar: 

“so, I tell my story. When in [19]72 I came back from the army, my father

had grown a ram for a sacrifice there when I’d come back from germany.

We… I haven’t been in echmiadzin114 before [19]80s. almost nobody from

here had visited echmiadzin. there was no connection. But we’d always

go to Boghakar, even from ghapan115 people would come.” 

We were interested to know if there was a special pilgrimage day when azerbai-
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janis would visit Boghakar. While many interviewees would not link the pilgrim-

ages to a specific day- explaining that people visited when they wanted and when

they had a problem - some associated the main visits to Boghakar with shah-

sey-vahsey. “they had a time, they call it shahsey, they’d come on that day, in

old times. and they’d beat themselves in Boghakar,”- tells an old man from

lehvaz. an old woman from the same village recalls how shahsey was cele-

brated in Bughakar: 

“they had a day when they would come to the church, the pir by moun-

tains from nakhichevan, from ordubad. there was a large clearing in front

of the pir with no grass. there, on that clearing, you know the chains we

use for the cows; they would shamelessly take out their cloths, just keep

the pans, and beat each other with those chains. they’d beat each other

as long as the blood would come out. It cuts, an iron on the body, they

keep hitting, but not the head.  they kept beating like that in a circle. and

we were there in our dachas.116 We’d take kids there. the turks kept beat-

ing, ‘shrap-shrap’, and then they’d spread the tablecloths, put all the food

they brought, and go on picnicking.”

though some people remember that there were special celebrations of shah-

sey-vahsey in Bօghakar, they also indicate that people went to Bughakar hoping

to find a solution for very different issues. Interestingly, practices of exchange

and sacrifice were preserved in Boghakar even during the soviet period. accord-

ing to the oldest person we talked to, a 90-year-old woman from lehvaz, one

could vow various things in Bughakar, while the exchange of gifts and the prac-

tice of sacrifice were very organized:  

“say, you have vowed to put a cloth there. You put it. For example, I had a

large white shawl, I don’t remember how it was called… a new one. I

brought it for my child. I went there, finished my prayer, and then put my

shawl there and came back. We were staying in a dacha over there, in

those houses. so then I saw a woman from ordubad had already taken my

shawl and covered her head. But they would not take it for free. they should

put money, even ten kopeks117 and only then take it. It does nothing to you.

once in ten days or so, they would do an auction of everything. they would

put all the items on sale. there was a man of theirs who’d organize it. For

example, assume an item costs ten rubles; they would sell it for five, so

cheap. they’d put it for people to take. only, you’d have to put money, a

symbolic amount, say ten kopeks. they’d buy things for the pir. they’d buy

oil, what do I know… different things. haven’t seen or heard them eating

over there. Yet, they would put stuff. not every day, once a week, when the

amount of goods would increase. they would bring all the items to a des-

ignated place under the wall and would put [them] there, and that man, the

molla… I don’t know, there were hundred types of mollas there… would sell

[them]. they’d tell that for example this pencil costs ten kopeks, put that ten

kopeks and take it. they wouldn’t put a high price, but a low one.”
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our interviewee also recalls that there was a special place for sacrifice and it
was not allowed to cut the animal anywhere but there: 

“there was a place, they’d cut it there. It was right next to the pir, where
the water was running, and a spring. they’d cut it next to the water. there
was a tree, they’d hang it on the three and cut. they’d cut.  they knew
how to do it. they’d cut it and distribute.” 

according to a person from ordubad, people would take paper money, three to
five rubles to Bughakar, and then would keep that money for luck, without ever
spending it. 

“my grandma had an old banknote from [19]50 or 60, it was out of circu-
lation and I have inherited it… I recall people promising their utmost char-
ities to Boghakar. It’s a real mystery to me: what was that connection,
given that Boghakar was separated from ordubad by high mountains.” 

these oral histories and written sources prove that Bughakar pir was an impor-
tant pilgrimage destination for both meghri and nakhijevan regions. While our
interviewees in lehvaz tell that armenian pilgrims also used to visit Boghakar-
Bughakar, at least during the soviet period, they emphasize that the pir was
“their [azerbaijanis] god,” and mostly tell about azerbaijanis’ visits to the sanctu-
ary and the ceremonies which took place there. perhaps this is why when the
local azerbaijanis had left and the borders with nakhichevan and azerbaijan were
closed, the pilgrimages and folk rituals associated with the pir were interrupted.
today it is still standing, but an abandoned and forgotten building. 84





ARSEN HAKOBYAN / LUSINE KHARATYAN / RAFFI KORTOSHIAN

BABA HAJ: SANCTUARY,

MEMORY AND CO-EXISTANCE 



BABA HAJ: THE STRUCTURE AND SURROUNDING 

land disputes in zangezour were often the subject of permanent, unresolved

social conflicts between the two groups, armenians and “turks,” as well as

within the different settlements that followed opposing branches of economics:

armenians were primarily involved in farming, while muslims were engaged in

semi-nomadic and remote cattle breeding. 118

however, in the 19th century, under the russian empire, contradictions and con-

flicts between the armenians and the “turks” were relatively few, despite their

socio-cultural and religious differences.  some kind of co-existence was estab-

lished in syunik, also expressed in folk culture, particularly in functioning joint

sanctuaries, forming a fragile balance that held shared cultural or religious sen-

timents towards popular sacred spaces.119

one such shared sanctuary was Baba haj near shvanidzor village of meghri.

With its social function, as well as narratives and meanings attached, Baba haj

is a perfect example of how the above-mentioned complex processes intersect.

the various layers of the sanctuary reveal conflict and memory, borders and

space, an old village place and pasture, the sacred and the ordinary, economic

life and group differences, as well as local history and a shared past.

meghri region carries various forms and manifestations of the spatial and multi-

layered memories of complex, sometimes tragic and dramatic interaction and

armenian-azerbaijani/muslim/turk coexistence. these forms and manifestations

are often detached from specific situations and displayed in not only personal

memories and living stories, but also in materialized and memorialized “sites of

memory,” where individual and collective narratives meet to form a part of local

history and identity. at the same time, as individual and collective memory, these

narratives are a part of a mental map. according to lévi-strauss, a space, as a

combination of names, “derives the myth with its structure and ritual cere-

monies.”120

shvanidzor has often become the focus of armed clashed between armenians

and the “turks.” the toponyms around the village and traditions linked to them

bear signs and memories of armenian-azerbaijani/muslim/turk coexistence and

inter-relations. they reflect mythical perceptions and manifestations of complex

past, history and memory. these conflicting narratives around toponyms describ-

ing the struggle against “turks” and “khans” primarily have a diachronic nature.

In this case, the places and shared spaces with their corresponding stories and

traditions re-create the collective narrative of local history, which also gets ritu-

alized because of religiosity and ceremonies linked to these places. 

Baba haj pilgrimage site has its distinct and unique place in this landscape of “con-

flict.” It encapsulates and symbolizes both the “armenian-turk” conflict and rec-

onciliation not only as a place of memory with relevant narratives, but also as a
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shared popular sanctuary, which in essence perfectly symbolizes the co-existence. 

this sanctuary contains several interesting layers related to conflict and coexis-

tence narratives, folk beliefs and rituals. the sanctuary is also interesting in terms

of its social function. We mde an effort to understand how this shared sacred

space, which in the past was so significant for shvanidzor locals, functioned in

terms of rituals and meanings attached to it. according to shvanidzor residents,

they “swore by Babahaj more often than by [their own] mother or father.”121

the pilgrimage site Baba-haji or Baba haj is located122 within the administrative

territory of shvanidzor village of syunik province of ra, six kilometers north from

shvanidzor and 8.5 kilometers north-east from nrnadzor (nyuvadi) in a small for-

est next to Bolishen fields. as lisitsian writes in 1926: “Baba haji was a turk and

armenian pilgrimage site not very far from the abandoned armenian village of

gyumerants or gumerants, and near the former armenian village Bolishen. peo-

ple from gyumerants had moved to shvanidzor, forming a corresponding district,

while the old village remained as a summer residence.123 In the past, the sanctu-

ary was in the immediate vicinity of the armenian villages, but as a result of their

abandonment, it became a borderline between shvanidzor and nyuvadi.  

according to our interviews with shvanidzor locals, the pilgrimage site was a

shared sanctuary for azerbaijanis of nyuvadi124 and armenians of shvanidzor.

geographically the sanctuary is located near these two villages. however, its

frontier position is not limited to its location between these two villages, but also

with the characteristics of traditional cattle breading, as the summer pastures of

nyuvadi and shvanidzor125 were both nearby.  

While the economic life of armenians and azerbaijanis differed, both took their

livestock to mountain pastures in the summer. as a result, in the areas of mixed

armenian-muslim populations, (such as Karabakh and syunik) the summer pas-

tures became zones of intensive and diverse interethnic exchange. villages were

usually ethnically homogenous and geographically remote or isolated, resulting

in limited and rare everyday interaction. In contrast to this in summers, the moun-

tain pastures were temporarily transformed into an environment of mixed and

multilayered interaction.126 as one of our interviewees recalls, in summers the

area opposite to Baba haj was full of tents of azerbaijani cattle breeders, while

on the armenian side there were shelters of the abandoned gyumerants village,

which became the armenian cattle breeders’ settlement for the season. the lo-

cals perceived the sanctuary as a “border” between shvanidzor and nyuvadi vil-

lages, as well as between their respective pastures: “that was the border of the

village, the watershed.” 

architecturally Baba haj sanctuary is a muslim shrine, with an adjoining small

cemetery to the south,127 where those who died in the pastures were most prob-

ably buried, as suggested by Cyrillic inscriptions and accounts of shvanidzor

residents. some gravestones have no inscriptions, and the perceptions about

these stones are mixed. 
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Baba Haj pilgrimage site, photo and the plan by Raffi Kortoshian, 2018 



the mausoleum is built from uncut stone and mud. the walls indicate some ren-
ovation with clay.  the plan is round-shaped. the only entrance is from the north-
east. most probably there was another entrance from the south-west, which was
later closed. there are two windows, one on the north wall and one on the south.
the sloping arches connecting eight columns hold the sharp dome.  

one of the gravestones outside the shrine with an arabic inscription has hijri
year of 1255 (1839-1840) on it, while the date on the second one is not legible.
Yet, most probably it is from the same period.  

translation: everything is temporary, only he stays. this… date 1255 (1839-
1840)

In the cemetery there is a gravestone with an arabic inscription that has hijri year
1317 on it (1899-1900). there are also more recent gravestones with Cyrillic in-
scriptions.  

Baba Haj pilgrimage site, photo credit to Raffi Kortoshian, 2018 

Based on its location and structure, Baba haj was probably a shrine and a ceme-
tery representing the nomadic lifestyle of cattle breeders, since it is relatively far
from nyuvadi village and the armenian cemetery was in a different place. how-
ever, there are interesting perceptions of the building among shvanidzor resi-
dents. according to one of our interviewees, “that building is neither a chapel nor

a Mosque. It’s not an architectural construction, neither our national nor theirs…

And it’s a round-shaped building with a dome.” the use of the phrases ‘neither
ours’ ‘nor theirs’ is a strong indicator of the shared nature and uniqueness of the
sanctuary. 

the sanctuary contains several layers and functions, each with their respective
manifestations of meanings and ceremonies. according to local stories, its core
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name is based on the tombstones of the “armenian Baba” and “turk haji,” as
well as the portakar,128 indicating the sanctuary’s link to much older layers of folk
beliefs and culture. the mausoleum was probably built later, on these layers.    

Baba Haj Mausoleum-pilgrimage site from inside, photo credit to Raffi Kortoshian,

2018 

The photo is provided by Naira

Hayrapetyan, the inscription reading by Raffi Kortoshian 

as lisitsian writes in 1926, “armenians would go in groups to Baba haji on the
date assigned by turks, usually on the next Friday of the holy virgin’s holiday,
sacrificing male goats,” 129 while “turks” would visit one day earlier, as noted by
an old interviewee from shvanidzor. the residents of shvanidzor also remember
that group visits to Baba haji were performed in august: 

“Baba was the armenian, haj was the turk [referring to tombstones inside
the shrine]. they’d always go there for a sacrifice. turks would come from
a different place, from the mountain dachas,130 we would go from here.
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these were nyuvadi turks. perhaps it was in august. We were in the

mountains at that time. turks would visit us, and offer a sheep meal.

they’d make a samovar offering to the [saint]: I don’t know the exact date,

but it was in august. turks would visit a day earlier, and then the armeni-

ans… We had been there as kids. they’d go there for sacrifices. this is

an old thing, very old thing. there was a table inside. Baba and haji, they

died and were buried there. like a table, covered with a cloth, and sup-

posedly they were there.  so, we’d take something, like when you visit a

church,”- tells the first old woman we meet in shvanidzor. 

another interviewee recalls that azerbaijanis would come on horses and mules

from their pastures and would organize their picnics around the sanctuary. on

these days of august, armenian and azerbaijani visitors of the shrine would meet

each other. august pilgrimages were common in traditional festive culture of ar-

menians.131

the pilgrimage site had an azerbaijani servant. according to the locals, he did

not live there, but would regularly visit the place to look after it. the former mayor

of shvanidzor village, hovhannes ohanyan, tells that they [shvanidzor Collective

Farm] during soviet period would provide construction materials (cement and

sand) for the sanctuary renovation, as well as help to create the road close to

the place, which was also beneficial for nyuvadi residents. 

CONFLICT, MEMORY AND CO-EXISTENCE

overall, the sanctuary contains several layers of meanings and functions, includ-

ing conflict and co-existence. shvanidzor residents link the origin of the shrine

and its etymology to the “armenian Baba” and the “turk haji,” indicating that their

graves are in the sanctuary. the folklore about the origin of the shrine related to

armenian-“turk”132 clashes become a widespread narrative in this context. ac-

cording to a legeng, Baba led armenians and haji led turks during the clashes.

the villagers tell that both were eventually buried at the site and the place ac-

quired a symbolic meaning of    reconciliation between the conflicting parties, ar-

menians and turks. according to the villagers one of the tombstones was

standing, while the other was laying, and the “armenian” tombstone had a special

sign on it, a “sun-cross” and an inscription.133

one of the narratives directly links the origin of the sanctuary to the struggle for

pastures, when not only armenians and “turks,” but also their leaders were left

dead, and the leaders were buried on the site (shrine). the shrine was built later

to stop the fighting against each other, therefore it provided a place for reconcil-

iation, meetings, offerings, sacrifices, and “worship”: 

“that was a struggle for pastures […] and the confrontation line was al-

ways here [Baba haj site], those fights, killings happened in this position,

to exclude this in the future… [a sanctuary was built], and it was sacred
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for both [armenians and azerbaijanis], so they would stop the fighting,

would come here to meet, make sacrifices and worship. this  [the fighting]

is generally told about this place, these graves … killings happened here,

our great one, one of the devotees, one of the leaders, was killed and

buried here, and a similar burial happened to them, and the graves were

intertwined… they have a leader killed here, like during the clash between

two leaders… Both we and them had losses…. the entire thing is about

final reconciliation. so with this it became possible… really, for years

they’d jointly come here.”

according to the interviewee, the gravestones around the mausoleum belong to

dead armenians and “turks.” 

It is known that in some archaic cultures the graves of leaders and ancestors

are untouchable and no fighting was allowed on their territory.134 one of the sto-

ries about haji Baba tells that “once upon a time the residents of armenian and

turkish villages were fighting with each other. the struggle was led by the ar-

menian Baba and turk haji. to end the long fight Baba and haji have reconciled

and jointly built that sanctuary. the villages with two different populations lived

in peace since then,” “armenian Baba and turk haji have mixed their bloods as

a sign of reconciliation and have built that sanctuary.”135

the former mayor of shvanidzor, hovhannes ohanyan explains the following:

“I don’t know their history, but I know there was a mediation policy, like

the one by tumanyan136 in lori region among georgians, armenians and

turks, as (it) said connecting the blood, (the) same was here  [….] so,

that structure is neither a chapel nor a mosque. It is not an architectural

construction, it is neither our national, nor they [azerbaijanis] have such

a thing. It’s on the border of two villages, shvanidzor and former nyuvadi,

currently- nrnadzor. It’s round-shaped structure with a dome, and there

are two graves there, of Baba and haji. supposedly, the sacred place

played a mediator’s role in inter-ethnic relations.  armenians would go

there to make a sacrifice, and turks… azerbaijanis would come there to

make a sacrifice. there are also around 30-40 gravestones there. there

was no village there in the past, so (I) can’t say it was a village. however,

as there were people who’d stay five to six months for summer pastures

from both sides, the place turned into a cemetery.” 

shvanidzor residents think that Baba was the armenian, as they called ‘baba’

the male heads of their households: “we, our grandparents, for example my fa-

ther called his father ‘baba,’ baba came in, so all should stand up. so the head,

the man of the house,-” says hovhannes ohanyan. 

the fact that the shrine as well as its name, Baba haj, contains a conflicting -

but at the same time intertwined - dichotomy, is also reflected in other narratives

related to local history of meghri region. In particular, there is mention of an ar-

menian village head from Karchevan named Bab, who was forced to convert to
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Islam, served dizalu khan and became mirbashi137 of meghri. he became famous

in the region for his activities, fought against “turks” and armenians who “be-

trayed him,” and constructed an irrigation system. Yet, at the end of his life, it

was revealed that his being a muslim was superficial and he had secretly pre-

served his Christianity: “he was appearing as a turk, but was armenian in his

heart.”138

lisitsian also writes about “some Bab,” who converted into Islam and then re-

turned to Christianity, or according to other sources was a muslim that converted

into Christianity, but is buried in Karchevan.139 With this respect, a reference in

ghukas sebastatsi’s “davit Bek or the history of Kapan people” is also interest-

ing. according to this reference during the liberation movement of davit Bek140 a

person named pap, the son of srapion from Kaler, was appointed as the military

and administrative head of Kenavuts.141 Following pap’s orders, his army slaugh-

ters turks of levaz gorge, saving only the residents of taghamer town. after

some time he decides not to fight an army of 8,000 muslims coming from or-

dubad, and withdraws his troops of 2,000 to Kaler. david Bek gets very angry,

comes to Kaler, catches pap and while passing Khachpol mountain, beheads

him near Ishkert.142 the shrine is very close to the site of above-mentioned exe-

cution. the village Ishkert (currently shishkert) is only nine kilometers away from

Baba haj. 

It should be mentioned, that the “reconciliation” narratives of the “armenian Baba”

and the “turk haji” are prevailing and generally form the basis for the meanings

and perceptions of the sanctuary. at the same time, the significance of the rec-

onciliation narratives also suggests the existence of stories about the conflict it-

self, which were an inseparable component of complex relations of armenians

with turks/muslims/azerbaijanis in the locality. It is known, and the stories

recorded in shvanidzor prove, that the armenian- “turk” clashes in the vicinity

occurred regularly, and it is hard to link the narratives about the origin of the sanc-

tuary to a particular event. according to one of the stories, the residents of the

armenian village climbed a nearby mountain to shelter from the turks. to break

the defense of surrounded armenians, the turks had cut off the water, following

the advice of an old woman to take a horse where supposedly the pipeline was:

the horse, hearing the running water, had started to dig the ground with its feet.

deprived of water, armenians surrendered. the turks had built Baba-haji sanc-

tuary to signify their victory.143

a slightly different version of the same story tells that the villagers went to the

mountain and hid from turks in a stone castle for protection. to stay longer, they

brought water pipes to the place from a water source as high as 4,500 meters.

however, the turks had bribed an old woman from the village and she helped

them to find the pipes, advising them to take a mule to a specific spot and feed

the animal with salt instead of water. the thirsty mule had heard the water run-

ning under the ground and started digging. the turks dug the place, got to the

clay pipes and cut the water off for the defending armenians.  
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as one of the interviewees mentioned, the “attacks of turks from Iran”  were

more dangerous and cruel and during these attacks the villagers would leave for

“higher elevations or hiding places.” narratives about local clashes also exist.

one of the tales in shvanidzor contains both the conflict and the actions the com-

munity took to overcome it. according to this story, the “turks” killed an armenian

shepherd, along with his oxen. In response, a strong man from shvanidzor “like

a bandit, physically very strong… goes there and beats up their shepherd with a

stick, brings the livestock and the sheep to the village and tells people to cut and

eat it as much as they can. a month passes, he repeats the story, and those

[turks] come with salt and bread and an appeal. my grandpa, his cousin, was

the head of the village. so they come and get seated. he [my grandpa],says,

you have done this [killing of armenian shepherd], we say nothing, there is noth-

ing to forgive for what you have done, this person has six children, bring back

the father of these orphans and we’ll return your sheep. so, could they? they

kept silent. and they connect with the blood, cut each other’s hands, and… so

as it never… and they lived in peace for quite some time.” It is interesting that

the storyline of “connecting with blood” present at the above story of Baba and

haji, also exists here. 

some fragments about the conflict between shvanidzor and nyuvadi are also

preserved. one of the interviewees tells:  

“here, they called it nyuvadi looting.148 they attacked two times, totally

destroyed and looted nyuvadi. our people attacked the village tossed out

[the residents] and brought everything here. livestock, furniture, rugs and

carpets, cloths. shvanidzor has robbed nyuvadi twice.”   

nevertheless, some transformations of perceptions associated with the sanctu-

ary’s narratives are related to changes in time and conditions. our youngest in-

terviewee, a 40-year old man who guided us to Baba haj, believed that the myth

of Baba haj as a reconciliation place was formed during the soviet rule, adding

his interpretation of the events: 

“perhaps one of their turks, their mollas was killed there and it is a sanc-

tuary for them. then the Bolsheviks thought they should reconcile two na-

tions so they should have done something. so, both armenians and turks

were going there, but it is more like a mosque. It is like something recon-

ciling armenians and turks, so they would live in peace with each other.

But I don’t know why, more turks would come.” 

THE PEOPLE’S SAINT

as mentioned earlier, shvanidzor residents’ august pilgrimages were to Baba

haji, thus making the sanctuary a sacred place for the group and community and

giving importance not only to celebrations but also to the space. august pilgrim-

ages in the armenian culture were associated with the mid-august holiday of the
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virgin mary. the tradition of mountain celebrations was common in armenian

culture. on virgin mary’s day, people would gather around the same pastures

and nearby sacred places, as summer was a cattle-breeding season and cattle

breeders in all regions would move to mountain pastures.149

many of these sacred places have lost their names and significance over time,

but they are usually near water sources,150 featuring a stand-alone, remote off-

road khachkars151, a sacred tree, cemeteries, church ruins, half-standing walls,

a chapel, sacred stones, where the holiday was celebrated.152 It is also known,

that the august pilgrimages dedicated to the virgin mary involved popular pil-

grimage sites Toukh Manuks,153 simple structures looking like Baba haj, not

counting the circular dome.154 In terms of its landscape and organization of sa-

cred space, Baba haj is similar to folk and mountainous pilgrimage sites asso-

ciated with the virgin mary. 

the importance of Baba haj for shvanidzor residents is highlighted by one of

our interviewees, who mentioned that they were more likely and more frequently

to visit Baba haj than the church.155 at the same time, the functional nature of

Baba haj sacred site is directly linked to other layers of folk beliefs, such as those

involving fertility. this speaks about earlier roots of the sanctuary, before the

mausoleum of Baba and haji would be formed. Both armenians and azerbaijanis

perceived the place as a space related to fertility rituals. the core of the “sacred

place” associated with fertility is the portakar [sacred stone] located in the shrine.

apart from group pilgrimages, the sanctuary would be visited for individual oc-

casions and expectations, but as mentioned, the place should be always visited

in a group, one “would not go alone.”156

In traditional armenian culture, the fertility rituals and expectations were also

linked to sacred places associated with the name of the virgin mary. these could

also be sacred stones related to fertility and childbirth.157 there are many stories

related to fertility with their respective ceremonial descriptions. people would

take a nenni,158 a small doll and crib made from small wood sticks and threads,

and attach it to the walls of the shrine asking for a child. a 60-year old woman

from shvanidzor tells that her birth was possible thanks to Baba haj:

“my father was a believer and loved god, my family from both mother’s

and father’s sides believed in god, and it is now transferred to me. not

like I believed, but I do believe in god and his power. so, I was late for a

year, was not born immediately. I don’t know whether it should have been

my birth or somebody else’s, every year my father, we had a dacha, my

grandma would take the kids and together with my paternal aunt we would

go there. From there, my father would take a lamb or a sheep and the

kids and would walk to Baba haj. It was two or four kilometers from Kimer-

ants, a difficult path, my father would put the lamb on his shoulders, and

walk to Baba haj to cut it there. he used to tell that he had promised to

cut a lamb every year as long as we’d come to dacha, for his first kid to

be born. and he made that doll over there. he himself. the arms, the
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head, etc. and put it, they call it nenni, like a crib, from a piece of cloth, he

himself made it put the doll in that crib, and there were windows inside,

there was a place, so he hung it there, like a swinging crib, he swung and

asked the god for a child. and I happened that month [the mother got

pregnant that month]. meaning I was born in nine months.”

the same woman credits Baba haj with the birth of her first child. although this

time she is helped not by the visit to Baba haj and a nenni hung there, but by a

dream. 

“one was Baba the other was haji. Baba is an armenian, the papa [fa-

ther], haji is a turk. In my dream one is in white clothes and has a white

beard, the other has a white beard, but wears black clothes and black

cloak. they came to our house, entered it and forcefully pushed an apple

into my mouth, they cut it in half and told to give it to my husband. But

they made a cross, the armenian made a cross, but told in turkish

‘mashallah, mashallah,’ it is interesting, he made a cross but told mashal-

lah. only now I think that cross belongs to armenians, mashallah… the

one that made a cross, the white one made a cross, the other one said

‘mashallah,’ mashallah in turkish means glory to god. that was before

varduhi’s birth, varduhi is the eldest.” 

according to a 40-year old man from shvanidzor, he is also an “outcome” of a

nenni hung in Baba haj:

“as we couldn’t have a son, my mom also went there, and they hung these

so-called nennies there, like a crib. so they also made one for me. I have

seen the nennies as a child, but it is not there anymore, nothing is left now.” 

another person tells the following:

“they couldn’t have a child and so they went there. my wife’s father hung

a nennie, and her mom got pregnant. nennie is like a crib, two small wood

sticks are inserted into the wall, connected with threads and a piece of

cloth is put on the threads, a doll is made and put on in, thus asking for a

baby from Baba haji. so, they’d insert these small sticks into the wall

cracks, connect with a thread and decorate with beautiful colorful cloths.

there are such places inside the structure.”

Interestingly, the narrative related to children is also applied to the perception of

nearby gravestones (the ones with no inscription): it is believed that these are in

memory of children or those, who died and were buried there.159

azerbaijanis would also frequently visit Baba haji pilgrimage site to ask for a

child. an article “religious  healing practices and their usage in ancient medicine

of the region”  by chief doctor of meghri medical unit, surgeon l. poghosyan pub-

lished in “araks” newspaper on september 11, 1973, mentions the following:

“noteworthy is haji-Baba mosque located on the north-eastern part of nyuvadi

village. It has a gray stone in the center. that mystic stone became a life and
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worship subject for infertile women. Women touched “saint portakar” in the dark

corner of the mosque with their abdomens and sex organs, and got pregnant

“on god’s will,” while the molla delivered from allah allowed infertile faithful

women to return to their families only after performing prayers for seven days

and nights. When a woman delivered a baby after such religious rituals, her fam-

ily made big sacrifices for almighty allah.”160

as in the case of Boghakar pir, Baba haj also received many offerings with var-

ious requests. a mid-aged woman from shvanidzor tells the following: 

“First time when I went there, we’d light a candle and would leave some-

thing there. I had brand new socks and I have left those. I put my socks

in the church and left it. I had been there only once and this is how I saw

it. You could also leave money. Whatever you had with you at that mo-

ment. so, I had this socks in my pocket at that moment, brand new with

a label on them, I left it there. they’d go there if they got sick. like a pil-

grimage site. For example, they have taken my father and have sacrificed

a sheep. mostly people from nyuvadi would come.”

an 80-year old woman adds: 

“they’d bring many things: samovar, pots, cups, things like that. they

[azerbaijanis] brought cups to make tea and drink over there. But there

was no water there and they brought water from another place. there was

no molla or anything like that.” 

one of our interviewees from shvanidzor describes the diversity of offerings and

sacrifices made to Baba haj, as well as the site itself and the times of visit:

“We’d always go there until [19]68-[19]70s. It was full [of people]. later

also there were people, but in less quantities. not many would go to

dachas [summer pasture] and the flow of people decreased both from their

[azerbaijani] and our [armenian] side. there was no special day, it was a

sacred place. they’d go in summer, while in mountainous dachas [summer

pasture] . Both we and they would go on weekends. It wasn’t linked to any

holiday. the space was very clean there. they’d cut the animals in a dif-

ferent place, would cut the ear or rooster’s feet, or would put the head next

to it, but would bury the intestine in the ground far away, and there was no

smell over there, it was extremely clean… there were small niches like win-

dow sills next to the entrance, they’d put those things on the sills. there

were tiles from the outside, they would put on those. they’d always leave

money there. there was tableware, copper jugs, beautiful samovars, we

were going there, they were making tea and we’d drink it. the ones who

went, they made the tea. It belonged in there. the samovar was there,

forks, spoons, knives, everything, tableware, so you’d dine there and wash

the dishes afterwards. nobody would touch… the old man doing cement

works [taking care of the place] was from the nearby village. I’ve helped

him. they did not have transportation back then; [visitors] would come on
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donkeys. We have made the road, 500 meters from Baba haji, from there
they’d take on donkeys. they’d bring hives, and take those on pack ani-
mals. on the other side the territory was very good for honey-making.” 

In fact, Baba haj pilgrimage site, along with its ceremonies, ritualized the local
history narratives related to the sacred place, however rather indirectly, through
the performance of  group and individual ceremonies around the graves of “ar-
menian Baba” and “turk haji.” 

during the soviet period it was already an evidence and a memory of compli-
cated and dramatic relations of the past, illustrating the development and ways
to overcome that past on the local community level. these developments were
typical mainly for traditional folk culture and the local environment.161

Within the theme of “conflict” to “reconciliation” or “reconciliation site,” it demon-
strates how the conflicting sides were “neighbors,” who formed some co-exis-
tence at a local community level. By playing a role of a social buffer, the sanctuary
hepled to establish these relationships.162 given this conclusion it is not a coin-
cidence that the sanctuary was on the “border.” 
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LUSINE KHARATYAN

SOVIET ANTI-RELIGOUS

PROPAGANDA AND THE

PILGRIMAGE SITES 



anarticle entitled “Improving the propaganda of scientific atheism,” was

published on the first page of the “Koltntesayin village” newspaper of

the executive Committee of meghri district of the armenian ssr on september

4, 1954. In referring to the role of the Communist party and party members in

the eradication of superstition and old religious practices, it particularly mentions

the following: “some primary party units do not pay attention to anti-religious, sci-

entific-atheistic propaganda.  this explains why some individual communists are

engaged in superstitious practices. thus, the party member hamid hamidov

(from lehvaz), went to a pilgrimage site and renovated the sanctuary instead of

doing public works.”

the district Committee’s newspaper then sporadically writes about the two sanc-

tuaries. no other religious or worship site of the district had received such atten-

tion in the newspaper, indicating that at least during the 1950 to 60s these two

sites plaid an important role in the lives of the locals. this 1961 publication below,

with an anti-religious propaganda cartoon (most probably from a russian news-

paper), is particularly interesting, as it criticizes the district’s residents, who, at

the age of space discoveries, continue to worship the god. 

The text in English: 

Title: Like the grandfather and the grandmother…

The text: Some individuals in Nyuvadi and Aldara villages continue to wor-

ship God in our days of space discoveries.  Along with their families, they

visit “Haji Baba” and “Bughakar” sanctuaries.
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moreover, while the people in the picture make a cross entering the church, the

author criticizes those “going to the mosque.” 

the same newspaper again covers the visitors of Bughakar and Babahaj pilgrim-

age sites in 1965, this time next to a caricature of an orthodox priest. 

some stories we have recorded prove that the local soviet militia sometimes

made obstacles for people visiting Bughakar. most probably this was also related

to the fact of meghri district being a ussr border zone, where special permits

were required to enter. however, the pilgrims found ways to reach the sanctuary.

“They were coming, back then Meghri was a border zone, and no entrance was

allowed without a pass.163 So, they’d get a permit, would negotiate with the militia,

often times militia would take a bribe for allowing (them) to visit Boghakar,” tell

lehvaz residents.

some interviewees believe that those closing the road to Boghakar would get

god’s punishment: 

“there was a turk [azerbaijani] militiaman here. [he] was a very bad guy.

during the soviets, visits were not allowed there, and the militia caught

us. this was from [19]73 till [19]76. this guy, his wife was an armenian

and he was a turk [azerbaijani], a major, a sneak, he would stand there

and would not allow the cars to go. or, if you’d go, he would catch and

take your driver’s license so you wouldn’t go to Bughakar. But people

would go on foot. so, it was already [19]73, I was working in aygedzor,

with my brother we took a sheep and went there… I went via the waterfall,

we cut the animal, you know back then with the money from the sheep’s

skin alone the storage [collective farm storages] workers would make the

world money. they’d leave ten rubles at the site [Bughakar] and the rest

was collected by storage workers. they [the workers] were armenians,

so an armenian should do something [make money]. so, they would col-

lect all that skin for the state. the custom is to keep the sheep’s shoulder

during the sacrifice, I put the meat in the car and we were driving back.

and then in front of lichkvaz this sneak stopped us… I cursed, and my

curse is like the one by Fatima Khanum, it coincided with hers, when we

left the place [Bughakar], she said… in turk [azerbaijani] she said… in

[19]60s when I spoke in Baku, they’d say you are not an armenian… Well,

she said ‘on your way back you’d see women, elderly, and children, stop

by them and tell them Fatima Khanum asked not to curse on the back.

You came to a sanctuary, for a pilgrimage, so you should walk.’ so, when

I came and stopped by these old women, they told ‘kid, we know how it

is, go with peace.’ and then, when that sneak stopped me, and asked

where I was coming from, I told him I was coming from my work section,

where I was the chief of the shift, and I showed him my driver’s license

and the permit and the car and told him I was coming from my work sec-

tion. then I told him he would die in 15-20 days. and then this coincidence

happened. It was the month of july, and in some 15 days from that date
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he died in a car accident near vardanidzor while driving back after a picnic
in lichkvaz. so, my first curse worked out, he died. What were the condi-
tions of churches in the soviet system? he was doing it for his money, it
was not related to him being a turk.164 When people would come there
for a sacrifice, they’d give him some meat so he would allow them to go.”

as we will see in the next Chapter, the anti-religious policy of soviet authorities
involved also some interventions against the religious rituals. For example, as
the founder of the turk theatre mkrtich janan mentions in 1929: “on july 10 to
20 in the joint Workers’ Club of Yerevan the state traveling turk troupe, very ac-
tively participating in an anti-religious campaign against shakhsey-vakhsey.”
however, the oral histories we have recorded show that this would not restrain
people from celebrating it in popular pilgrimage sites, particularly in Bughakar. 
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66 a ‘pir’ is a religious sanctuary of muslims in the Caucasus, Iran, turkey and Central asia.
It is associated with a “respectful” saint or holy man, known as a “master.” a ziyarat is a
place for visits. (darieva t. Between “great” and “little” tradition?, taken from the book
“sacred places, emerging spaces: religious pluralism in the post-soviet Caucasus”,
(edited by tsypylma darieva, Florian mühlfried, & Kevin tuite) Berghahn Books, 2018. p.
21-22). our team member raffi Kortoshian’s recent fieldwork in Iran and turkey showed
that, for instance, azerbaijanis of gharadagh (Iran) consider even armenian pilgrimage
places as a ‘pir’, while in turkey ‘ziyarat’ is generally applied to  pilgrimage  to such sites,
including the armenian ones. most likely people associated ‘ziyarat’ and ‘pir’ with the con-
cept of pilgrimage, and one was transferred from arabic to sunni turks, and the other to
shia azerbaijani from persian. one of the Yezidi spiritual casts is also called ‘pir’.

67 nakhichevan autonomous republic is a landlocked exclave of the republic of azerbaijan,
neighboring with turkey from the west, armenia from the north and east, and Iran from
the south. 

68 ghukas sebastatsi, david Bek or the history of Kapan, Yerevan 1992, pp. 38-39, in ar-
menian [Ղուկաս Սեբաստացի, Դավիթ Բեկ կամ պատմություն ղափանցոց, Երևան,
1992, էջ 38-39] 

69 mshak, 1913, no. 155, p. 3; vardanean e., the entry of armenian Capitalist in meghri
region; mshak,1917, no 46, p. 3, in armenian [Մշակ, 1913,  n  155, էջ 3;  Վարդանեան
Ե., Հայ կապիտալիստի մուտքը Մեղրիի շրջանում, Մշակ, 1917, n 46, էջ 3]

70 settlements and population of the armenian ssr in 1831-59, statistical Collection, com-
piled by a. manvelyan, g. martirosyan, Yerevan 1962, p. 89, in russian [Населенние
пункты и население Арм. ССР за 1831-59 гг.,  статистический сборник, сост. А. Ман-
велян, Г. Мартиросян, Ереван, 1962, с. 89]

71 dictionary of toponyms of armenia and neighboring Countries, Yerevan 1988, volume I,
pp. 754-755, in armenian [Հայաստանի և հարակից շրջանների տեղանունների
բառարան, Երևան, 1988, հատոր, Ա. Էջ 754-755]

72 Ibid, p. 572
73 mshak, 1913, no. 155, p. 3, in armenian [Մշակ,  1913, դ. 155, էջ 3] 
74 Khan, a title for a ruler in turkic languages. 
75 anthology of azerbaijani Folklore, Book XXIII (Folklore of nakhichevan), volume 2, Baku

2011, pp. 36-37, in azerbaijani [azərbaycan folkloru antologiyası, XXIII kitab (naxçıvan
folhloru), 2-ci cild, Bakı, 2011, s. 36-37]

76 derived from arabic, molla (mullah in arabic) means “vicar,” “master” or “guardian,” it is a
name commonly given to local Islamic clerics or mosque leaders in large parts of the Is-
lamic world, including azerbaijan, Iran and turkey.  

77 mshak, 1888, no. 95, p. 2, in armenian [Մշակ, 1888, n. 95, էջ 2] 
78 Information was provided by an azerbaijani friend of ordubad origin.
79 In Islam, sayyids were respected people accepted as descendants of the prophet

muhammad and his cousin, Imam ali, through his grandsons, hassan Ibn ali and Imam
husayn Ibn ali (combined hasnain), sons of muhammad’s daughter Fatimah and son-in-
law ali.   

80 vashkevich, a., the phenomenon of sayyids in azerbaijan. Features and historical
overview. // Конференция «Путь Востока», Путь Востока. Культура. Религия. Поли-
тика. / Материалы XvI молодежной конференции по проблемам философии, рели-
гии и культуры Востока (25–27 апреля 2013 г.)  Санкт-Петербург :
Санкт-Петербургское философское общество, 2014, с. 55-61, in russian. http://an-
thropology.ru/ru/text/vashkevich/fenomen-seydov-v-azerbaydzhane-harakteristika-i-is-
toricheskiy-obzor: [Вашкевич А., Феномен сейдов в Азербайджане. Характеристика и
исторический обзор]

81 Ibid
82 Ibid
83 ziyarat or ziyaret is a turkish and persian word of arabic origin meaning ‘visit.’ In turkey

is used when referring to pilgrimage sites. 
84 smirnov, K., materials on history and ethnography of nakhichevan area. tiflis, 1934, p.

44, in russian [Смирнов К. Материалы по истории и этнографии Нахичеванского
края, Тифлис, 1934, с. 44]

85 vashkevich, a., the phenomenon of sayyids in azerbaijan. Features and historical
overview.   ashurbeyli s.   “overview of the medieval history of Baku, Baku, 1964, p.1947
[ Ашурбейли c., Очерк истории средневекового Баку, Баку, 1964, стр. 147.]
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86 smirnov, K., materials on history and ethnography of nakhichevan area. tiflis, 1934, p. 44.
87 darieva t. Between “great” and “little” tradition?, in sacred places, emerging spaces:

religious pluralism in the post-soviet Caucasus, (edited by tsypylma darieva, Florian
mühlfried, & Kevin tuite ) Berghahn Books, 2018.  p. 22.

88 Ibid
89 Ibid
90 Ibid
91 Yunusov, a., Islam in azerbaijan. Baku, 2004, pp. 121-137, in russian  [Юнусов А.,

Ислам в Азерербайдажане, Баку, 2004, с. 121-137]
92 poghosyan, s., mkrtchyan s., perspectives of encouraging Cultural tourism in meghri,

report, Yerevan 2002, p.24, in armenian [Պողոսյան Ս., Մկրտչյան Ս., Մշակութային
տուրիզմի խթանման հեռանկարները Մեղրիում, հաշվետվություն, Երևան, 2002, էջ 24]

93 zangezour is another name used with regard to the modern day syunik province of ar-
menia.

94 lisitsian s., “saints” near mountain passes, soviet ethnography, 1936, n5, pp. 202-203,
in russian; lisitsian st., armenians of zangezour. Yerevan 1969, p. 281, in armenian
[Лисициан Ст, «Святыни» у перевалов, Советская этнография, 1936, n5, стр.  202-
203; Ստ. Լիսիցյան, Զանգեզուրի հայերը, Երևան, 1969, էջ 281]

95 Ibid
96 In fact, the picture associated with pir depicts ali.  
97 lisitsian s., “saints” near mountain passes. 1936, soviet ethnography, И5, pp. 202-203.
98 an armenian village in meghri district.
99 historical town and district on the territory of modern-day azerbaijan, re-named into sheki

in 1968.
100 national archive of armenia, repository  428, list 4, document 93, 19-22, 1926,

Karchevan, in armenian. [ՀՀ ԱԱ (ՀՀ Ազգային Արխիվ), ֆ. 428, ց. 4, գ. 93, թ. 19-22,
1926 թվական, Կարճևան]

101 poghosyan, s., mkrtchyan s., perspectives of encouraging Cultural tourism in meghri,
report, Yerevan 2002, pp 21-22.

102 ethnographic field material, march 2018, lehvaz.
103 Formerly pshgag.
104 Well-known apple varieties in ussr.
105 shahsey-vahsey is a ritual dedicated to martyred ali and his son hussein, the ashura hol-

iday of shia muslims. the main part of the ceremony involves mourning with self-torturing
actions, reciting the words “shah ali, vah ali.” 

106 a semicircular niche in the wall of a mosque that indicates the direction of Kaaba in
mecca, which is the direction muslims should face when praying. 

107 an armenian district in tbilisi, georgia.
108 a honorific title in Iran and ottoman empire, means “chief, master, lord.” 
109 anthology of azerbaijani Folklore, Book XXIII (Folklore of nakhichevan), volume 2, Baku

2011, pp. 36-37, in azerbaijani [azərbaycan folkloru antologiyası, XXIII kitab (naxçıvan
folhloru), 2-ci cild, Bakı, 2011, s. 36-37]

110 Ibid
111 In november 2018, when l. Kahatyan was presenting the preliminary findings of the re-

search to peaCe program participants from armenia and azerbaijan in tbilisi, a woman
from Baku approached her and shared her family narrative related to Bughakar pir.  

112 grandma.
113 small handmade cribs.
114 spiritual and administrative center of the armenian apostolic Church.
115 Currently Kapan, the administrative center and the largest city of syunik province of ar-

menia.
116 summerhouse.
117 armenian pronunciation of the russian word “kopeika,” which were the small coins in the

ussr and russia.
118 smbatyan g., syunik in trial: armenian-tatar Clashes, Yerevan 2018, p. 7, in armenian.

[Սմբատյան Գ., Սյունիքը փորձության մեջ. հայ-թաթարական բախումները, Երևան,
2018, էջ 7]



119 Ibid, p 24
120 lévi-strauss C., the savage mind, Мoscow 1999, p. 243, in russian. [Леви-Стросс К.,

Первобытное мышление, М. 1999,  стр. 243]
121 edwards maxim, Baba-hadji, symbol of ethnic harmony https:

//www.opendemocracy.net/od-russia/maxim-edwards/baba-hadji-symbol-of-ethnic-har-
mony 

122 Baba haj is included in the ra list of protected monuments. 
123 national archive of armenia, lisitisian repository   428, list 4,  file 96, page 4, Collection

of ethnographic Field material on meghri. [ՀՀ ԱԱ , ֆ. 428, ց. 4, գ. 96, թ. 4, Դաշտային
ազգագարական նյութերի հավաքածու Մեղրու մասին]

124 as to the importance of Baba haj for the former azerbaijani residents of nyuvadi, our in-
ternet research did not yield results on this: the place is not mentioned in accessible inter-
net resources were people discuss places dear/important to them. Baba haji is not
mentioned either by people who moved to menzim village of Iran from nyuvadi at the be-
ginning of the 20th century, as they remember,  in response to an epidemic. 

125 national archive of armenia, lisitsian repository,  428, list 4, file 96, p.4, Collection of
ethnographic Field material on meghri. [ՀՀ ԱԱ, 428, ց. 4, գ. 96, թ. 4, Դաշտային ազգա -
գարական նյութերի հավաքածու Մեղրու մասին]

126 this phenomenon is examined by arthur mkrtchyan on the example of nagorny
Karabakh. see mkrtchyan a., social life of armenians of nagorny Karabakh, Yerevan
2010, pp. 41-43, in russian. [Мкртчян А, Общественный быт армян Нагорного
Карабаха, Ереван, 2010, стр. 41-13]

127 according to the locals, the treasure hunters have displaced the two tombstones inside
the mausoleum and those are now outside the shrine.    

128 portakar are ritual stones in  armenian traditional culture linked to the worship of pagan
goddess of earth, fertility and motherhood.  

129 na ra, lisitsian repository , repository 428, list 4, file 92, document 22. ethnographic ma-
terial on gyumerants village. [ՀՀ ԱԱ, Լիսիցյանի ֆոնդ, ֆ. 428, ց. 4, գ. 92, թ. 22.,
Դաշտային ազգագրական նյութեր Գյումերանց գյուղի մասին]

130 temporary housing/tents during the summer in the pastures. 
131 Kharatyan-arakelyan h., armenian  Folk holidays, Yerevan 2005, pp. 227-235, in armen-

ian. [Խառատյան-Առաքելյան Հ., Հայ ժողովրդական տոները, Երևան, 2005, էջ 227-235]
132 armenian-turk or armenian-tatar clashes, regular conflicts between armenians and tur-

kic-speaking muslims of the south Caucasus in the beginning of the 20th century. In case
of Baba haj, the term is used with respect to clashes preceding those the term refers to,
as the events that happened under the Iranian rule are also described as clashes with
“turks.”

133 edwards maxim, Baba-hadji, symbol of ethnic harmony https:
//www.opendemocracy.net/od-russia/maxim-edwards/baba-hadji-symbol-of-ethnic-har-
mony

134 morris d., the evolution of War, moscow 2009, pp. 266-267, in russian. [Дэйви М.,
Эволюция войн, М., 2009, стр. 266-267] 

135 Isakhanyan g., non-armenian historical-Cultural monuments on the territory of syunik,
available at  https://www.lragir.am/2012/06/14/66842/, in armenian [Իսախանյան Գոհար,
Ոչ հայկական պատմամշակութային հուշարձանները Սյունիքի տարածքում]

136 hovhannes tumanyan (1869-1923), a well-known armenian poet, intellectual and public
figure.

137 an administrative title. 
138 lalayan Ye., zangezour province: Kapan or ghapan, Brief historical overview, ethno-

graphic journal, 1904, book XII, pp. 198-199, in armenian. [Լալաեան Ե., Զանգեզուրի
գաւառ. Կապան կամ Ղափան, պատմական համառօտ տեսություն,  Ազգագրական
հանդես, 1904,  XII գիրք, Էջ 198-199]

139 na ra, lisitsian repository , repository  428, list 4, file 53, page 15. essay on meghri re-
gion, meghri region 1926. [ՀՀ ԱԱ, ֆ. 428, ց. 4, գ.53  թ. 15, Լիսիցյան Ստ., Ակնարկ
Մեղրու շրջանի մասին. Мегриский район, 1926]

140 davit Bek or david Beg, armenian military commander and one of the most prominent fig-
ures of the armenian liberation movement of 18th century.

141 Kaler and Kenavuts, rural settlement in syuink province. 
142 ghukas sebastatsi, david Bek or the history of Kapan people, Yerevan 1992, pp 30-33,
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38-39, in armenian.  [Ղուկաս Սեբաստացի, Դավիթ Բեկ կամ պատմություն
ղափանցոց, Երևան, 1992, էջ 30-33, 38-39]

143 Isakhanyan g., non-armenian historical-Cultural monuments on the territory of syunik,
available at  https://www.lragir.am/2012/06/14/66842/, in armenian [Իսախանյան Գ.,  Ոչ
հայկական պատմամշակութային հուշարձանները Սյունիքի տարածքում]

144 In fact, the 4500 meter elevation is a result of narrators’ fantasy, as the highest peak of
the area is not higher than 2500 meters. 

145 ethnographic Field material, april 2018, shvanidzor
146 “turks from Iran” refers to both shia ghzlbashes during Iranian period and the turkic-

speaking shia muslims from northern Iran attacking after eastern armenia became part
of the russian empire.

147 ethnographic Field material, april 2018, shvanidzor
148 during armenian-tatar clashes of 1905 Kozaks attacked nyuvadi and asked for money

as retaliation for attacks on shvanidzor and soldiers protecting the border, as well as
killing. smbatyan g., syunik tested: armenian-tatar Clashes, Yerevan 2018, p. 476, in
armenian. [Սմբատյան Գ, Սյունիքը փորձության մեջ. հայ-թաթարական բախումները,
էջ 476] 

149 Khachatryan zh., armenian  Folk holidays and ritual lady-dolls, 20-21st centuries, Yere-
van 2017, p. 131, in armenian [Խաչատրյան Ժ., Հայ ժողովրդական տոները և
ծիսական տիկին-տիկնիկները, 20-21 դդ., Երևան, 2017, էջ 131]

150 there is a water spring in Baba haj too.
151 Khachkar (from armenian word khach meaning cross and qar meaning stone) is a carved

memorial stone containing a cross and often with additional motifs. Is unique to armenia
and continues to be used as a grave-stone or a memorial.

152 Khachatryan zh., armenian Folk holidays and ritual lady-dolls, 20-21st centuries, Yere-
van 2017, p. 131.

153 toukh manuks are a type of a pilgrimage site or a sanctuary common in armenia. these
are simple small chapel-like constructions usually built on a hill or near water sources.
they can be also found in settlements. 

154 Kharatyan-arakelyan h., armenian Folk holidays, Yerevan 2005, p. 231.
155 there are two churches in shvanidzor, one from 17-18th centuries and one from the 19th

century. 
156 the old woman’s statement that “they would not go alone” could be associated with fertil-

ity-related visits. those were usually attended by women. at the same time, this is a re-
mote place and the statement could be related to a possible danger. 

157 Khachatryan zh., armenian Folk holidays and ritual lady-dolls, 20-21st centuries, Yere-
van 2017, p. 129-130.

158 the same thing is referred as “lalu” in case of Bughakar.
159 edwards maxim, Baba-hadji, symbol of ethnic harmony https:

//www.opendemocracy.net/od-russia/maxim-edwards/baba-hadji-symbol-of-ethnic-har-
mony

160 the interviewees did not mention the portakar, probably because there were men present
at the interviews.

161 as to the shared sanctuaries and their role in overcoming conflicts, K. smirnov who stud-
ied nakhijevan in 1930s, noted that despite many such places existing, it did not safe-
guard the region from destructive armenian-muslim clashes “it did not become a link
between different groups and this emphasizes even more the sharp contrasts.” smirnov,
K., materials on history and ethnography of nakhichevan area. tiflis, 1934, p. 43-44, in
russian. [Смирнов К., Материалы по истории и этнографии Нахичеванского края,
Тифлис, 1934, стр. 43-44]

162 For this discussion we are thankful to ara gulyan, researcher at the Institute of archaeol-
ogy and ethnography, national academy of sciences of armenia. 

163 as mentioned above, like many other border zones of the ussr, meghri also had a spe-
cial regime, whereas non-locals required an entrance permit. In this case the interviewee
refers to those visitors who were not meghri residents and were visiting the sanctuary
from other places. 

164 the narrator specifically mentions that the behavior of the militia was not linked to his na-
tionality: “he was doing it for his money, it was not related to him being a Turk,” as he
wants to make clear that he has no prejudice towards an ethnicity. 
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chapter III



CULTURAL LANDSCAPE:

“INVENTED TRADITION”:

AZERBAIJANI THEATRE IN

ARMENIA 



ARSEN HAKOBYAN

CULTURAL LANDSCAPE:

“INVENTED TRADITION”:

AZERBAIJANI THEATRE IN

ARMENIA 

All images in this Chapter were provided by Literature and Art Museum named

after Yeghishe Charents 
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THE ENTRY OF THE THEATRE IN YEREVAN AND THE MUSLIM

POPULATION

theformation and institutional development of the azerbaijani theatre

in armenia is directly associated with the country’s sovietization.

this had an impact due to the patterns of soviet policies regarding culture and

nationality and the local features of those, conditioned by the traditions, the mod-

ernization, as well as the armenian-azerbaijani cultural interrelations. In this re-

spect, the “invented tradition”165 concept can be used to describe the set of newly

created, constructed rituals or symbolic social practices created for modernizing

societies - or those just entering the age of modernization - aimed at developing

new value, cultural and behavioral norms to substantiate the connection with the

period in question.166

not only does the azerbaijani theatre in armenia become a new cultural phe-

nomenon or symbol in itself, but also from the very beginning it accepts its audi-

ence and its direct function to change the society in line with the directive of

soviet realities.  

as part of the russian empire, the south Caucasian societies entered the age of

cultural modernization and transformation at the end of the 19th and the beginning

of the 20th century. this process encountered some difficulties among the turkic-

speaking muslim population due to religious and cultural peculiarities and general

political context of the empire.167 the fact they practiced Islam and had different

to the Christian nature of the empire social structure and cultural-religious orien-

tations, further emphasized those difficulties.168  at the same time, in the 19th and

20th Centuries, the ethnic and religious diversity of the south Caucasian cities and

the effect of the empire’s cultural policy, led to the intensification of interactions

between muslim and Christian intellectuals and secular elites in the cities. often

graduates of the same educational/secular institutions, these elites shared a com-

mon language and an environment of cultural communication. 

Formation of the secular intellectual elite of the south Caucasus turkic-speaking

muslims started in the second half of the 19th century, on the basis of the gradu-

ates of tsarist educational institutions. at the same time, not only was this new

elite secular “intelligentsia” being formed, but also gradually a corresponding

communication environment and tools, such as press and theatre, came into

play.169 this new intellectual elite, the “intelligentsia,” was perceived as alien and

sometimes even hostile by its own community, as it was considered to have de-

viated from the traditional muslim norms and acquired a lifestyle which was not

appropriate for that society.170

the first steps towards the formation of a drama theatre and theatrical culture

among the muslims of the south Caucasus were very complicated, as they were

in direct contradiction with the norms of Islam, such as the presence of women

on the stage, while the plays with sensitive modern social themes caused oppo-

sition among conservative muslim circles.171



one of the obstacles was the fact that the muslim faith was often interpreted to

prohibit the portrayal of humans and other sentient beings in art and theatre – a

practice known as aniconism. this belief meant popular/folk theatrical elements

were often in strong contradiction with the limits established by the muslim clergy.172

however, the multi-ethnic nature of south-Caucasian cities became a significant

factor for the formation and functioning of new cultural institutions, such as a

drama theatre, among the muslim population of the region.  

this was particularly evident in Yerevan, where in the 19th century mixed armen-

ian and “tatar”173 population and cohabitation existed. It was a city of churches

and mosques,174 where the only cultural pastimes available were limited to those

provided by the religious and folk culture. 

With this respect, in 1850, the visit of the aramian armenian theatre of Constan-

tinople was a real cultural novelty, even a shock for the population of Yerevan.

the tour in Yerevan and the Caucasus was sponsored by a rich Yerevan trader

hakob agha.175 the theatrical cast was performing in the city square called tsakhi

meidan,176 where a temporary amphitheatre was built and open for everyone.

the population’s reception was quite enthusiastic and the theatre’s visit was ex-

tended for another month. acting as a theatre-circus, on Fridays, aramian theatre

also performed in turkish, specifically for the muslim population of the city,177

and the words “bravo, mashallah, soghul” were heard at the square on these

days, as described by an eye-witness.178

according to rizayev, a scholar of the history of the azerbaijani theatre in arme-

nia, the tour of the aramian theatre provided the impetus among both armenian

and muslim intellectuals to think about and practically plan the organization of

the theatrical life in the city. later Chmshkian theatre179 visited Yerevan. however,

in contrast to aramian’s performances on the square, which were open for every-

body, Chmshkian performances were limited only to armenians. the perform-

ances were organized in the churchyard, with the Bishop present, and the entry

of muslims to the area of the church was prohibited. In addition, those perform-

ances had historical themes and were performed in old armenian, which was

incomprehensible for the turkic-speaking muslim population of the city.180

In 1866, armenian teachers started performing in the school and the theatrical

culture was gradually sustained among the armenian population of Yerevan, and

two years later the first female actress, Yelizaveta ghorghanian performed on a

Yerevan stage.181

the formation of theatre introduced changes to the lives of armenians, russians

and muslims, as well as the cultural and physical urban space. In 1897, a sepa-

rate building was constructed for the armenian theatrical group near gayanian

Women College, next to poghos-petros armenian Church.182 It became an im-

portant feature in the life of the city, where also the russian group performed.

later, these groups were transferred to the City Club. “meghu hayastani” (“the

bee of armenia”) newspaper from 1882 provides interesting evidence about
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these transformations: “persians of Yerevan are now eagerly attending theatre,

even the armenian theatre. thus, a reasonable number of persians attended

“arshak the second” drama performance.”183

In 1886, thanks to the initiative of a Yerevan-based young teacher, well-known in-

tellectual and educator Firudinbek Qocharli, the muslim students of the City gym-

nasium of Yerevan staged m. F. akhundov’s184 play “monsieur jordan and dervish

mastali shah,”185 which is considered the first azerbaijani performance in

Yerevan.186 however, this performance was limited to the gymnasium and did not

receive public reactions. theatrical life and new public culture faced difficulties in

penetrating the muslim population of Yerevan. this was probably linked to the

fact that the city was relatively small, far from communication routes, and the mus-

lim clergy was quite well-positioned and influential.187 an influential shia center,

the goy (Blue) mosque, was located in the city. at the same time, the contrast

and conflict between the mosque, which considered the manifestations of secular

culture to be satanist and cursed the initiators, and the secular muslim teachers

of the gymnasium, played a special role in the formation of new social culture.188

perhaps this was the reason that after the 1886 performance and the religious

fanaticism which followed it - as well as the bans and denials it caused - no the-

atrical performances were organized among the muslim population of Yerevan

for the next ten years.189

although Firundinbek Qocharli was attacked and persecuted by muslim fanatics,

his work was continued in the city gymnasium. on december 8, 1896, thanks

to the efforts of the gymnasium teachers and students, the play “monsieur jor-

dan and dervish mastali shah” was staged the second time. this was actively

covered in the armenian media, which considered it the first “turk190 performance

in Yerevan attended by armenian, russian and turk audience.”191 It was staged

in the hall of janpoladov’s or janpoladyan’ Club as an open performance, where

the muslims of the city “saw their life in a large mirror, (and) have openly and

publically heard about the deceiving muslim clergy.”192

as revealed by the armenian newspaper “nor dar,” (“new Century”) 193 the per-

formance acquired important public significance and function, since it was also

a charity, utilized as means to collect money for the needy students of the gym-

nasium, putting aside religious differences. highlighting the importance of public

charity, “nor dar” noted that it “should be considered the highest achievement

of the theatrical performance of turks and the idea of benevolence in general in

Yerevan.”194 authored by a Yerevan intelectual and  theatre advocate emin ter-

grigoryan, this piece in “nor dar” is the only surviving written account of the per-

formance, and at the same time ter-grigoryan became its first and only critic. 

as noted by rizayev, at the end of the 19th century, Yerevan was a small city where

most people knew each other, while the intellectual elite was probably comprised

of some 20 people, including emin ter-grigoryan and Qocharli, both theatre ad-

vocates in Yerevan.195 It is not surprising that emin ter-grigoryan was the first critic

of the performance, publishing the appropriate article in the armenian media. 
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THE THEATRE AND THE HISTORY

the establishment, formation and activity of the state azerbaijani theatre in ar-

menia reflects different stages and peculiarities of soviet cultural and theatrical

policy: from an amateur theatrical group in a club, to a tourning then people’s

and finally state inter-district theatre. In light of this fact, it is important to under-

stand the context and the content of such cultural policy.

From the very beginning, the soviet government overemphasized the formation

of holidays and ceremonies, which contained new form and content. It believed

such phenomena should be in line with the new political-ideological realities.

theatre and theatrical performance had a special role in this context. lenin pub-

lished a decree on the “unification of theatrical Work,” and in 1919, a depart-

ment on mass performances and events was opened, allied to the people’s

Commissariat for enlightenment (narkompros) of soviet russia. the department

developed and promoted a declaration-program on “the establishment of pop-

ular mass theatres.” the program was aimed at involving the wider population

in the new social-political reality. theatrical plays and performances were per-

ceived as an important means for political-ideological propaganda. 

It is interesting that the declaration directly considers theatres “strong means for

liberating the masses,” that moves from “claustrophobic buildings to the streets,

gets the form of popular performances, and states: “people (…) you must gather

under the open sky, in a large open space, you must gather”.”196

It was emphasized that the creation of the popular theatre (people’s theatre)

should be implemented with the involvement of the masses and their collective

creativity, and surely through cooperation of the collectives and interested indi-

viduals. mass theatre should be more festive than just a theatre to “prepare the

free and happy people for the future folk festivity, where the people themselves

would be the festive event.”197

When the Bolsheviks were adopting these decisions, the south Caucasus was

not sovietized yet. however, a year later, first azerbaijan, then armenia, and in

1921, georgia were sovietized. It was symbolic, that the poster “art to the

masses” appeared on the building of the armenian parliament. this was not a

coincidence, as in 1918 to 1920,198 in the absence of a theatre building, theatrical

performances and events were organized in the parliament building.199 the ap-

pearance of the poster on the building of the parliament perhaps symbolically

transformed the function of the building, advancing the theatrical factor and con-

cealing the association with the First armenian republic and its public institu-

tions, in this case the parliament. In 1922, the state academic theatre (state

theatre) was established based on the respective decree of the armenian ssr.

the former parliament building became its permanent performance place.200

In the 1920s, not only did soviet armenia enter an active phase of creating socio-

political and economic fundamentals for the new society, but it also bore witness

to a phase of new cultural and transformation policy. this could not remain iso-
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lated from the global changes happening in the soviet world. the Bolsheviks

emphasized the new cultural policy as a means for cultural strengthening and

spreading new ideological-political realities.  

during this period, the head department of political enlightenment (Qaghlusa-

vorchutyun), the main structure for the ideological-political implementation of the

new policy, as well as the revolutionary theatre in Yerevan were established.

In addition to eradication of illiteracy, the Qaghlusavorchutyun  was responsible

for the policy on nationalities, the struggle against religion, and the issue of work

among women.201

the work with other nationalities residing in armenia, especially with the “turkic”

part, was particularly challenging. the theatre played a significant role in the en-

lightenment issues, as 95 percent of the “turkic” population was illiterate accord-

ing to soviet data. the works to establish clubs, rural hut-reading rooms202 and

associated theatrical groups commenced in the republic.203 two “turkic” clubs,

for men and for women, were also established in Yerevan.204

In 1922, following the initiative of the leadership of soviet armenia and the efforts

of Yunus nouri, already famous among muslims of Yerevan for his acting work,

and Bala eefenidiev, a Communist party activist, a theatrical group was created

attached to the “turkic club” of Yerevan. the Club staged performances every

Friday.205 In 1923, the Qaghlusavorchutyun206 approved the group’s Charter.207

Yunus nouri was the only experienced actor in this group: according to levon

Qalantar, an armenian theatre director, nouri was the only one who had some

experience.208 the group membership included Communist party members and

statesmen, such as B. efendiyev, a. rzayev, as well as workers, public servants

and amateur armenian actors.209

Bala efendiyev was an armenia-born old Bolshevik, a member of the Communist

party of armenia, and an active participant of revolutionary movements, espe-

cially in Baku, where during Baku Commune (1918) he was the Commissar of

Baku uyezd. since 1921, he had held leadership positions in the republic, in-

cluding the deputy of people’s Commissar on Internal affairs, head of the de-

partment on national minorities in the Central Committee of the Communist party

of armenia, and people’s Commissar on social protection. responsible for na-

tional minorities, he was actively working among the “turkic” population. In one

of his reports he mentioned that “the women’s and men’s clubs established in

erivan210 play an important role in involving turkic people in the cultural and so-

cial life.”211

the objectives of the theatrical group were to support the strengthening of the

soviet rule, spread enlightenment and culture among people, struggle against

religion and fanaticism, and work for the protection of women’s rights.212 the first

repertoires were developed in accordance with these objectives. For example,

suleyman sali akhundov’s play “eagle’s nest,” which was the first soviet azer-

baijani play, presented the establishment of the soviet rule in azerbaijan through

the struggle of peasants and revolutionaries against aghas [the rulers].213 the
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repertoire of the group also included narimanov’s “nadir shah,” mamed-
kulizade’s “the dead,” u. hajibekov’s “meshady Irad” and other plays with similar
themes.214

In 1924, Qaghlusavorchutyun wrote about the translation of over a hundred plays
that could be staged at the “turkic Club.”215 at the same time, in accordance to
the decision of the party leadership, turkic and Workers’ Clubs had to organize
performance and event exchanges.216the party structures assigned the group
to organize compulsory performances in “turkic-populated” areas, and it had
performed in ghamarlu, vedibasar, zangibasar, aghbaba and nakhijevan.217

the process and policy of soviet cultural construction dictated a steady pace,
where the organization of theatrical life had played an important role. a 1927 re-
port of louszhoghkom218 of the armenian ssr devoted to these issues mentions
that “the cultural level of turks is very low, only Kurds are lower than them,” and
to put the future cultural-enlightenment works on the right track, among other
things “it is necessary to organize stages [theatrical performances] for the
turks.”219

however, the transition from an amateur group to a state theatre was not an easy
task both in terms of organization and human resources. eventually, on march
15, 1928, “the armenian state turk  touring theatre” or “the armenian state
turkic touring theatre” was established by the government decree of the ar-
menian ssr. It was the first non-armenian language theatre operating within the
territory of soviet armenia.220 In the second half of the 1930s, when the ethnonym
azerbaijani was first circulated, the documents started to name the theatre “state
azerbaijani touring theatre.”221

the founders of the theatre were mkrtich janan, an armenian actor from Con-
stantinople, and Yunus nouri, perhaps the only more or less experienced actor
at the time, while the administrative director was hatsagortsyan.222 later mkrtich
janan wrote in his autobiography: “I was among the founders of the state turk
theatre of armenia, where I worked as theatrical director.”223 he noticed that the
amateur performances staged before the establishment of the theatre did not
correspond to the minimal requirements of a professional theatre. those were
organized irregularly, while the actors performed without stage makeup and any
rehearsal.224

mkrtich janan left exceptional accounts on the first steps taken by the new the-
atre, its first theatrical season, tours, performances and the difficulties it encoun-
tered. It is a unique source of information, not only about the history of the
azerbaijani theatre of armenia, but also about the social culture of azerbaijani-
populated areas in armenia during that period.* according to janan “state turk
touring theatre was formed in january, without any acting material [professional
cast]. We had to include students of the banfak [“Faculty of Workers”225] in the
group. as a result, we had to stay in Yerevan till mid june.”
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the theatre performed in the building of the state theatre. according to a

louszhoghkomat’s Collegium decision, a day each week should have been as-

signed for the “turk troupe.”226 the first performance took place on april 14, 1928

in the building of the First state theatre. It was a performance called “zoran

tabib,” a version of moliere’s “the reluctant doctor” adapted for the popular

muslim environment, where the doctor was replaced by a hakim,227 and the

names of the characters were changed to muslim names.228

In his first report about the tour, janan wrote of visiting the settlements Boyuk

vedi (currently vedi), ghamarlu(artashat), leninakan (gyumri), amasia,

ghahranamaz, Ibish ( Yerizak, amasia district),229alaverdi, manes (alaverdi),230

dzorages, gharakilis (vanadzor), dilijan, oulunkhanlu (masis), Chol mehmandar

(hovtashen, ararat province), gharaghshlagh (renamed to dostlug under the

soviets, currently hayanist, ararat province), Khajaparakh (Khachpar, arararat

province), then returning to Yerevan. In the rural areas the audience of the group

was the “turk public,” while in the industrial centers, in addition to turks there

were turkish-speaking greeks and Yezidis.

he provides a vivid and detailed description of difficulties related to their tour and

performances: “the distance among the regions took some 20 days of traveling

from us. most of the travel was on ox carts and by foot. In the remaining 35 days,

we were able to perform 34 times. thus, we did not have a single free day and

did not use our summer holidays.” 

the repertoire included slavyanski’s play “red eagle,” moliere’s “the reluctant

doctor” (zoran tabib), jabarli’s “aydn” and “Qyohne Fiqlilar.” of these offerings,

“the red eagle” and molier’s “the reluctant doctor” were the most performed

plays. the first was about the civil war, the revolution, and the workers’ movement

in russia, while the second criticized and mocked the hakims and muslim su-

perstition. janan explained that while “the red eagle” was about the civil war

and workers’ life, it was very enthusiastically perceived in the villages. he quotes

the villagers’ exclamations and reactions to different acts of the play. 

the stage was an issue for the theatre. “In the areas of workers and centers we

had the opportunity of performing on a stage, while in the villages we did not find

any,”- writes janan. however, they found a solution: “the decoration system we

had found made possible to build outdoor stages in the yards of rural houses, in

front of rural reading-rooms or mosques. these stages made a great impression

on the villagers.” janan suggested to Qaghlusavorutyun to use their method in

all touring theatres. 

the stage lights were another issue. janan mentioned that they had to perform

during the daylight. once in Ibij they even had to perform under the moonlight

so as people from the neighboring villages could also attend. however, janan

adds that because of these conditions they became inventors and used “the

dung, one of the natural resources available in the villages, pouring a lot of oil

on it, we’d put it on a stick and burn, thus creating some ancient and fantastic

images.” It seemed like the touring theatre directly implemented Bolshevik procla-
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mation about the masses and people theatres: the people are in the open air,

while the night chandeliers ensure the festivity and originality of the outdoor per-

formances.  

the report revealed that the theatre performed free of charge in the villages, as

“almost all turk villages had never seen a performance before and did not know

what the theatre was.” the tour also revealed local cultural demands: “we have

discovered that there is a huge demand for music in workers’ centers and vil-

lages; we had a friend who played the tar,231 and the guy could not rest from the

requests of workers and peasants to play something. While we were moving

from one village to the other, the smaller villages on our way would stop us and

ask to play something, then they’d take out their papakhs232 to thank us.” 

Yerevan Turk Theatre in the firts year 1929. 

1. director Hatsagortyan;  2. artistic director Janan; 3. actor Nouri

this first tour of the touring theatre was conducted amid very hard and compli-

cated circumstances, especially given that the group did not have previous ex-

perience of working in the regions. janan described the difficulties, when they

would travel 10-14 hours on carts, got stuck in the middle of a river and had to

enter the water to help the oxen. Yet, “it was not only 14-hour-long shaking in

the cart, but also constant climatic changes, when you are high in the mountains

for a week, where there is still some snow left, where you are shaking from cold,

wearing a coat, and the next week you are in a place where watermelons and

melons are cracking from the heat. In such conditions, we should keep an eye
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on the health of the group members. We tried to select the best place in a village

for sleepovers. however, quite often even the best place was not better than a

stable or a barn.” 

Yet, aghbaba district (which corresponds to a part of today’s arpi and amasia

communities in shirak province) was a real challenge for the health and life of

the group members. according to janan, in the villages of this district “syphilis

was spread for 70-80-100 percent and there were lepers’ asylums.”233 the report

mentioned that there were also some difficulties related to food supply in the vil-

lages. For example, in a district of B. vedi, very close to Yerevan, the group

stayed hungry after being deprived of food for 24 hours even when they  did find

things to eat, the report makes mention of “the low-quality” of the bread. In gen-

eral, food was cheaper in the cities compared to villages. 

janan was concerned about the harsh economic condition faced by the group:

“30-70 ruble salary remained unchanged during the tour, and everybody had

debts at the moment.” due to scarce financing, the group was not able to visit

Basargechar234 district, and was late in visiting dilijan, as “the turk nomads have

returned to their places.” 

Interestingly, not only was the touring group aiming to spread new culture and

ideas through its performances, but also it tried to apply these very ideas to its

internal relations, either consciously or unconsciously. janan wrote how they

tried to create a communal living and “it should be stated that our actresses had

shown an unprecedented attitude by doing the cooking, the patching, and even

washing… the clothes, yet, several young comrades turned out absolutely inca-

pable for such communal living, and everything was ruined.” however, he praised

three actresses that took care of their living arrangements. It is mentioned, that

though they did not have any experience of, or the vast material resources for,

traveling to “turk areas,” they were able to do whatever was within their power.235

Based on the analysis of the first traveling performances, mkrtich janan left an-

other interesting document, “the activities and prospects of 1929-1930 theatri-

cal season.” he informed readers that: “from the last year’s group that we put

lots of effort in, only four or five people remained. the rest had left to continue

education or to serve in better conditions.”

“the efforts of natsmin236 to attract actors from other places did not yield results,

because the actors, learning about the difficulties of the tourning theatre, found

legal ways to leave, and therefore our activities for this season were delayed for

a month.”237

reflecting on the plans for 1929-30, janan revealed that “the most difficult task

is to find cultural workers among the turks, particularly actors and actresses.”

to solve the issue, and “not finding acting forces in Yerevan, left by the actors

from nakhijevan,” janan explained: “We had to leave for tiflis and Baku on oc-

tober 20, and with a lot of difficulties, (and) many requests, took a turk actress

from the Baku state theatre and two actors from the Baku Workers’ theatre.
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thus completing and strengthening the group, with a cast of fourteen, including
the director and the prompter, we were barely able to start in november.”

Yunus nouri had participated in the selection of actors along with janan. he
knew the peculiarities and sensitivities of the local muslims.238

janan wrote the following about the 1929-30 schedule: “the group had to stay in
Yerevan till march-end of February and to get prepared for its performances, as
well as to serve the muslim workers of the city.” From march 1, the group would
tour “all turk-populated places of armenia, as well as nakhijevan, julfa,
stepanakert, (and) gyanja.” he expressed his satisfaction with the increased fi-
nancing of the group, stating, however, that it was still low compared to “the turk
acting market,” especially as no per-diems were paid. he suggested to centralize
the tour-related payments in Yerevan, since when the responsibility for making
the payments was put on local executive committees, it became an additional
issue for the group, which did not have a separate administrative position and
had to wait jobless in provincial centers with no other activity.239

In 1930, the theatre also staged the works of armenian dramaturgy, such as
“pepo,” “namus,” and “Khatabala.” during these years also arshak Bourjalyan,
armen gulakyan, vagharsh vagharshyan, levon Qalantar, and vardan atshe-
myan staged performances in the azerbaijani theatre. In 1940, Bourjalyan had
served as the artistic director of the theatre. Bourjalyan, gulakyan, and atshe-
myan, were core figures of the armenian theatre of 1930s and 1940s.240

It is interesting that during the rehearsals of “namus,” its author, the prominent
armenian playwright shirvanzade, would often visit the theatre and help the ac-
tors and the director with advice.241

however, in the 1930s, the theatre was criticized in the press, as well as within
party and government structures. It was considered, that the theatre did not stage
modern plays, particularly the ones targeting rural populations, and that it ad-
vanced “urban” repertoire. the louszhoghkom of armenia believed, that the the-
atre should not move forward with an urban repertoire, but there should be many
plays for the rural population reflecting its people’s actual life, especially given
that the theatre was a traveling one.242

In this context, j. jabarli’s play “In 1905” was staged in 1935 (directed by B.
Qalantarli). the play had a clear political and ideological orientation. 

jabarli died some months before this Yerevan performance.243 later, during
1935, the theatre was named after him as a tribute. vagharshyan244 left interest-
ing memories. he mentioned that Charents highly valued the deceased author
and wrote his obituary in “grakantert.”245 In a conversation with vagharshyan,
Charents said that we could not put a value on great talents: “he was a bright,
honest man.” during the conversation vagharshayan informed Charents that the
azerbaijani theatre of Yerevan was going to stage “In 1905,” and Charents im-
mediately reacted that it was very good and the theatre should also be named
after jabarli. he also suggested, that the theatre itself should be as bright and
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interesting as jabarli was, adding that “and then it would deserve his name.”246

unfortunately, Charents never got to see the performance. his arrest during
stalin’s red terror of 1936 and subsequent death in prison the following year
meant he never got to fulfill the wish to see “that wonderful and useful play”247

which he expressed a desire to see in conversations with vagharshyan. 

after mkrtich janan, the theatre was directed by Bakhshi Qalantarli248 (merited
artist249 of the armenian ssr), and ali shahsabahli.250 In her 1965 memoir (a
manuscript in the ra lam archive), the actress nvard alikhanyan provided in-
teresting details about ali shahsabahli. she first met him during the 1920s in Ba-
tumi, georgia where she played in the turkish theatre under his supervision, as
she was also fluent in “turkish.” later, the armenian actress performed on the
azerbaijani stage of tbilisi, where shahsabahli was the artistic director. however,
the stalin’s 1937 repressions did not spare the armenian artists in tbilisi, and
alikhanyan wrote that she was saved by shahsabahli, who was “an old Chekist
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and a party member.” after these events, alikhanyan and shahsabahli moved
to Yerevan and stayed there, honoring the requests of local armenian artists.
soon, the administrative director of the azerbaijani theatre in Yerevan signed a
contract with shahsabahli.251

during the war years of 1941-45, the azerbaijani theatre was facing difficulties
in terms of financial and human resources, as well as the repertoire, and as noted
by s. rizayev, became a third category touring theatre.252 nevertheless, during
the shakespeare festival in 1944, “othello” staged by Qalantarli received critical
acclaim and was considered an important achievement of the azerbaijani the-
atre of armenia.253

after the end of the war, the authorities of the armenian ssr planned to take
special measures for the azerbaijani theatre, which was in difficult circum-
stances. It was noted, that the theatre functioned in incomplete conditions, and
the artistic collective had been cut by a half. It was envisioned to invite four or
five professional actors from azerbaijan, enlarge the troupe to up to 31 persons,
and open a studio. It should be mentioned, that Yunus nouri, the talented actor
and one of the founders of the theatre, had retired in 1948, and perhaps this had
an impact on theatre quality.254

during the post-war period, due to economic hardship, there were massive

changes in the status of the theatres in the ussr. as a result, around 500 the-
atres were shut down throughout the soviet union, among those the armenian
state theatres of Baku and Kirovabad (currently ganja), several regional the-
atres of armenia, including the azerbaijani state theatre of Yerevan, closed in
1949.255

In 1959, the ministry of Culture of the armenian ssr decided to open an amateur
popular azerbaijani theatre attached to the house of Culture256 of nor aresh dis-
trict in Yerevan. the text of the decision stated that the theatre was created “to
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improve the cultural service available for the azerbaijani population of the repub-

lic.”257 hovakimyan wrote that in 1961 the azerbaijani popular theatre was

opened in the no. 7 house of Culture of Yerevan and formed the basis for the

establishment of the azerbaijani state theatre in Yerevan named after jabar

jabarli in 1967.258

In 1966, the ministry of Culture of the armenian ssr created a register of all

popular theatres of the republic. the presented documents indicated the exis-

tence of one popular theatre performing in azerbaijani language, which was lo-

cated in hrazdan village of ejmiatsin district (currently masis).259

In 1966, the Council of ministers of the armenian ssr made a decision to open

Inter-district azerbaijani theatre named after jabarli. the “inter-district” status

implied the existence of a firm theatrical basis (a central base), and performance

as a tourning theatre in the regions of the republic. In terms of its status, material

resources, management and scale (subsidies and expenditure), it was identical

to the other inter-district theatres (artashat, ghapan and Kamo theatres) of the

republic, however it had smaller numbers of performances, audience and rev-

enue. theatre also traveled throughout the south Caucasus. 260

the governmental decree on the azerbaijani theatre demanded the opening of

an inter-district theatre on the basis of the azerbaijani popular theatre at the
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house of Culture of hrazdan village. the theatre was to be named  after

jabarli.261 nevertheless, by the decision of the ministry of Culture, the theatre

was opened at the n 1 house of Culture of Yerevan.262  aziz suleymanov, the

son of Yunus nouri, became the director of the theatre.263 From 1933 to 49, he

was an actor at the azerbaijani theatre, then moved to administrative and party

work. right before his appointment as a director, he was working at the ministry

of Culture of the armenian ssr.264

From 1968 to 1984, the theatre was directed by hidayat orujev, a journalist of

the “soviet ermenistan”265 newspaper, a writer and a native of maralzami village

of meghri district of the armenian ssr. In 1984, he moved to azerbaijan. orujev

made a career in post-soviet azerbaijan: president’s advisor on religious and

Inter-ethnic relations, the head of the Committee on religious Issues, and since

2012, the ambassador of azerbaijan in Kyrgyzstan. orujev is also known for his

anti-armenian statements, and has issued violent threats to armenians at the

beginning of Karabakh movement, prior to the sumgait events.266 after orujev,

the theatre was headed by the grandson of Yunus nouri, Yunus suleymanov.

one of the special developments of the theatre during these years was the fact

that most actors were from Baku. however, there was a high turnover among

those from Baku.267

the theatre continued its activities up until 1988. the Karabakh events influenced

the theatre. a report from the department of arts of the ministry of Culture of the

armenian ssr sent to the Yerevan City Communist party Committee in 1989

shed some light on those developments:  “during the entire year of 1988, the

azerbaijani theatre had performed in the azerbaijani ssr, and the last perform-

ances took place in october-november in lenkoran. as of january 1988, 13 ac-

tors worked in the theatre and only five are left now, and two of them had written

resignation letters. the rest have exchanged their houses and moved to azer-

baijan. the ministry of Culture of the armenian ssr appealed to the ministry of

Culture of the azerbaijani ssr in 1987 and 1988 with a request to send profes-

sional staff for jabarli inter-district theatre. according to a letter (from the ministry

of Culture of the azerbaijani ssr-a.h.) dated january 26, 1989, ten graduates

of this year should be sent to Yerevan (armenia). In case of availability of the

national human resources, the theatre will have a clear work opportunity.”268

THE THEATRE AND SPACE

at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, the space where the

theatre was located and operated was very important for the theatrical culture,

for the formation and further development of the medium as a public institution,

as well as for its public function.  

the process was complicated in the muslim environment of the south Caucasus.

the theatre performances occurring in private spaces such as palaces, resi-

dences, or summer houses were considered progressive enough since some-
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times women could be among the spectators of those closed environments,

something that was impossible during public events.269

s. rizayev writes that the uniqueness of the armenian situation was that the

church did not impede theatrical performances. moreover, the church provided

its space for theatre as was the case with the Chmshkian troupe in Yerevan,

which performed in the churchyard.270

the muslim environment was different in this respect, given the opposition from

the clergy and their fight against theatre, especially in Yerevan. this is why the

first performances in 1886 happened at the city gymnasium. according to the ar-

menian press “monsieur jordan and dervish mastali shah,” the first turk per-

formance, (1896) was held in janpoladyan’s Club or at the theatre.271

In later years the janpoladyan Club continued remaining a place in Yerevan

where the muslim theatre lovers staged amateur performances.272 sometimes

the performances also happened at the city club located on the top floor of Buni-

atiyans’ house.273

vasak madatov’s “Qrd Qrd” vaudeville that had a distinctively anti-clergy (muslim)

rhetoric, was allowed for staging by tsarist censorship in 1903, as a family perform-

ance. It was held at panah khan makinski’s274 house, at the khan’s own initiative.

the first performance was a closed one, but the news spread out widely and the

khan opened his house for the outside audience during the second performance.275

In 1922, following armenia’s sovietization, a “turkic (“turk”) club” was estab-

lished in Yerevan and the affiliated theatre troupe started using the club’s stage.
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the Club was located in a building close to the saint sargis church.276 rizaev

found it symbolic that the turkic Club was next to the Blue mosque and the route

to the Club passed next to the mosque.277 the Club itself, though, with its revo-

lutionary performances and participants, negated the mosque and any religious

affiliation.  those attending the Club had to make a choice between the mosque

and the Club. the Club’s theatre troupe had an important mission to perform in

different districts of the republic in its capacity of a touring theatre.  the muslim

Women’s Club was another location for theatre performances. the Club had

opened in 1923 not far from the house of panah khan makinski.278

In 1928, by the march 15 decree of the government of the assr, the “armenian

state touring turk theatre” was established. In 1928-29, for the first year, the

theatre  troupe was given the stage of the state theatre for certain days. however,

in advance of the 1929-30 touring season, due to the intensive schedule of the

state theatre, they had to use the pioneer Club stage. here is what mkrtich janan

writes about this: “the most problematic issue this year is that of the theatre build-

ing. For some time already the troupe has not had a chance to rehearse since

there were no available stages either at the state theatre, or at the red army

house or at the clubs.”  he also notes that they were only able to find a room at

the pioneer Club, but the rehearsals held there could not give the desired results

for the young group. “the experienced armenian troupes have an opportunity to

have three or four pre-first night rehearsals, while the rather inexperienced turk

group so far has not have one complete final rehearsal.” janan goes on to men-

tion that the problem with the stage and the building emerged because the state

theatre started having daily performances and as a result: “the chances for the

turk performances to succeed have been minimized.” he reports that the issue

was presented to the people’s Commissariat for enlightenment.

It can be assumed that the problem had been resolved, and during the later

years, during the 1930-40s, the theatre had performances on the stage of the

state theatre. avetyan remembered that he often was present at the perform-

ances of the jabarli theatre held on the same stage where the g. sundukyan

theatre actors performed.279 most probably, this fact made it possible for sun-

dukyan theatreactors hrachya nersisyan, avet avetisyan, vagharsh vaghar-

shayn, gourgen janibekyan, vahram papazyan, avet avetyan to be present

during the rehearsals of the azerbaijani theatre, to observe the creative process,

and to perform on the stage.280

during those years, the touring capacity of the theatre also expanded. the guest

performances usually were divided between two casts. In 1934-35 only, one of the

casts visited 142 villages and performed 160 times with 30,000 villagers present. 281

as we already mentioned, in 1959, the armenian ssr’s ministry of Culture de-

cided to create an amateur azerbaijani popular theatre affiliated with the nor

aresh house of Culture in Yerevan. a few years later, in 1966, there is a mention

of the azerbaijani popular theatre operating at hrazdan village’s (masis) Culture

house.282 during the same year, the armenian ssr’s Council of ministers de-
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cided to establish the j. jabarli azerbaijani inter-district theatre based on the

popular theatre operating at hrazdan village’s (masis) house of Culture. In fact,

the jabarli theatre was a touring one.283

however, the subsequent decree of the armenian ssr’s ministry of Culture placed

the theatre in Yerevan, in arabkir Culture house and in doing so referenced the

above cited decree of the Council of ministers.284 a document to this effect notes

that the change about opening the theatre at Yerevan #1 Culture house had been

made to ensure better conditions for the theatre.285 It should be noted that culture

houses started appearing in armenian ssr during the1950s and in the 1960s

mass construction of culture houses was taking place across the city.286

this contradiction is later noticed by the armenian ssr’s leadership in the 1970s.

Interesting details are contained in the memo (1975) submitted by r. parsamyan,

then minister of Culture to K.  demirchyan, the first secretary of the armenian

Communist party’s Central Committee. the document notes that the 1967 de-

cree of the Council of ministers was followed by the decision of the arm. ssr’s

ministry of Culture about opening the azerbaijani theatre, by which, however, the

theatre was housed in Yerevan’s (arabkir) Culture house #1. meanwhile, the

government’s decision to open the theatre in masis had been based on the fact

that most of azerbaijani population was concentrated in masis district. having

the theatre there would have provided them with appropriate cultural services,

while the uncler decision challenged the success of the government’s decision.

the author notes that its relocation to Yerevan had distanced the theatre from

its audience. In addition, the Culture house did not have the required conditions

for the full functioning of the theatre. In the best case it served as a place for re-

hearsals, decoration storage and for some other production related matters. Cast

turnover affecting the quality of performances was also key among the many

problems. due to placing the theatre in Yerevan, the cast of the hrazdan (masis)

people's theatre that had experienced actors had not been involved. to address

the issue with the cast, the theatre had requested opening a department at the

Yerevan theatre Institute, but the ministry did not support the idea since there

was a similar institute in Baku and -if the new theatre functioned well - its grad-

uates would come to armenia to work. the situation was similar in case of the

graduates of the Yerevan theatre Institute that moved to stepanakert. the min-

istry was making efforts to recruit Baku graduates for employment at the azer-

baijani theatre of armenia. the solution to the shortage of actors, according to

the document, could be the establishment of a theatre studio whose graduates

could later improve their qualifications in Baku.287

the documents reveal that back in 1970, the government of the armenian ssr

decided to propose the Fire department’s building (under the arm. ssr’s ministry

of Internal affairs)  to resolve the  problem with housing of the theatre, and had

tasked the ministry of Culture to submit some recommendations with regard to

reconstruction of the building. however, the ministry of Culture instead responded

with a list of relevant justifications explaining the impossibility of putting the plan

into action. the memo notes that in order to ensure that the theatre functioned
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and advanced appropriately, the 1967 decree should be enforced and the theatre
should be relocated to masis house of Culture, which owned a stage, an audi-
torium with 250 seats, and possessed relatively better conditions. It was only 15
km  from lenin square – now republic square - the center of Yerevan. It is clear
that masis district authorities were willing to support the move by committing to
the theatre’s administrative and production operations the building of the policlinic
that was being vacated. 

the next phase for the development of the azerbaijani theatre, according to the
memo, should have been the construction of a new Culture house that would
meet modern standards. the design for the building had been developed and it
was to be included in the construction plans.   
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the document notes that unlike the other inter-district touring theatres, the azer-

baijani theatre was given an opportunity to perform in Yerevan and this advan-

tage would be maintained after relocation to masis. the ministry committed to

resolve transportation and other issues related to the move to masis, including

housing issues, since intensive construction was in progress in masis.288

the position of the arm. ssr ministry of Culture with respect to effective func-

tioning of the azerbaijani theatre due to its relocation to masis was perhaps well

grounded and justified. the azerbaijanis that lived in Yerevan and were fond of

theatre, had plenty to choose from, including the armenian and russian theatre

performances, as well as special theatre productions. as for rural azerbaijanis,

it was difficult for them to regularly travel to Yerevan for performances, despite

the fact that the theatre was a touring one. If located in masis, the audience was

immediately accessible.289

however, the theatre continued its operations at Yerevan Culture house #1. up

until 1973 their performances took place at the Yerevan music Comedy theatre

on mondays, but subsequently, due to the emergency condition of the building,

the performances moved to the russian dramatic theatre named after

stanislavski. the azerbaijani theatre remained at the Yerevan Culture house

#1 up until 1987. after that, because of renovation works, it moved to azerbaijani

secondary school named after akhundov in Yerevan. as an archive document

notes, “following the renovation, the theatre will have reserve rooms, a rehearsal

space with a stage, and an administrative section.290

throughout 1988, the azerbaijani theatre enjoyed guest performances in azer-

baijani ssr. In fact, following those performances, it never returned to arme-

nia.291

THEATRE, GENDER AND IDEOLOGY

as already discussed, the religious factors impeded the formation of dramatic

theatre culture among the muslim population of the south Caucuses both in

terms of addressing contemporary social themes and the allowance of certain

characters on the stage, especially those related to women.  

the theatre’s public function created a certain environment that contributed to

engaging women in public life and pulling them out from traditional and religious

social interactions as well as the respective roles those required. the theatre

shaped a new, secular culture of leisure as well as new practices and roles.  

at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century, the obstructing factor of

traditional social practices and religion manifested strongly with respect to the

formation and dissemination of theatre culture as well as the appearances of fe-

male actresses on the stage. the fact that women were present among the au-

dience was a clear sign of progress in itself,292 and is vividly visible from the very

beginnings of the theatre formation in Yerevan’s muslim circles. 
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during the performance of “monsieur jordan and dervish mastali shah” in Yere-

van, in 1896, the female characters were played by “heavily mustached men” as

reported by the newspaper “nor dar.” the author notes that it would have been

much better if those roles were assigned to adolescent boys whose voices were

more compatible with those of women. the newspaper further observes that this

incident “took us back to (the) 1860s when in the armenian environment as well

female characters were played by handsome youths, since women and girls

were not allowed to come out on stage.”293 the full house during the perform-

ance of “monsieur jordan and dervish mastali shah,” which was attended by

armenians, turks and russians, some of them accompanied by their wives,

credited a special mention by the author.294

In 1906, husein arbalinski and his troupe arrived from tbilisi for guest perform-

ances. the troupe included the actress gohar (gyorarchi) Khanum. the troupe

performed a number of plays including a. hakhverdiev’s “unlucky Youth” and n.

narimanov’s “nadir shah.” however, it also faced the naked resistance and an-

imosity from the muslim religious and conservative circles in Yerevan. Yerevan-

based mullahs proclaimed gyorarchi evil and ordered believers to kill her. she

was able to escape only thanks to the art loving community of the city.295

arbalinski’s guest performances were vital for Yunus nouri, a future prominent

actor, who was provided with a chance to perform alongside askilled cast thus

laying the foundations for his theatrical career. the muslim clergy of Yerevan

proclaimed him a non-believer and issued a call to kill him. during an assassi-

nation attempt, nouri was stabbed in the head, but people were able to get to

him and save him. Fortunately, a second attempt on his life also failed.296

although Yunus nouri played female characters himself, he was the one to initi-

ate the first muslim women to perform female characters, a fact that did not go

without incident as well. he was keen to have a woman perform gyulchohra’s

part in the play “arshin mal alan” and convinced gasab ali, a Yerevan resident,

to allow his daughter tamara to play it on stage. the play was being performed

successfully when rumor spread that “heroes” of Yerevan mullahs and fanatic

believers had gathered in front of the theatre and were waiting for tamara, to kill

her. thanks to the efforts of the troupe, tamara was able to escape.297

“the dead,” a play by j. memedkulizade, a famous writer and satirist that criti-

cized the existing social norms and religious fanaticism, was not recommended

for performance in Yerevan. however, in 1916, the touring muslim actors’ group

staged it, but the day after the performance, poet ghamgusar, who was one of

the actors, suffered a deadly beating from the mob at Yerevan market. the mob

was chanting during the attack, “the gyavur, the one who disgraces our sheikhs.

hit him.”298

the presence of women was perceived as an issue not only on stage, but among

the audience as well. actress astghik Yeremyan recorded interesting testimonies

from those times. she was in a tour to Yerevan with her operetta troupe that was

performing “arshin mal alan” and “meshadi Ibad” in Yerevan. she writes that
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both armenians and azerbaijanis attended the plays, but almost always it was

the same audience despite the fact that they had only two plays on their reper-

toire. she recalls that most people came in families, but special places were pre-

pared backstage for the azerbaijani women since they were forbidden to sit in

the auditorium.299 “We became friendly with those khanums. they had free ac-

cess to our artistic rooms, they gave us their valuable jewelry so as we used the

real ones instead of fakes.” they also gave us dresses, eastern mantles, and

other items. “We were on stage wearing real golden and diamond jewelry.300

It should be noted that the price of theatre tickets in Yerevan, especially in case

of touring groups, was quite high. Consequently, they were mostly attended by

representatives of the elites.301

the soviet society and ideological-political approaches transformed the organi-

zation, the content, and the operations of theatres. the soviet authorities con-

sidered theatre not only a media for proliferation of new ideas and values, but

also as a means for changing the existing public relations. 

one of the main objectives underlying the creation of the theatre group in 1922

at the “turkic Club” was “the fight against religion and fanaticism, and the struggle

for women’s rights.”302

It was obvious that problems related to the role of women were deeply rooted in

the traditional muslim setting, both in public relations and in theatre culture. Con-

sequently, the purpose of this theatre troupe was not simply one of propaganda

and ideology, but also very practical, in effect it should serve as an example of

progressive change. such roles were assumed by Fatima efendieva and Frangiz

rizaeva, the wives of party officials, ethnic azerbaijanis efendiev and rizaev.

they became the first azerbaijani amateur actresses on Yerevan stage.303 gohar

khanum and Yunishevska- a female worker at Yerevan leather factory (an old

Bolshevik) were also involved in the group. From the very beginning of the for-

mation of the group, armenian women were also involved, such as asya, mi-

nasyan, who worked at the agriculture Commissariat of people, and who played

gyulchohra in “arshin al mala” thus becoming the first armenian actress on the

azerbaijani stage.304 all of this was intended to break the stereotypes around

women; first by placing women on the stage and also because they directly or

indirectly represented the party system and the ruling authorities. 

In addition, the muslim women’s club was also assigned an important cultural

mission to become the forefront fighter for the new gender policy in muslim cir-

cles. performances with participation of women happened here, which was a

revolutionary development in itself, since it challenged the ages-long engrained

stereotype about muslim women appearing on the stage. It functioned under

raBIs,305 which was required to appoint a female head to the dramatic club.306

In 1928, the “soviet armenia” daily reported on the performance conducted by

Yerevan’s “7-year turk school” on the stage of the state theatre and noted that

“it is great to see how a turk girl is on the stage next to a turk boy. the young
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generation of our days is being raised in the spirit of modern times and is grad-

ually leaving behind the rotten customs of the past.”307

however, in reality, a woman’s appearance on the stage continued being prob-

lematic. When in 1928 the state “touring turk theatre” was opened and the or-

ganization of theatre operations became supported by the state, armenian

actresses got involved in the troupe. zarik teryan was generally the first woman

that was employed by that theatre, and worked there until 1951 as the main fe-

male performer. adrik derdzakyan, an immigrant from Constantinople and also

the first wife of mkrtich janan, the founding director of the theatre, also performed

in this first troupe, In the first troupe was involved the actress asya shirinyan as

well. From 1938 to 1946, nvard alikhanyan successfully worked in the troupe.308

janan, when speaking about the theatre’s tour of amasia, recalled that the turk

workers organized a party in their honor, where their wives sang and danced. he

emphasized that “this should be considered a very encouraging thing in turk life.”309

the gender issue in the context of theatre formation was not limited to acting

and stage issues only. It was an ideological means of touching upon the social

roles of women and leading to their drastic transformation. It should be noted

that the newly established theatre started its season in 1929 by performing

“sevil,” a play by jabarli (directed by janan), which is one of the major works of

soviet azerbaijani dramaturgy addressing the issue of women’s liberation.310

sevil’s part was played by zarik teryan.311 the Yerevan Club of azerbaijani

Women organized collective viewings of the play positioning those as social and

ideological “purgatories” from where muslim women should come out “cleansed

and renewed.” these performances served both a symbolic and practical pur-

pose of doing away with hijabs. according to the testimony of an eye-witness,

actresses naiben, rozan and Khadija shed their hijabs on the stage, after the

play, while in general, affected by the play and the performance, several women

also started parting with that symbol of a muslim woman.312 discussions and

public lectures on the new role of women were organized   in the women’ club.313

“sevil” became generally well known across the south Caucasus. It was staged

by armenian theatre troupes as well and actresses arus voskanyan and jasmin

played sevil as part of their repertoire. the play became so popular in armenia

that many armenian families named their daughters sevil.314 meanwhile, in 1929,

hamo Beknazaryan produced the film based on the play at azstateCinema

under the title “the house on the volcano” (“the azerbaijani Woman”).

Ideological and political aspect of the theatre was one of the main directions of

its work. In the 1920s, before the performances of the “turkic Club,” especially

in the regions, a party representative would give a speech on the significance of

the theatre and on its repertoire. more often than not, it was the tireless Bala ef-

fendiev, who undertook the responsibility.315 at other times, it was one of the club

leaders who made the speech, after which the performance was conducted. top-

ics for such speeches included “marriage and women’s role in the family,” “rev-

olutionary movements of the east,” “science and religion,” and others.316
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this tradition was later carried on by the state touring turk theatre. as noted
by mkrtich janan, before the performance started, there were speachs on arts
and culture, and wallpapers were produced during the tours. he described the
performance they had in the military camp of gharakelisa, which turned into a
political demonstration because the red army soldiers took turns on the stage
to speak about communist nationality policy, and then, at the end, their own or-
chestra played the International for some time.317

In 1923, the victims of the Iran earthquake were remembered in Yerevan and
Yerevan’s astafyan street became a big performance stage with Iranian actor
tairi performing. the dervish march proceeded from astafyan toward the english
park, accompanied by national melodies and songs, as well as the satirical pres-

entation of shahsey-vahsey.318

the Yerevan turkic Club worked more intensively during novruz Bayram. In the
report submitted by the Club to the head political enlightenment department of
soviet armenia it is noted that with consideration of approaching novruz Bayram,
before and during the holiday the following performances are planned: “Bakhtsiz
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Martiros Saryan,

Portrait of Mkrtich

Janan, 1931



javan,” “Islami otaghi,” “meshadi Ibad,” “Qyohne mekteb,” “ghaghlaii tifaz,” “pul

Ya allah,” “Killer of my daughter,” “hej olsun nush olsun,” “men olmushem.”319

It should be noted that the performances of the turkic Club were held on

Fridays,320 which was a rest and prayer day for the muslims. 

From its very beginnings, the state theatre formed in 1928 became involved in

public events of anti-religious nature. as noted by janan, in 1929 “the state

touring turk group, having very actively supported the anti-religious campaign

against shakhsey-vakhsey at the Workers’ Club on july 10-20, departed for re-

gional guest performances on the 22nd.”321

the atheist themes continued being part of the soviet theatre policy in later pe-

riods as well, at least within the official language and ideology stereotypes. how-

ever, the repertoire became less anti-religious and started to include plays by

armenian, azerbaijani and european classical authors.  

on march 21, 1959, the session of the collegium of the arm. ssr’ ministry of

Culture discussed the issue of strengthening anti-religious propaganda and dis-

semination of knowledge on scientific atheism. It was recommended to include

anti-religious plays in the theatre repertories, to the extent possible.322

From 1983-85, the plays that were listed as atheist in the arm. Communist party

Central Committee’s report included, for armenian theatres the “gadfly” by voyn-

ich, “Qaj nazar” by demirchyan, “the lost mother and her Children” by Brekht,

and  Bokaccio’s “decameron,” while for the j. jabarli theatre m. memed-

kulizade’s (a classic author from the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th

century) “the dead” was mentioned.323

another ideological-political direction promoted through theatre was national pol-

icy and internationalism. jabarli’s play “In 1905” should be viewed in this context.

It was staged by Yerevan’s azerbaijani theatre in 1935, and was also performed

in the armenian theatres. 

the author reflects on the armenian-tatar clashes of 1905 in Baku offering “in-

ternational proletariat-based interpretations” and emphasizing “inevitability of

class conflict” on the backdrop of the love story between sona, an armenian girl,

and Bakhsi, an azerbaijani. guided by the imperatives of the soviet ideology in

dramaturgy, jabarli reproduces these bloody inter-ethnic clashes by focusing on

tsarist monarchy, armenian and azerbaijani “national bourgeoisie” on the one

hand, and the armenian and azerbaijani workers and farmers, on the other.324

memorable political events of the soviet rule, jubilees, and celebrations played

an important role within the ussr’s ideological policy and theatres were not an

exception. on october revolution’s 50th anniversary the theatres were required

to have a jubilee repertoire. on this occasion, the Yerevan azerbaijani theatre

performed “sevil,” a historic revolutionary play by jabarli, “You are always with

me,” a soviet-time play by I. efendi, “and” (the oath), a soviet-time play by sul-

meyanov- Yerevanli.325
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summarizing the success of these performances, the arm. ssr’s ministry of

Culture gave a special praise to “sevil,” for being of high quality and notewor-

thy.326 “aidin” was distinguished in the 1969 repertoire as a performance of high

artistic merit.327

on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of establishing soviet rule in armenia,

the Yerevan azerbaijani theatre staged g. Boryan’s “under the same roof,”

which then remained in their repertoire.328 the report submitted to central au-

thorities on the 50th anniversary of the formation of the ussr (1971) noted that

the republic’s theatres would be staging “the plays of playwrights from brotherly

republics”. to comply, Yerevan’s azerbaijani theatre staged g. Khugaevs (ose-

tia) “my wife’s husband.”329 to commemorate the 30th anniversary of victory in

the great patriotic War, in 1975 Yerevan’s azerbaijani theatre was planning to

stage K. simonov’s “russian people” (director r. hasanov, decorator v. var-

danyan).330 simonov’s “russian people” was generally among the “must stage”

plays in “brotherly republics.” the grouping of dramatic plays into classic, soviet

and foreign was also an important aspect of theatre policy. to illustrate, in 1971,

the Yerevan azerbaijani theatre was planning to stage a. shirvanzade’s “namus”

as a play falling under the category of “dramaturgy of soviet peoples.” 331

the repertoires of arm. ssr’s theatres and their analysis were shared with the

ussr’s ministry of Culture. In a document sent to moscow in 1975, the Yerevan

azerbaijani theatre’s repertoire had the following structure: 

Soviet Dramaturgy (Azerbaijani) – “the Wedding” (s. rahman), “ulduz,” “the

mother in law” (shakhmkhalov)

Soviet Dramaturgy (Armenian)—  “love or marriage”  (g. sargsyan), “the last

evening outside”  (g.arshakyan)

USSR Nationalities -  “Where are you my happiness?” (g. Kuzan, osetia), “el-

brus is getting married” (g. Khugaev, osetia), “my wife’s husband” (g. Khugaev,

osetia), “tribunal” by a. makronok. 

Contemporary foreign dramaturgy - “a fairly tale about four twin brothers” (p.

panchev, Bulgaria)

Classic (Azerbaijani) – “arshin arshin mal alan ” (u. hajibekov) 

Classic (Armenian) -  “one more victim” (g. sundukyan)

New performances – “The Mother in Law,” “Tribunal,” “The Last Evening Out-

side,” “One More Victim.”332

MKRTICH JANAN AND YUNUS NOURI

the founders of the state azerbaijani theatre in Yerevan are mkrtich janan, an

armenian from Constantinople (Istanbul), and Yunus nouri, an azerbaijani from

Yerevan. these two different artists with contrasting biographies and destinies

were united in 1928 by the “turk state theatre” established by the decree of the
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government of the armenian ssr. What was the basis for the union? Why would

professional actor - and a polsahay333- janan become the founder of the azer-

baijani theatre in armenia, when he came from a completely different context

(Constantinople, turkey, europe)? he had only moved to soviet armenia in 1922,

and naturally had no prior links to eastern armenia, the muslims of the south

Caucasus or their intellectual and theatrical circles. 

the explanation behind this interesting question was perhaps dictated by the

cultural policy, which started in soviet armenia at the end of the 1920s, as well

as the local peculiarities of its implementation. due to different circumstances,

including the absence of qualified human resources, the progress of the cultural

construction was rendered particularly difficult among the “turk” population of

soviet armenia. therefore, taking into account the knowledge of turkish lan-

guage, the authorities of soviet armenia decided to involve the immigrant or

refugee armenians from turkey in their education system.334 For example, in the

1920s, an armenian from turkey, tatul altunyan, was responsible for the organ-

ization and management of choirs and groups in the azerbaijani schools.335 the

choirs would perform at the school and during other events. 

perhaps the fact that a polsahay immigrant mkrtich janan (mkrtich jananian),

became the founding artistic director of the newly created azerbaijani theatre,

was conditioned with this context. janan was already a professional actor expe-

rienced in the organization of theatrical work in Constantinople, fluent in turkish

and familiar with the peculiarities of the turkish and ottoman environment.

rizayev writes that janan had understood the uniqueness of the cultures of the

eastern people and gave an extra importance to that.336 later, janan writes in

his autobiography: “I was among the founders of the state turk theatre of ar-

menia, where I worked as theatrical director.”337 then he continues: “during the

hard years of kolkhoz338 construction, I have traveled to numerous villages and

workers’ regions of armenia together with turk and Workers’ theatres, and have

organized performances.”339

at the same time, the arrival of polsahay janan in armenia was also being influ-

enced by the cultural policy of the armenian ssr in the 1920s. the policy was

aimed at identifying the armenian intellectuals living and working in different

places of the world and bringing them to armenia so it could benefit from their

potential. 

janan’s biography contains many interesting facts among its pages. Written dur-

ing the soviet period, his autobiography reveals the importance of these frag-

ments from the perspective of his own life.340 as he tells in the story, janan was

born in Constantinople, during sultan hamid’s dictatorship (1892). his chldhood

was spent in samathia district, where he also studied in sahagian and garabe-

dian schools. Both his paternal uncle and older brother were also actors.341

janan was among the intellectuals who had survived the armenian genocide.

In janan’s words, he had witnessed and survived “the harsh and terrorizing
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regime” of Young turks during the First World War, which – using acting parlance

- he considered “the horrible performance” of his life.342 during these years, he

was drafted to the ottoman army as an officer from the law gymnasium of Con-

stantinople. however, he deserted his post and was then sentenced to a military

exile.343 he returned to Constantinople afterwards.344

janan got involved in polsahay theatrical life during his youth. his first perform-

ances were about the topic of national-liberation movement. he met his first wife,

adrine derdzakyan on a stage in polis. later she was also involved in the newly

opened azerbaijani theatre in armenia.345

janan was a multi-talented actor. In addition to theatre, he was singing during

the concerts of “gusan” choir organized by Komitas.346

after returning from exile in 1918, together with some other zealous intellectuals

he initiated the creation of an organization to restore the interrupted armenian

theatrical life in Constantinople. together the group established “polis armenian

dramatic society.”347 Following this, janan left for europe, ending up in paris,

where he had followed some courses at sorbonne university and improved his

acting in the theatrical department of paris Conservatorium. he also continued
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his performances, made visits to england, switzerland, and Italy, and in 1921

returned to Constantinople.348 the massacres of Cilician armenians during the

Kemalist rebellion were over, but the armenians of Constantinople were living in

constant anticipation of new alerts and danger.

after the triple entente army had left Constantinople in 1922, and the new turk-

ish Kemalist power was being established, the situation in Constantinople was

difficult. Censorship was introduced and the armenian intellectuals started to

gradually emigrate. this was the time, when the delegation of the armenian re-

lief Committee from soviet armenia headed by hovhannes tumanyan and ar-

tashes Karinyan arrived in Istanbul. “First time I came to closely know soviet

figures, the soviet perspective,”- writes janan. especially believing tumanyan,

he decided to move to soviet armenia. h. nersisyan, g. avetyan, v. papazyan

also made the move with him.349 “I came to my people, to soviet armenia,”- wrote

janan.350

In soviet armenia, janan got immediately involved in the state theatre. how-

ever, his activity was not limited to acting. he actively participated in the organi-

zation of theatrical culture. most probably, the ruling ideology awakened some

romantic pathos in janan. From the very beginning, he and amo Kharazyan ex-

pressed an interest in creating “Collective theatre.”351

It is interesting, that on February 25, 1928 the “Khorhrdayin hayastan” (“soviet

armenia”) newspaper published an essay entitled “turk performance” about the

play “haji Kara” staged with the efforts of “a seven-year turk school” of Yerevan

in the state theatre. the author of the article v. terzibashyan, who was an actor

himself, wrote that a turkish-speaking actor from the state theatre should be

invited and assigned to lead that work, and “we are sure no actor will refuse the

offer and will take the job with pleasure.” In this respect, it was emphasized that

“the collective of the state theatre, as well as its administration have an impor-

tant role to play in the cultural enhancement of the national minorities.” the au-

thor highlighted that “there are turkish-speaking actors among the acting

personnel of the state theatre that could form a group with local amateur actors

and organize a performance in our state theatre at least once a week, especially

given that there is an interest in theatre among the turk workers, as the specific

fact showed. the last performance has brought a large number of people to the

theatre.”352

mkrtich janan becomes the artist to stand at the foundation of the azerbaijani

theatre in Yerevan.  he was the artistic director, the staging director and the de-

signer of the azerbaijani troupe formed in 1928.353 In this work he was supported

by Qalantar, vagharshyan and others. his knowledge of turkish helped him in

azerbaijani-language acting on the stage, as well as in conducting translations.354

according to an archival document, “he became one of the organizers of the

state turk theatre of the armenian ssr, traveling with the theatre to the re-

motest rural areas, performing enlightenment and public works.”355

janan actively worked to involve actors and appropriate personnel, as well as
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training them. janan writes the following about his work at the azerbaijani the-

atre: “during five years of the theatre’s development, I have tried to give the best

traditions of stage experience.” he believed his all effort were to prepare azer-

baijani artistic directors, who “would continue the work started. Comrades

huseyinov, ramazanov and gaznafar trained in this direction, already have

some credentials.”356 m. huseyinov states that “we cannot forget the great work

of the long-lasting director of the turk theatre, honorable actor comrade

janan.”357

as the head and the director of the troupe, janan also stands at foundations of

the Kurdish theatre in armenia, as well as participating in the establishment of

Workers’ and Young spectators’ theatres.358 he also worked in the state theatre,

leninakan theatre and Workers’ theatre,359 wrote literary and dramatic works.

In this respect noteworthy is the play “shahname.” It received the ussr prize

and was known in the soviet union, was staged in armenia, azerbaijan and many

places of the union, was translated into russian, georgian, azerbaijani, uzbek,

tadjik, and more. In 1932, he received the title of the merited artist of the armen-

ian ssr, and in 1936 became a member of the ussr Writers’ union.360 janan

had also acted in the following films: “Khaspush,” “Kurds-Yezidis,” “two nights.” 

janan’s life was interrupted by stalin’s repressions. he was arrested in 1937 and

executed by firing squad in 1938, charged with “spying” and as “a member of

nationalistic anti-soviet Bloc of rights and trotskyist.” janan’s name was in-

cluded in the list of armenian writers and artists, a big group of armenian intel-

lectuals, sentenced to death in the so-called “stalin’s lists,” signed by stalin

himself. the list with the name of janan, along with the other names from arme-

nia, was signed by stalin, molotov, Kaganovich, and zhdanov.361

In 1955, mkrtich janan was posthumously rehabilitated. For this purpose, the

ussr persecutors’ office started the revision of his case and rehabilitation

process, and requested the ministry of Culture of the armenian ssr to provide

appropriate reference letters. the letter from g. sundukyan theatre presents

the creative and public work of janan.362 stalin’s repressions did not bypass

janan’s wife, zhanna. she was accused under the same charge and had spent

two years in prison, until the case was closed and she was set free.363

the second artist standing at the foundation of the azerbaijani theatre of arme-

nia, is Yunus nouri.   Yunus suleymanov was born in 1878, in Yerevan. his father,

haji suleyman, was also from Yerevan. however, when Yunus was five, his father

died, and the child was raised by the mother, leyla Khanum, and other rela-

tives.364 nouri writes in his autobiography: “I, suleymanov Yunis – nour suleyman

oghli, was born in 1878 in the city of Yerevan. I have lost my father at the age of

five and lived with my relatives.”365 his mother sent him to a medrese, a religious

school, where he studied persian and arabic. the environment of mollakhana,

which was a dark and humid room, and the punishments with falakhka,366 disap-

pointed Yunus. the students’ dissent was expressed by jokes and mockery

against mollas. however, for his “mischiefs” Yunus was persecuted. mollakhana



increased the tuition fees and applied other methods. Yunus had to leave the

school.”367 From there he took the knowledge of persian and arabic. as he wrote

in his autobiography, “starting at the age of eight and till 14, I have studied in the

primary school. since 14, I have worked as a manual laborer, then I have dis-

tributed newspapers.”368

Yunus got interested in fun street games and performances organized by youth

on holidays, such as “Qyosa gyaldin,” “the lazy man.” he participated in the

“first turk performance” staged in Yerevan, performing a woman’s role, the role

of shahrabani Khanum. he was noticed by “nor dar,” that described the per-

formance of a sympathetic “young turk,” as a “stage sparkle.”369 later he also

participated in a performance organized at the yard of panah Khan.370 afterwards

he organized performances along with his friends who loved theatre. these per-

formances would either happen at janpoladian’s Club, or in the former building

of the theatre of musical Comedy (Buniatyan’s Club).371 Yet, in his autobiography

nouri considered the start of his theatrical career to be the performances of the

huseyn arbalinski’s troupe, which toured Yerevan in 1906. here he had an op-
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portunity to perform with a professional group.372 as nouri mentioned, after ar-

balinski’s tour, theatre fans in Yerevan organized a group, where he also got in-

volved. 

Yunus suleymanov believed that theatrical art he served brought enlightenment.

therefore, he had chosen the stage name “nouri,” meaning “light.”373

In 1918, when the ottoman army was getting prepared for Yerevan takeover, to-

gether with many others, nouri migrated to Iran, Khoy city, where he also had

some performances, but was subjected to persecution. at the end of the 1920s,

after the sovietization of armenia, he returned to Yerevan.374

here he became actively involved in the work of the theatrical troupe of the newly

created turkic Club. he was the director and the head of the group and its only

experienced actor. the rest would join the troupe only after the end of the working

day at their main jobs.375 he writes the following about this period: “In 1922 I had

organized a theatrical group in the turkic Club of Yerevan, which continued its

activity until 1927.”376

In 1928, when the state azerbaijani theatre was being formed, he was actively

involved along with the founding director mkrtich janan. he was participating es-

pecially in the selection of the personnel, as he was familiar with the peculiarities

and sensitivities of the environment. he writes about this period: “In 1929, state

azerbaijani theatre was organized in Yerevan. since then and until now (1948-

a.h.) I have been working in this theatre.”377

the professional performance helped him to improve as an actor. at the same

time, nouri actively worked with the new personnel, helping them in becoming

real actors. the masters of the armenian stage hovhannes abelyan, hrachya

nersisyan, vahram papazyan, hasmik and grigor avetyan were his performing

friends on the stage. he also plaid armenians in the “pepo,” “Khatabala” and

other plays. 

nouri had strong personal and professional connections with many figures of the

armenian theatre, such as amo Kharazyan, grigor avetyan, hrachya nersisyan,

davit malyan, ori Buniatyan, vagharsh vagharshyan, gurgen janibekyan, davit

gulazyan and others.378 In his memoir entitled “our Yunus,” Buniatyan mentions

that “he had no single sign of national discrimination,” the national differences

were not important for him.379

In addition to theatrical performances, nouri also performed in the first films of

hayfilm- “Khaspush,” “zangezur,” “mountain hiking,” “the Fishers of sevan,” and

“anahit.” In these films he played an azerbaijani villager, a red Commander, and

a sheikh. Writing about involving nouri in “Khaspush,” hamo Beknazaryan men-

tioned that he initiated a movie that would be about the real orient, without ori-

entalist decorations. For that purpose he had involved people who would

understand it. nouri got his attention and they had a long conversation. according

to Beknazaryan, he knew the real orient, his feelings, deep emotionality and
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truthfulness were organic and characterized him as a smart and thoughtful
actor.380 as Beknazaryan mentions, his work was not limited to performing the
role, but “I used his advice regarding the lifestyle, characters and habits.” Bek-
nazaryan wrote that the characters he created were examples of the acting mas-
tery. he mastered the technique of expression, and the characters he created
were monumental.381

the authorities of the armenian ssr highly valued the work of Yunus nouri. In
1928, he was granted an individual pension, and in 1935 awarded the title of the
merited artist of the armenian ssr. In 1939, nouri received an honor-Certificate
from the Chairmanship of the supreme Council of the armenian ssr. he was
also a member of Yerevan City Council, and was awarded with a “medal of
Courage for Working during the great patriotic War of 1941-45.”382

In 1948, nouri retired and stopped acting on the stage of azerbaijani theatre
named after jabarli. he passed away in 1950.383 In 1960, the theatrical society
of armenia has organized an evening of remembrance dedicated to the 80th an-
niversary of his birth and 10th anniversary of his death. It provided the perfect
event for praising the actor. 

one of the sons of Yunus nouri, aziz suleymanov, continued the acting career,
but he shifted to administrative and party work, and later became the director of
the azerbaijani theatre in Yerevan. his other son, aqper Yerevanli, was a philol-
ogist and a writer, the head of the department of azerbaijani language and lit-
erature at the armenian pedagogical Institute, while the third son, agil
suleymanov, was the principal of the azerbaijani school of Yerevan named after
akhundov.384
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165 the expression “invented tradition” is borrowed from the concept introduced to social sci-
ences in the 1980s by the British historian eric hobsbawm who suggests many traditions

that: “appear or claim to be old are often quite recent in origin and sometimes invented.”
166 eric hobsbawm, terence ranger: The Invention of Tradition. Cambridgeuniversitypress,

Cambridge 1992
167 swietochowski t., russian rule, modernizing elites and the Formation of national Iden-

tity in azerbaijan, azerbaijan and russia: societies and states/ responsible editor d.e.
Furman. m.: letniy sad 2001: http://old.sakharov-
center.ru/publications/azrus/az_002.htm,in russian. [Свентоховский Т., Русское правле-
ние, модернизаторские элиты и становление национальной идентичности в
Азербайджане, Азербайджан и Россия: общества и государства / Отв. ред. и сост. Д.

Е. Фурман. — М.: Летний сад, 2001]  as mentioned above, the ethnonym “azerbaijani”
was first circulated in the second half of 1930s. Before that, in the written sources and lit-
erature different names were used with respect to the turkic-speaking muslim population
of the south Caucasus, such as “muslims,” “turks” and so on. 

168 Ibid
169 auch, eva-maria. Between adaptation and self-affirmation: early stage of national Iden-

tity search among the muslim Intelligentsia and the Formation of new society in the
south-eastern Caucasus (1875-1905) , azerbaijan and russia: societies and states/ re-
sponsible editor d.e. Furman. m.: letniy sad 2001 (in russian) [Аух, Ева-Мария,
Между приспособлением и самоутверждением: Ранний этап поисков национальной
идентичности в среде мусульманской интеллигенции и возникновение нового обще-
ства на юго-восточном Кавказе (1875-1905), Азербайджан и Россия: общества и го-
сударства / Отв. ред. и сост. Д. Е. Фурман. — М.: Летний сад, 2001]  swietochowski t.,
russian rule, modernizing elites and the Formation of national Identity in azerbaijan,
http://old.sakharov-center.ru/publications/azrus/az_002.htm,  in russian.   [Свентохов-
ский Т., Русское правление, модернизаторские элиты и становление национальной
идентичности в Азербайджане]

170 swietochowski t., russian rule, modernizing elites and the Formation of national Iden-
tity in azerbaijan,  [Свентоховский Т., Русское правление, модернизаторские элиты и
становление национальной идентичности в Азербайджане.] http://old.sakharov-cen-
ter.ru/publications/azrus/az_002.htm,in russian.

171 auch, eva-maria. Between adaptation and self-affirmation: early stage of national Iden-

tity search among muslim Intelligentsia and the Formation of new society in the south-

eastern Caucasus (1875-1905);  [Аух, Ева-Мария, Между приспособлением и
самоутверждением: Ранний этап поисков национальной идентичности в среде му-
сульманской интеллигенции и возникновение нового общества на юго-восточном
Кавказе (1875-1905)] http://old.sakharov-center.ru/publications/azrus/az_003.htm. 

172 Ibid
173 the tsarist statistical sources call the turkic-speaking muslim population of Yerevan

“tatars.” according to the first tsarist Census of 1897, conducted on the basis of linguis-
tic-confessional criteria, Yerevan had a population of 29,006,  43.1% of which were ar-
menian (“armenian language”), 9.5% russian  (“russian language”) and  42.6%  tatar
(“tatar language”). 

174 rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia. Baku 1963, pp. 10-11, in russian [Рзаев С.,
Азербайджанский театр в Армении, Баку, 1963, стр. 10-11]

175 hakobyan t., history of Yerevan (1801-1879), Yerevan 1959, p. 626, in armenian
[Հակոբյան Թ., Երևանի պատմություն (1801-1879), Երևան, 1959, էջ 626]

176 the area of modern-day argishti street in the backyard of Yerevan City hall. In the past,
people would sell tsakh (wood) for heating and the name was derived from it. 

177 Friday is a prayer day and a holiday in muslim culture.
178 rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia, pp. 17-18; hakobyan t., history of Yerevan

(1801-1879), , pp. 626-627.
179 armenian theatre in tbilisi. 
180 rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia, pp. 18-19.
181 Ibid,  pp. 20-21
182 saint paul and peter. 



183 “meghu hayastani” (“the bee of armenia”), 1882, n 40 april, 23 [«Մեղու Հայաստանի»,
n 40, 23 ապրիլի 1882 ].:

184 mirza Fatali akhundov (1812-1878) was a celebrated azerbaijani author, playwright, and
the founder of azerbaijani modern literary criticism. 

185 the full name of the play is “the tale of monsieur jordan the Botanist and the Celebrated
sorcerer, dervish mastali shah”

186 rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia.  pp. 24-25.
187 Ibid., pp. 16-19.
188 rizayev s., Interconnections between the arts of the peoples of  transcaucasia, Yerevan

1972, p. 31, in russian [Ризаев С., Взаимосвязи искусств народов Закавказья,

Ереван, 1972, стр. 31]; rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia., p. 19. 
189 rizayev s., Interconnections between the arts of the peoples of transcaucasia, Yerevan

1972, p. 32. 
190 In the armenian sources of the 19th century and until second half of the 1930s, the turkic-

speaking muslim population of the south Caucasus was literally called “turk.” there were
no differences between “turk” and “turkish” in sources of this period.  the name of
“tatar” or “Caucasian tatar” was used as well but it came from russian sources and
texts. also, in russian and especially early soviet russian sources, the name “turkic”
was used to distinguish from “turkish.” the name “azerbaijani” is introduced in the sec-
ond half of the 1930s.  In this Chapter, the two forms-“turk” and “turkic” are used in ac-
cordance with the sources and the context. 

191 nor dar, 1896,   n 223, in armenian. [«Նոր դար», 1896, n 223]
192 rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia. Baku 1963, p. 25.
193 “nor dar” (“new Century”) was an armenian social and literary newspaper published in

tbilisi in 1883-1916.
194 nor dar, 1896, n 223: 
195 rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia. p. 24-25.
196 Konovich, a., theatrical holidays and rituals in the ussr, m. 1990, pp. 19-20, in russ-

ian. [Конович А., Театрализованные праздники и обряды в СССР, m. 1990, стр. 19-20]
197 Ibid.
198 rzayev, s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia, p. 38.
199 vardanyan g., the Culture in the First republic of armenia, Yerevan 2003, pp. 136-141,

in armenian. [Վարդանյան Գ., Մշակույթը Հայաստանի առաջին
Հանրապետությունում, երեւան, 2003, էջ 136-141]

200 From the Information on the opening of the state drama theatre in erivan. From the re-
port of the head of the state theatre of erivan on the establishment and activity of the
theatre throughout 1921-23.  Banber of the archives of armenia (Baa), 1974, n2.  pp.
197-201.  In armenian, how the first ra state theatre “became a mother,”
http://www.avangard.am/?page=news&cal_date=25_12_2013&news_id=12484#.W_mjl
dgzYdu, in russian and armenian. [Из информации об открытии гос. драматического
театра в Эривани. Из докладной записки заведующего Эриванским гос. театром об
основании и деятельности театра за 1921-23 гг., Բանբեր Հայաստանի արխիվների,

1974, n2, էջ 197-201 : ԹԵ ինչպես ՀՀ առաջին պետթատրոնը «մայրացավ,
http://www.avangard.am/?page=news&cal_date=25_12_2013&news_id=12484#.Xcfq29u
zYdu

201 ghazanjyan, v., First steps of soviet armenian Culture, Yerevan 1964, pp. 175-177, in
armenian [Ղազանջյան Վ., Սովետահայ կուլտուրայի առաջին քայլերը, Երևան, 1964,

էջ 175-177]

202 during the early soviet period, the so called “hut-reading rooms” (изба-читальня in
russian) were the main enlightenment centers in rural areas of the ussr. In the 1920s,
under the Cultural revolution these were actively utilized for the eradication of illiteracy,
as well as political propaganda.    

203 rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia, p. 38.
204 From the report of the people’s Commissar on enlightenment of the armenian ssr on

the situation of the enlightenment in armenia. Baa 1974, n2, pp. 65-67, in russian. [Из
доклада наркомпроса ССРА о состояии просвещения нац. меньшиств в Армении,
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Բանբեր Հայաստանի արխիվների, 1974, n 2, էջ 65-67]
205 rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia, p. 43.
206 head department of political enlightenment- Qaghlusavorchutyun, the main body re-

sponsible for the education and culture in the early soviet period. In 1920  department of
political enlightenment was established in soviet russia by lenin’s decree. 

207 rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia, p. 39.
208 Ibid,p. 47.
209 hovakimyan h., pages from the history of azerbaijani and Kurdish theatres of armenia,

Yerevan 1976, pp. 9-10, in armenian. [Հովակիմյան Հ., Էջեր Հայաստանի
ադրբեջանական և քրդական թատրոնների պատմությունից, երևան, 1976, էջ 9-10];
rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia, p. 39.

210 the name of Yerevan used in the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century in russian
texts.  

211 suleymanov n., miralayev t., Bala efendiyev, Baku, 1975, pp. 22-24, in russian. [Сулейма-
нов Н., Миралаев Т., Бала Эфендиев (биографический очерк), Баку, 1975, стр. 22-24]

212 hovakimyan h., pages from the history of azerbaijani and Kurdish theatres of armenia,
pp. 9-10;  rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia, p. 39.

213 hovakimyan h., pages from the history of azerbaijani and Kurdish theatres of armenia, p.11.
214 Ibid.
215 rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia, p. 41. 
216 Ibid.
217 hovakimyan h., pages from the history of azerbaijani and Kurdish theatres of armenia,

pp. 11-12.
218 the abbreviation for the people’s Commissar of enlightenment, the minister of enlighten-

ment during the early soviet period.
219 From the report of the people’s Commissar on enlightenment of the armenian ssr on

the situation of the enlightenment of national minorities in armenia. Baa, 1974, 2, pp. 65-
67. [ Из доклада наркомпроса ССРА о состояии просвещения нац. меньшиств в

Армении, Բանբեր Հայաստանի արխիվների, 1974, n 2, էջ 65-67] In the context of
1920 to 1930 nationality and cultural policy, the soviet authorities classified nationalities
based on the model of “culturally advanced” and “culturally backward,” and considered
that the latter needed a directive for the modernization of national culture. this vocabulary
and classification was used in the official papers and texts. more on this can be found at:
martin t., affirmative action empire: nations and nationalism in the soviet union, 1923–
1939, Cornell university press 2001; Baberovskij j., the enemy is everywhere. stalinism
in the Caucasus. moscow РОССПЭН 2011, in russian. [Баберовский Й, Враг есть
везде. Сталинизм на Кавказе, Москва, РОССПЭН, 2011]

220 arutyunyan B. the armenian theatre / editor a. anastasiev. —history of soviet drama
theatre: 1926-1932, nauka, 1967, v. 3, p. 343, in russian.  [Арутюнян Б., Армянский
театр / Под ред. А. Анастасьева. — История советского драматического театра:
1926-1932, М: Наука, 1967, т. 3. стр. 343]

221 the archive of the literature and arts museum of the republic of armenia (ra lam), a.
suleymanov’s repositary [ՀՀ ԳԱԹ (ՀՀ գրականության և արվեստի թանգարան)
արխիվ, Ազիզ Սուլեյմանովի ֆոնդ, գ.7, թ.1]

222 ra lam archive, Yunis-nouri suleymanov’s repository .  (the troupe of the  azerbaijani
theatre in Yerevan at its first year of formation, photo with an attached description, ghzyl-
shafag newspaper, april 25, 1929), in armenian. [ՀՀ ԳԱԹ արխիվ, Յունիս-Նուրի
Սուլեյմանովի ֆոնդ, գ. 129 (Երևանի Ադրբեջանական թատրոնի խումբը իր
կազմավորման առաջին տարում, լուսանկար և կից գրություն, Ղզլ Շաֆագ թերթ, 192
9 , 25 ապրիլ)]

223 ra lam archive,mkrtich janan’s repository , file 91, paper 1 [ՀՀ ԳԱԹ արխիվ, Մկրտիչ
Ջանանի ֆոնդ, գ. 91. թ.1]

224 rizayev s., pages of Friendship, Baku, 1964, p. 44, in russian. [Ризаев С., Страницы

дружбы, Баку, 1964, стр. 44] 
225 Banfak (բանվորական ֆակուլտետ, banvorakan fakultet), “Faculty of Workers,” second-

ary education institution for expedited education of workers and peasants for admission
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to the university during early soviet period. It existed in 1919-1939.
226 ra lam archive, mkrtich janan’s repository, file 21. the activities and prospects of

1929-30 theatrical season, in armenian. [«1929-30 թթ. թատերաշրջանի
աշխատանքները և հեռանկարները», ՀՀ ԳԱԹ արխիվ, Մ. Ջանանի ֆոնդ, գ. 21]

227 doctor in some muslim cultures. 
228 rzayev s., azerbaijani theatre in armenia, p. 63.
229 according to the statistical data of the end of the 19th beginning of the 20th century the

population of amasia was sunni gharapapakh, a turkic ethnic group. during the soviet
period, until 1939, they are mentioned as, “gharapapakh”,   “turkish group” etc.  Ibish
was also a sunni gharapapakh village. gharanamaz village was called Yeinyol up until
1935 (new Way): It was also populated by sunni gharapapakhs.  starting with the 1939
Census, the population of the all above settlements is mentioned as “azerbaijani” (ama-
sia, Ibish, gharanamaz)

230 according to the 1928 administrative-territorial map of the armenian ssr alaverdi and
manes were separate settlements. alaverdi referred to the copper mines and manes to
the settlement. since the second half of the 1930s, manes was also called alaverdi, and
in 1938 it received a status of a city. 

231 a string musical instrument widely used by many cultures in Iran and the Caucasus.  
232 a fur cap usually made from sheepskin and used by men.
233 In 1920-21, the turkish army occupied the alexandrapol province, including aghbaba dis-

trict. mass rapes took place resulting in the spread of stds and other diseases. see
more in nercessian n., the City of orphans: relief Workers, Commissars and the
“Builders of the new armenia,” alexandrapol/leninakan 1919-1931, hollis publishing
(2016) 

234 later vardenis region, currently within the gegharkunik province of armenia. 
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very few of the generation of cosmonauts have succeeded in reaching the
cosmos. however, modern technologies now allow us to travel in both space

and time. In the same manner, people on opposite sides of the Karabakh conflict
can – using such tech - transport to places where official and political borders
do not allow their physical presence. such means also allow people to take virtual
trips to the past, finding themselves at valuable points of their mental maps, in
real time. By doing so, they then enrich their own mental maps, as well as those
available via the internet in the form of human stories, texts, images and voices. 

our book is also a unique attempt at mapping. the map that we have in mind
comprises marker points that are present in tangible reality, such as monuments.
But it also features sites of memory such as the azerbaijani touring theatre or
the rituals and celebrations that belong to the physical space of archives, photos,
or human memories. 

French historian pierre nora, writes in his work “Between memory and history:
les lieux de mémoire”385 that the “acceleration of history confronts us with the
brutal realization of the difference between real memory - social and unviolated,
exemplified in but also retained as the secret of so-called primitive or archaic so-
cieties - and history, which is how our hopelessly forgetful modern societies, pro-
pelled by change, organize the past.” 386

speaking about the acceleration of history, nora describes it thus: “an increas-
ingly rapid slippage of the present into a historical past that is gone for good, a
general perception that anything and everything may disappear - these indicate
a rupture of equilibrium […] our interest in lieux de de mémoire where memory
crystallizes and secretes itself has occurred at a particular historical moment, a
turning point where consciousness of a break with the past is bound up with the
sense that memory has been torn-but torn in such a way as to pose the problem
of the embodiment of memory in certain sites where a sense of historical conti-
nuity persists. there are sites of memory, because there are no longer real en-
vironments of memory.”387

according to nora, any object that is either material or non-material in its nature
can become a memory site, since it has become, overtime- or through people’s
volition a symbolic element of that specific community’s memory legacy. It can
be any space, item or idea that has historic significance in the collective memory,
such as museums, monuments, some events or a symbol like the flag. sites of
memory are recognized and officiated by governments, which can lead to ho-
mogenization of differing local memories. nora believes, that in the past there
was only one national history and many particular memories, while currently
there is only one national memory, but its unity is based on a patrimonial demand,
which is constantly expanding and seeking for integrity. 

however, some researchers of “social forgetting” or “social amnesia,” believe
that “sites of forgetting” should be studied as well to balance the research into
the sites of memory. to avoid the linear and homogenous trap of the memory, its
multiple voices should be celebrated, and the silenced and forgotten voices
should become heard through study of oral history, local memory and folklore.
In a way, this book is an attempt to do that. We believe that in the context of the
Karabakh conflict it is important that such endeavors occur on both sides.

385 realms of memory or sites of memory.
386 nora, pierre, “Between memory and history: les lieux de mémoire,” Representations,

no. 26, special Issue: memory and Counter-memory. (spring, 1989), pp. 7-24.
387 Ibid.
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